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PREFACE 

The relationship of the parts  of this  paper  is like that 

of two brothers-in-law:    the seotion on the social organization 

of the Fox is the wife and si3ter,  that on the history and theory 

of the  study of sociel  organization the brother,   and that «on Fox 

history and ethnology the husband.    She choice in organization 

was thst of emphasizing either the  consanguine or the marital tie; 

the former was chosen because of the wider interest in theory, 

and the ethnology of the Fox (except parts pertinent to the dis- 

cussion),  like so many husbands,   is relegated to the appendices. 

To his teachers a student  owes what a President  owes to 

his mother»    While a mere enumeration is insufficient,  it will 

have to  do because it  is  impossible to evaluate the debt to each. 

Ralph Linton and Charlotte Gower first taught me anthropology at 

the university of Wisconsin;  then,   for a summer, Ruth Benedict of 

Columbia University directed field work in which we were engaged; 

but most of my student days in anthropology were spent at the 

university of Chicago under Fay-Cooper Cole, A. R. Radoliffe-Brown, 

Robert Redfield, Manual J. Andrade,  and Harry Hoijer.    To all of 

them,   for their inspiration as well as their information,   I owe 

thanks;  and if this paper shows that occasionally I have not been 

following when I appeared to be listening,   I hope it will also 

show that it was not lack of respect that was the cause. 

Sol Tax 

Chicago, Illinois 
October 10, 1934. 
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PART  I 

A SHORT HISTORY OF 

THE STUDY OF SOCIAL  ORGANIZATION 

I. Forerunners 

Reporting his experiences in eastern North Amerioa, John 

Lederer, an early English adventurer, wrote, in 1672, concerning 

the Tutelo, an eastern Siouan tribe, that: 

From four women, viz., Pash. Sepoy. Askarin and Maraskarin. 
they derive the race of "'mankind; which they therefore divide 
into four Tribes, distinguished under those several names. 
They very religiously observe the degrees of Marriage, whioh 
they limit not to distance of Kindred, but difference of 
Tribes, which are continued In the issue of the females: now 
for two of the same tribe to match, is abhorred as Inoest, 
and punished with great severity.1 

This, to my knowledge, is the first mention in modern ethnological 

history of those phenomena—clans, matriliny, exogamy—peculiar 

to the study of what in anthropology is oalled "Social Organiza- 

tion." A fourth problem of social organization is that of kinship 

systems; but, even as speculation about the Malayan and Turanian 

types was destined to lag behind theories of marriage and descent, 

so the matter of kinship terminology remained unbroaohed until 

forty-two years later, when Joseph Franooise Lafitau, a French 

Jesuit missionary, described the kinship system of the Iroquois— 

striking by chance at the archetype of the "Olassificatory 

•*-The D.isooveries of Jphn Lederer (Cincinnati, 1879; repub- 
lished from the original edition of 1672), pp. 10-11. 

2Although Andrew Lang says that Nicolaus Damasoenus, who 
lived in the first century, A.D., described the Olassificatory 
System of kinship terminology for the Galaotophagi (Artiole, 
Family. Encyclopaedia Britennica, 12th edition, X, 160). I am 
dealing only with modern researches, however. 
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System" v/hich was to become e catch phrase in the infant soienoe a 

oantury end a half later: 

Among the Iroquois and the Hurona, all the ohildren of a Cabin 
regard their mothers' sisters as their mothers, and their 
mothers' brothers as their uncles; in the same way they give 
the name of father to all their fathers' brothers and that of 
aunt to their fathers' sisters. All of the ohildren on the 
side of the mother and her sisters and of the father and his 
brothers they regard as equal to brothers and sisters, but as 
regards the ohildren of their uncles and aunts—that is to say, 
of their mothers' brothers and their fathers' sisters—they 
treat them only on the footing of oousins although they may be 
as olosely related as those whom they regard as brothers and 
sisters.  In the third generation the grand-uncles and grand- 
eunts become grandfathers and grandmothers of the children of 
those whom they call nephews and nieces.  This continues 
always in the descending line according to the same rule.^ 

Such interesting observations remained, however, unnoticed 

and unused. Early explorers brought baok, during the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries, many more accounts of strange customs re- 

lating to marriage, the family, and suoh institutions as clans; 

oddly, kinship terminologies were rarely recorded, if, indeed, 

noticed.4  Almost a century passed before Lafitau's observation 

QMaeure dea Sauvages Ameriqualna, Pompare'es aux Moaura des 
Premiers ¡Temps, 1, 5¿S-63 (Baria, 1724) • Liberties have been taken 
with' the translation; the French is: "... parmi les Iroquois* & 
parmi les Hurona, tous lea enfana d'une Cabane regardant oomme 
leura meres, toutes les soeurs de leurs meres, & oomme leurs onelea, 
tous las freres de leurs meres: par la meme raison, ils donnes le 
nom de Peres a tous les freres de leurs peres, &^de^ tantea a toutes 
lea soeurs de leurs peres. Tous lea enfana du oote'de la mere & de 
sea soeurs, du pare & de sea frerea, se regardent entr'eux egale- 
ment comme freres & aoeura; maia par rapport aux enfana de leura 
onolea & de leura tantea, o'est-e-dire, des freres de leura meres, & 
sea soeurs de leurs peres, ils ne leg traitent que sur le pied de 
oousins, quo i qu'ils soient dana le meme degre'de párente', que oeux 
qu'ila ¿regardant oomme leur8 frerea & leura aoeurs. Dana la 
troieieme Generation cela change; lea grands onoles & lea grandes 
tantea redeviennent grands-peres & grandea-merea, dee enfana de 
oeux qu'ila appelloient neveux, & nieces. Cela ae continue 
toujours ainai en descendant, aelon la me'me regie." 

*LewiB H. Morgan says:  "It is a singular fact, but one 
which I have frequently verified, that those Americans who' are most 
thoroughly versed in Indian languagea, from a long residence 
in the Indian country, .are unacquainted with their system of rela- 
tionship except ita general features.  It does not appear to have 
attracted their attention sufficiently to have led to an investiga- 
tion of its details, even as a matter of curiosity. Hot one of 
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was repeated in print.     In 1823,   James Edwin,  who  led an expedi- 

tion into the West,  described the kinship system of the Omaha in 

these words: 

(Che designations by which the omawhaws distinguish their 
various degrees of consanguinity are somewhat different 
from ours; children universally address their father's 
brother by the title of father,  and their mother's brother 
by that of uncle;  their mother's sister is called mother 
and their father's sister aunt.    The children of brothers 
and sisters address each oiWr by the titles of brother and 
sister.... a man applies the title of Ü7e-hun-guh,  or 
sister-in-law to hie wife's sister....  he also calls his 
wife's brother's daughter Wahunguh,  and may  in like manner 
take her to wife     A man distinguishes his wife's 
brother by the title of "Tahong,"  or brother-in-law,   and 
his son also by the same designation.    He calls the wife of 
his brother-in-law "oong-ha" or mother-in-law.    A woman 
calls her husband's brother "Wish-e-a," or brother-in-law, 
and speaks of his children as her own.....    Men who marry 
sisters address eaoh other by the title of brother.    All 
women who marry the same individual,  even if not previously 
related,  apply to eaoh other the title of sister.5 

Edwin at the same time went further,   and described some of the be- 

havior patterns in the relationships,  notably the parent-in-law 

avoidance.    Yet,  for all these preliminary observations,  decades 

were again to pass before kinship systems were to obtrude them- 

selves upon the scientific world. 

But,  meanwhile,  such important concepts as that of the 

Totemio Clan were crystallizing.    Albert Gallatin, the great Amer- 

ican statesman, who in 1842 founded the American Ethnological 

Society of Hew York, and who may be called the first ethnologist 

in America (and,   indeed,  he was preceded by nobody in the world), 

redeseribed Exogamy,  as' occurring in the Southeastern tribes,   and 

gave the phenomenon ourrency.    Moreover, he first adapted to use 

the number have I ever found who,  from his own knowledge, was able 
to fill out even a small part of the schedule.....    The same is 
also true of the returned missionaries from Asia, Africa,   and the 
Islands of the Pacific....." (Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity 
of the Human Family.  Smithsonian Contr:Fbutions to Knowledge, 2tfll, 
Tzfe1)".1 

^Account of An Expedition from Pittsburgh to the Rocky 
Mountains  (1833).  p.  3297 
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the Ojibwa term "totem.'' This is especially noteworthy because 

there was no chance observation in his cose, but rather e study of 

the literature, and, further, he suggested comparisons of a number 

of tribes. He writes, concerning the Ghoctaws, Cherokee», Greeks, 

Hatches, and others: 

Every nation was divided into a number of clans, varying in 
the several nations from three to eight to ten, the members 
of which respectively were dispersed indiscriminately 
throughout the whole nation. It has been fully ascertained 
that the inviolable regulations, by which these clans were 
perpetuated amongst the southern nations, were, first, that 
no man could marry in his own clan; secondly, that every 
child belongs to his or her mother's clan. Among the 
Ghoctaws, there are two great divisions, each of which is 
subdivided into four clans; and no man can marry in any of 
the four clans belonging to his division. The restriction 
amongst the Gherokees, the Creeks, and the Hatches, does not 
extend beyond the clan to which the man belongs.° 

And again: 

Whether the Totem, or family name of the Ohippeways, 
descends in a regular manner^ or is arbitrarily imposed by 
the father, has not been clearly examined.? 

Comparative ethnology in the subject of Social Organiza- 

tion had not entered the scene; this is further evidenced by the 

fact that Sir George Grey—a first explorer of northwestern 

Australia—after making independent observations of the tribes of 

that region, proceeded to compare his discoveries with those 

reported by Gallatin. 

One of the most remarkable facts connected with the natives, 
is that they are divided into certain great families, all 
the members of which bear the same names, as a family, or 
second name: the principle branches of these families, so 
far as I have been able to ascertain, are the Bailaroke, 
Tdondarup, ligotak, Uagarnook, Hogonyuk, Mongalung, Harrangur. 
But in different distriots the members of these families 
give a local name to the one to which they belong, which is 
understood in that district, to indicate some particular 
branoh of the principal family  

6Archaeologla Americana, Transactions and Collections of 
the American Antiquarian Society {Cambridge, Mass., 1836), II, 109, 

7 
Ibid., p. 110.  Gallatin obtained his Ojibwa information 

from Tanner's narrative,  p.  313. 
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These family names are oomraon over a great portion of the 
continent  

These family names are perpetuated, and spread through the 
country, by the operation of two remarkable laws:- 

1st. That children of either sex, always take the family 
name of their mother. 

End. That a man cannot marry a woman of his own family name. 

But not the least singular circumstance connected with these 
institutions, is their coincidence with those of the North 
American Indians, which are thus stated in the Arohaeologla 
Americana 8 

Grey then quotes fully from Gallatin's statements ebove, and then 

remarks that animal end vegetable crests and family names are 

common to both. Grey wondered about the origin of the institu- 

tions,, but did not try to speculate on it. Grey showed himself 

to be a worthy precursor of modern ethnologists, for, in addition 

to his general observations, he published genealogies, with data 

on clans and marriages. 

Yet, as far as the study of social organization and kin- 

ship is oonoerned, one cannot say that the aoienoe was fairly 

launched. While it is true that Henry Sohooloraft brought to- 

gether a large amount of information on the American Indians, in- 

cluding some on clans, yet one need merely catalogue the 

ethnological developments that took no account of such observa- 

tions to see that the study of society in these respeots was, 

prior to 1860, embryonic. To see what was being done in 

8Journals of Two Expeditions in Worth-West and Western 
Australia '(LondonT*^l%%T), IÍ, 225-87. 

Q In Historical and Statistical Information Respecting the 
Indian TrT5*ea""b:f the ynlted'irfcateB.  he say's:    rfThat feature of 
the organization of tribes which consists of their being associ- 
ated in clans,   or what has been more appropriately denominated 
the totemio tie....   is designed rather to produce fraternity and 
the means of at once recognising it,  than for any practical 
operations upon their simple theory of government."  {Part I 
CPhiladelphia,  1852J, p.  193) 
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ethnology, one can examine two sets of evidenoe:  the general 

books on that subject and the journals of the anthropologioal and 

ethnologioal societies. 

The first general treatises were concerned with the 

natural history of mankind, but—in the confusion of physical, 

linguistic, and cultural phases of life—tney included material 

on sociology. But while Pritohard, for instance, surveyed peo- 

ples all over the world, his interest in social organization—or 

his knowledge of it—was typified by such a statement as: 

The Rejangs (Sumatra) live in villages under the govern- 
ment of magistrates subject to a king of the whole country. 
They are separated into clans, or tribes, or kindred.^ 

and, although Van Amringe the next year published considerable 

material on such topics as the position of women and the rela- 
te 

tions of sexes in different parts of the world, there is nothing 

remotely selective or interpretive about it.   In the next 

decade, the accumulating knowledge about clans, totemlsra, and 

kinBhip still failed to penetrate such worka as, for example, 

Latham's Descriptive Ethnology (1859).12 Theodore Waitz, too, in 

his great work Anthropologie der HaturvSlker. devotes a few pages 

to Social.;Organization, mostly to the matters of chastity and 

romantic love and the degradation of women-as-property among 

primitive peoples; on such things as kinship there is nothing, end 

on social-structure only this: 

In passing from sexual and family relations to the social 
condition of uncivilized nations, but little can be said that 

10James Cowles Pritchard, Researches into the Physical 
History of Mankind (London, 1847), V, 72. 

^William FTederlok Van Amringe, An Investigation of the 
Theories of the Hatural History of ilanklncTlHew York; 1848T7 

12John Ferguson McLennan (Studies in Ancient History 
CLondon, 1876 and 18863) attributes the discovery of clans and 
exogamy to him. 
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is generally characteristic» Families generally live near 
each other independently under their own chief, gradually 
forming little societies, without any form of government, 
until internal dissensions or external attacks compel them 
to unite and submit to the sway of one or more individuals 
who have proved their prowess or their wisdom. Such peo- 
ples may, however, remain for a long time without any 
organization, oscillating between a state of perfect inde- 
pendence and one of despotism.  It is an erroneous view to 
consider this oscillation among rude nations as degrees of 
social development, instead of attributing it to its 
natural cause.^ 

This purafjraph is labelled, in the table of contents, "Societies: 

Clanship," EO that v;hile it is very unsatisfactory to argue from 

negative evidence, it remains clear that Waitz' concern with 

clans—if indeed he -¡leant the same thing by the term—bears little 

relation to the problems that have since beset anthropologists.14 

Evidence for the view that the study of Social Organiza- 

tion was not crystallized before the middle sixties is even more 

conclusive (if equally negative) when the Journals are examined., 

Prom the beginning, the anthropological societies combined 

physical and social studies of man.- Prom the beginning, too, 

there was no dearth of accounts of different native tribes. But 

never in this period was there even a general discussion on any 

topio relating to Social Organization.  In fact, although the 

Journal of the Ethnologioal Society of London began publication in 

1848 and the Journal of the Anthropological Society of London in 

1863, it was not until 1866 that there is any discussion on any 

of the general topics that later occupied the attention of 

13 
"Mfrom English translation of Vol. I, edited and trans- 

lated by J. P. Collingwood as Introduction to Anthropology (London, 
1863), pp. 301-302. 

14Compare this, for example, with £• B. Tylor's Researches 
into the Early History of mankind (London, 1865), where informa- 
tion on clans, exogamy, and rules of descent (pp. 279-86]; 
marriage by capture (pp. 286-88); parent-in-law taboos (pp. 288- 
91); couvade (pp. 291-302) is collected and dealt with in quite 
modern fashion. 



soientists.  Then there was a summary in the Anthropological 

Review of a paper on marriage and exogamy read by E. B. Tylor be- 

fore the British Association. Before 1865 there was nothing of 

the sort.15 7/hat happened in the middle sixties was a veritable 

revolution in the study of sooial organization when in the course 

of a few years a mushroom development occurred that saw the 

fruition of the first great stage of ethnological history. 

15ihe early Societies end their publications may be tabu- 
lated thus: 

1843-71 Ethnologloal Sooiety 
of London 

"Journal" 
"Transactions" 

1848-71 
1861-70 

lb60- Sooiete d'Anthropologle 
de Paris 

"Bulletins et 
Memoirs" 1860- 

1863-71 Anthropological Sooiety     ; 
of London              ' 

"Anthropologi- 
cal Review" 1863-70 
"Memoirs" 1863-69 
"¡Transactions" 1863-70 
"Journal of 
Anthropology" 1870 

1873-75 London Anthropological 
Society "Anthropologia" ¡ 1873-75 

1871- Anthropological Institute of 
Great Britain and Ireland 
(Since, "Royal" prefixed) "Journal" 1871- 

In the first volume of the Journal of the Ethnologioal Sooiety, 
there were four ethnographic artioles, all of which included some 
data on marriage and the family. So with succeeding volumes. But 
there was nothing general in the early numbers. Typical is the 
contrast between 1wo articles of William Ridley:  the first 
appeared in the JES in 1856 (IV, 289-93) on the Xamilaroi tribe, 
and included the names of the Sections and the marriage and 
descent rules, as well as a vooabulary without kinship terms, and 
throughout, apparently no evidence of further interest. Another 
appeared in 1872 in the JAI (II, 257-91) on Australian Languages 
end Traditions^ and this contains kinship terms, marriage rules, 
descent, classes, etc, plus comparisons, reference to Morgan's 
terminology, etc. 

In Vol. II (1863) of the Transactions of the Ethnological 
Society of London, appears Bailey's article on the Wild Tribes of 
the Veddahs of Ceylon which includes a good discussion of" oross- 
cousm marriage: but this is hardly comparable to Lubbock's arti- 
cle in Vol. VI (1868) on The Origin of Civilization. So it is in 
all of the publications; theory appeared after 1065*. 
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II. Historical Evolution 

It appears that four relatively independent factors com- 

bined to give us what might be callea the Historical Evolutionary 

School of anthropology. First, there was the intellectual tenrner 

of the century—the materialistic philosophy which saw Gomóte and 

Spencer seeking a positive science of society—together with the 

encouragement and analogy of the progress in biology that culmi- 

nated ivith Darwin.  Second were the researches into ola3Siool and 

protohiatorical times by men like Baohofen and Maine, culminating 

in their evolutionary interpretation of anoient and contemporary 

society. Third, there were the accounts of curious customs 

brought back from other continents by the growing number of ven- 

turing travelers that became the stimulus and the subject matter 

of those historians to whom they suggested evolutionary sequences, 

the first of whom was J. P. McLennan. Fourth was the influence of 

the out and out ethnography of Morgan and the interest in kinship— 

which led to his evolutionary explanation of it—of whioh it was 

the beginning. 

These four factors were not entirely independent; in a 

general way, the first was a condition of the other three, but to 

what extent, and in what way, it would be fruitless to inquire. 

If one is speaking of the theory of sooial evolution itself, it can 

be said that Spencer alone conceived the entire framework; but if 

one is thinking of the development of the theory in respect to So- 

oial Organization particularly, Spencer properly takes the place— 

merely part of the background—that has been assigned to him. 

Again, if one is thinking of the genesis of the science of Sooial 

Organization, Baehofen, Maine, and McLennan may be lumped together 

as having independently contributed much the same thing, while 

Morgan stands apart for his distinctive contribution. 
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Malne. Baohofen, McLennan. Sir Henry Maine published 

Anoient Law in 1861» the same year that Baohofen's Das Jflntterreoht 

appeared, and there was a great deal else in eommon between them. 

Both were Jurists; both drew their source material from Indo- 

European protohistory and history; both adopted a striotly his- 

torical point of view* purporting to show that there was a devel- 

opment of domestio rule and the family from earlier stages to 

the family ss we know it. But there are striking differences as 

well, for while Maine was willing to limit his conclusions to the 

so-called Aryans, Bachofen felt that he was making a universal 

generalization; and whereas Maine's conclusions were that under- 

lying the Indo-European family system there was a patriarchal 

family, Bachofen contended that mother-right preceded the patri- 

archate everywhere. 

Maine (1822-88) was primarily a comparative jurist, an 

authority on Roman law* He was never an evolutionist in the 

sense that some of his .contemporaries were, for he neither delin- 

eated a series of "stages" of human history, nor did he believe 

that there is evidence to warrant such procedure* 

So far as I am aware, there is nothing in the recorded 
history of soolety to Justify the belief that, during that 
vast chapter of its growth which is wholly unwritten, the 
same transformations of social constitution succeeded one 
another everywhere, uniformly if not simultaneously.16 

nevertheless, he believed that all societies whose histories are 

known were once organized on the model of the Hebrew patriarchate, 

hence his "Patriarchal Theory" which he attributed, however, to 

Plato (Laws, iii, 680) and Aristotle (Politics, i, 2) 

In 185E, Maine began a series of lectures in which he 

laid the foundation for his Anoient Law, the work which made him 

16Sir Henry Maine, Dissertations on Early Law and Custom 
(Hew York, 1882). 
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immediately famous.  His interest throughout was in jurisprudence, 

which he attacked from the historical point of view; and only 

incidentally did he in Ancient Law bring forth material bearing 

on the evolution of the family. Here he wrote that: 

She rudiments of the social state, so far as they are known 
to us at all, are known through testimony of three sorts— 
accounts by contemporary observers of civilization less 
ndvanoed than their own, the reoords whioh particular races 
have preserved concerning their primitive history, and 
ancient law.-*-' 

i..nñ,   although he rnode uso of all throe sourcos, his chief depend- 

ence was on the latter.  But he did not study ancient law to 

discover the "rudiments of the social state" so much as to deter- 

mine the meaning of law in general. LIcLennan especially set out 

to disprove the Patriarchal Theory, and in 1883, in refuting a 

posthumous work of his antagonist, Maine became, perhaps, more of 

an evolutionist than he had ever been, denying theories of origi- 

nal promiscuity and "the horde" and claiming that matrilineal 

descent must have come as a later phenomenon es a result of a 

disproportion of the sexes.  In 1883, of course, the argument on 

such matters had passed its climax, and if settled at all, the 

decision went against ¿íaine.  In any event, one may be sure that 

in the history of ethnology ¡.laine's influence was comparatively 

slight, due perhaps to his conservatism in a very extravagant 

era. 

J. J. Bachofen, a Swiss, was a student chiefly of classi- 

cal antiquity,  "he traditions and the mythology of the Greeks 

and Romans were the chief source of his theories, for he saw in 

them definite evidence of the importance of relationship through 

females.  In the Orestes myth, for example, the mother-child 

relationship is sacred.  Bachofen noted also that Herodotus had 

17Anoient Law (London, 1861), p. 116. 
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describod the Lycians as having a sort of matriarchate; and it 

appeared to him also that the Spartans had traces of such an or- 

ganization. Such were the sources for Bachofen's theory.  later 

(.Antiquarisohe Briefe, 1880), he included a discussion of the 

Hairs of India 83 a living example of the matriarchate. He was 

convince! from such evidence that matriarchal preoeded patriar- 

chal organizations of society, and his theoretical endeavors were 

spent in explaining how and why the change came about.  To do 30, 

he set up an evolutionary 3ehene*  first, there was no marriage, 

or some sort of communal marriage; then, the women, revolted by 

this state of affairs, established their own rule for moral rea- 

sons; but since motherhood is very material and serves as the basis 

of society only at a very early stage, in the course of history 

the spiritual creative influence of the father came to be recog- 

nized and mother-right was overthrown. Bachofen v/as really the 

first of the family-evolutionists, and, on the continent 

especially, his influence has been inestimable. 

John Ferguson McLennan wrote that: 

It was in the spring of 1866 that I first heard of Das 
Mutterreeht and then I found that I had been anticipated by 
Herr Bachofen In this discovery. Wo two, routes, however, 
could be more widely apart than those by which Bachofen and 
I arrived at this conclusion.  I was led to it by reasoning 
on the exigencies of my explanation of the origin of the 
form of capture.  To Bachofen the fact seems to have 
revealed itself as everywhere underlying the traditions, 
and especially the mythologies, of antiqnity which his pro- 
digious learning comprehended in all their vast details.1$ 

Indeed, that sums up the difference.  Primitive Marriage was pub- 

lished in 1865, four years later than Das iiutterreoht. Both were 

concerned with the evolution of marriage and types of descent, 

and both considered that in human history there was line of devel- 

opment.  But, except that he was anticipated by Bachofen, and 

18Studies in Anoient History (1st ed., London, 1876), 
not e, p. 391. 



except that in the Gormen-speaking world Baohofen probably had 

more influence (on Freud, for example), McLennan playea a more 

important part in the history of the study of social organization 

than did his contemporary. MoLennan not only sot forth an evolu- 

tionary scheme of the development of society, but he used much 

ethnographio evidence and introduced a terminology ("exogamy," 

"endogamy," for example) that has survived. Besides the questions 

of descent, totemism, and clans, he drew attention to the irnpor- 

tfiice of marriage regulations, marriage by capture, fenale 

infanticide, etc., and worked them into his theory of the evolution: 

Whether the system of kinship through females only prevailed 
universally at first or not, it must have prevailed wherever 
exogamy prevailed—exogamy and the consequent prsctice of 
oepturing wives. Certainty as to fathers is impossible 
where mothers ere stolen from their first lords, and lisble 
to be re-stolen before the birth of the children. And as 
exogamy and polyandry are referable to one and the same cause-- 
a want of balance between the sexes—we ere forced to regard 
all the exogamous races as having originally been polyandrous.19 

and 

At the outset of our argument we saw that if the system of 
kinship through females oould only be shown to exist, or to 
have existed, it must be acoounted a more archaic system of 
kinship than the system of relationship through males.... 
and that to prove its existence on such a scale as to en- 
title it to rank among the normal phenomena of human develop- 
ment would be to prove it the most ancient system of kinship. 
We now submit that we have amply established our proposi- 
tion  We have seen (further) that polyandry must be 
accepted as a stage in the progress towards marriage proper 
and the patriarchal system. Ihe lower forms of polyandry we 
have found to be accompanied by the system of kinship 
through females only. Vie have seen polyandry change its 
form till it allowed of kinship through males, and then die 
away into sn obligation on the younger brothers in turn to 
espouse the widow of the eldest brother 20 

McLennan, like Baohofen, postulated an original state of promis- 

cuity, for, he argued, the father would then have been unknown 

19i'rom Primitive Marriage. 1865 (reprinted in Studies in 
Ancient History, 2nd ed., London, 1886, p. 124). 

80Ibid., p. 123. 
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and this fact would account for tracing descent through females, 

which he found to be prevalent. Following the state of promis- 

cuity, or possibly substituted for it, oarae the family based on 

polyandry, which could also explain the origin of matrilineal 

descent. Polyandry, he argued, was connected with female infan- 

ticide, making women a scarcity. The very scarcity of women, 

again, led to the capture of girls from other tribes and finally 

to the, rule that only women of other tribes were fit wives 

(exogamy).  Originally, of course, the exogamic ;TOU::>S were 

matrilineal. 

McLennan thought that he could see survivals of desoent 

through females, of totemism, even of promiscuity, in classical 

end Indian lore; but his chief evidence was the survival of all 

of these and of marriage by oapture in living tribes in all parts 

of the world. LlcLennan was the first student of social organi- 

zation to use ethnographic materials as the basis of his argument. 

Of all topics which are today lumped together as sooial 

organization, HcLennan missed only one of importance—that of kin- 

ship systems. That v/as to await Morgan; and only after the 

American Introduce! the subject a few years later did MoLenhan 

include it in his dlsouesions. Then he attacked Morgan; an attack 

that convinced English anthropology enough to keep the subject of 

kinship terminology from its proper sphere for many years. 

Morgan.  With Lewis H. Morgan, historical evolution 

reached its climax, while at the same time the subject matter of 

social organization \ras finally rounded out. Morgan's great con- 

tribution was his virtual disoovery of the variety of kinship 

terminologies; his use of them to reconstruct the history of so- 

ciety, while at the time it seemed most important, must now be 

considered comparatively insignificant. Since Morgan's positive 
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influence has been greater than that of Baohofen, Maine, and 

LIoLennan together (in this field) hia work deserves some detail. 

While engaged in what was perhaps the first case of ex- 

plicit ethnographic research in America, Lewis Morgan observed 

21 
the peculiar kinship system that was employed by the Iroquois; •"• 

believing that it was unique, he thought little about it.  In 

1858 he discovered that the OJibwa (of quite different linguistic 

stock) had the same system; this curious fact led him to investi- 

gate further, and he soon came to believe that it was universal 

in Amerioa. Aided by the State Department, he sent out a ques- 

tionnaire, requesting' Government agents and missionaries all over 

the world to send him the kinship terms in use.  In addition, 

Morgan collected a number of American Indian systems himself. 

It is apparent that Morgan was at first interested in 

tracing racial history; he believed that the fact that the Ameri- 

can Indians had, even though now liguistioally and physically 

divergent, the same kinship system was proof that they are 

genetically related. He sent out the questionnaire-schedules to 

see if he could discover to whom the Indians as a whole were re- 

lated and from whence they came. While languages change, he 

pointed out, ways of reqkoning relationships remain constant. 

"We may.... be able to.... re-associate nations and races, whose 

22 
original connection has passed from human knowledge."   It is 

evident from such a statement that (l) Morgan was at this time 

thinking in terms of non-evolutionary historical reconstruction; 

(8) he was from the beginning convinced that systems of kinship 

s^The League of the Iroquois was published in 1851. 

2g0ircular in Referenoe to the Degrees of Relationship 
among Different Nations, Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collection, 
Vol II, Article X {1862;, p. 14. 
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termlnology are rather permanent and remain the asme after other 

things  (such as language)   have changed;   (3)   he was already using 

a circular argument that was to stay with him:    to wit,  that kin- 

ship terms oan be used to reconstruct history because they remain 

constant—and we know they remain constant because they are wide- 

spread among people who onoe were one and who have otherwise 

ohanged —-and we know they were once one because the kinship sys- 

tems are the same» 

Horgon, when he set  out   to collect kinahip terms,  7/as not 

an evolutionist.    He wrote that  "the children are  of the tribe 

(meaning "clan")   of the mother,   in a majority of the nations;  but 
art 

the rule,   if anciently universal,  is not so at the present day." 

By anciently universal he meant at some period after the tribes 

had diverged from the common ancestor; had he had the evolutionary 

notions he developed later, he would not have questioned the 

universality of such rules.    Although it is easy to make much of 

a stray statement, the whole tenor  of Morgan's writing at this 

time mas non-evolutionary. 

When the schedules were returned to him,  he began to or- 

ganize the material; and then it was that he worked out the theory 
24 that was to bring him fame.        While waiting for the Government to 

publish his work» he fceeame afraid that he would be anticipated 

and read a preview before the American Academy.        Although the 

8gIbid.. p. 13. 

24g0ffie account of the friends who influenced Morgan in the 
working oat of his theories is contained in his biography, lewis 
Henry Morgan.  Social Evolutionist,  by Bernhard J.  Stern (Chicago, 
I&31).    UEhere is excellent material in this book, but to a student 
of social organization possibly valuable interpretations are 
lacking. 

25£ Ooajeotural Solution of the Origin of the Class iflea- 
tor y System* of Relationa'Erp. Proceedings of the American Academy 
of Arts and Sciences, Vol. VII (1868). 
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prefaoe to Systems of Consanguinity ana Affinity of the Human 

Family was dated January, 1866, the work was not published until 

1870.26 Systems completed the plateau of Historioal Evolutionism, 

and at the same time it rounded out the subject matter of the 

science of sooial organization. 

Systems is a contribution that ranks with any in ethnolo- 

gy, both because it bares a tremendous amount of factual material 

and because it draws inferences from it that, fallacious as the 

gross argument may be, contain a number of ideas that have found 

a permanent place in the science. If for nothing else than that 

Morgan began the system of getting terminologies systematically, 

he should be remembered, but even to the detail of getting the 

terms in relation to a Bpeaker, and in the first person, he has 

been followed to this day. 

The first great result of his sohedules was that he saw 

an important distinction between two general types of systems^ 

the one that he found in America,^ whioh he now called "classi- 

ficatory," and the one that typifies the Semitic and Celtic lan- 

guages—where all relatives are oarefully distinguished by the 

term father, mother, sister, brother* son, daughter, grandfather, 

grandmother, grandson, granddaughter, and combinations of these 

terms, so that a type of cousin would be called "my mother's 

sister's daughter," for example, or "my father's sister's grand- 

daughter"—which he called "descriptive." The terms "olassifi- 

catory" and "descriptive" have caused confusion, but most of the 

confusion was in the minds of writers later than Morgan who was 

26smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Vol. XVII 
(Washington, 1870). 

27 
paper. 

Cf. Lafitau's description of Iroquois, p.  2 of this 
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himself aware that English, for example, has non-desoriptive 

features (suoh as the term "oousin," or "uncle") but who never- 

theless appreciated the distinction that is, in fact, there.  It 

may be that the distinction is overrated in importance, but that 

remains to be proved. 

Within the olasBifioatory systems, Morgan made a further 

distinction: he found that some systems (like that of Hawaii) 

made no distinctions whatsoever except on the basis of generation 

and sex, so that the siblings of both the father and mother are 

all called "father" and "mother," and their ohildren all "brother" 

and "sister," and their ohildren all "son" and "daughter," and so 

on; this he called the Malayan System; on the other hand, the 

systems in America and parts of Asia make a distinction between 

parallel and cross lines, i.e., between the father's brothers' 

and mother's sisters' lines as one group, and the father's ais- 

tors' and mother's brothers' lines as another.  These systems he 

called the Turanian (in Asia) and the Ganowanian (in Amerioa). 

Morgan's first problan was to explain the differences. 

He first noticed that, broadly, the olassiflcatory system is of 

value to a amall tribe, for it tends toward unity, while on the 

other hand such a system would be harmful to a society suoh as 

ours where the inheritance of property is so important. Such an 

observation, whleh in modern days would be termed "functional," 

was of minor importance; for he recognized that kinship systems 

cannot always be tied up functionally with the social structure, 

since—although Morgan's first assumption is that kinship systems 

cannot be made out of whole cloth but must always fit the socie- 

ties in which they grow—he believed that kinship systems change 

very slowly and "it is rendered not improbable that they might 

survive changes of social condition sufficiently radioal to 
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overthrow the primary ideas in which they originated.28 Kinship 

systems must always have originated in a social system of a type 

that would produce such a terminology, but the kinship terminol- 

ogy is apt to survive after the social system has passed; there- 

fore, he thought that one can reconstruct social systems from the v 

kinship terminologies and at the same time explain the variations 

in kinship terminology that we now find. So he reconstructed 

history in the first place to explain the terminology, but more 

important, as an end in itself, with tho terminology as the proof 

29 
of the history. 

a8Systems. p. 15. 

^Anyone who supposes that Morgan reached such conclusions 
v/ithout an argumentative tussle has not read Systems* One must 
read his arguments with the knowledge that (1) he was» from the 
beginning, interested in reconstructing history, and that alone, 
and, further, that (2) he was convinced, without raising the ques- 
tion or trying to prove it, that kinship systems must arise in con- 
nection with social systems (and cannot be diffused as traits in > 
themselves). The latter, and the point that kinship terminologies 
can survive the causes that gave them rise, are all that he — 
assumed; and it may be said here that both of those assumptions 
have today a tremendous body of evidence in their support. 

With that background, Morgan asks: Oan the classifloatory 
system {he does not try to account for descriptive systems because 
he considers them natural and logical in the societies in which 
they aré now found) be accounted for (l) by causes and institu- 
tions now operative in different societies (and if the answer is 
"yes," the matter loses historical importance, for it might have 
then have grown up again and again), or (2) can it be accounted 
for by any supposed antecedent condition of society? If so, the 
classifloatory system "must be treated as a transmitted system 
from the earliest epoch of its oomplete establishment, and its or- 
igin would be contemporaneous with the introduction of the cus- 
toms, or the birth of the in&tltutions from which it sprung" 
(Systems, p. 474). 

The first essential for Historian Morgan was to answer the 
first possibility in the negative, and he proceeded to do so in 
the following way: by analyzing the social conditions in socie- 
ties today that might account for the growth of the classifloatory 
system and showing that they are insufficient. First, he pointed 
out, there are two possible external causes that suggest them- 
selves,, (a) the use of the band of kin for mutual protection; this 
would tend to draw the relatives together, but since it would not 
account for the peculiar way they are drawn together as exempli- 
fied by the classificatory terminology that we find, it cannot 

1/ 
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What sort of social organization must there have been baok 

in the days when all the people who now have the olassifioatory  ^ 

system were one and when that system originated? That became 

account for the system; (b) olan (he calls it "tribal") organiza- 
tion will account for some parts of the system (such as, in a pa- 
trilineal society, the merging of the father and father's brother 
who are in the same olan, and of the father's brother's children 
and one's own siblings, since they are all in one'3 own clan), but 
it would not account for other parts of the system, such as the 
merging of one's brother's son with one's own son in a matrilinear 
society where they may be of different clans. Seoond, he went on, 
there might be internal causes that would originate the olassifi- 
oatory system again end again; such are polygyny, or polyandry and 
the levirate, which can explain parts of the system (the parallel 
lines) but not all of it; another reason why Morgan rejected these 
internal causes is that the number of people in any society 
affected by these customs is not great enough to account for the 
origin of the terminology. Such customs have, however, he pointed 
out, helped to perpetuate the kinship terminology that arose 
earlier and from other causes. So Morgan rejected the possibility 
that these kinship systems oould have arisen over and over again 
from one cause or another. And, of course, if they could have 
arisen but once, they are useful in tracing history. 

Although it is difficult to prove that Morgan's conclusion 
must be rejected, the tendency is to believe that olassifioatory 
systems have arisen independently (and, of oourse, a much greater 
complexity and lack of uniformity-is now recognized).  If Morgan 
was right, however, and the theory of several independent origins 
of the olassifioatory is discarded, the next question is, must one 
accept Morgan's alternative—ere all the peoples with olassifioa- 
tory systems historically connected? Yes, but not necessarily 
genetically.related, for (a) the peoples may have had a common 
ancestry with both the sooial organization and the kinship termi- 
nology that goes with it, and, diverging, have kept the termi- 
nology, 'br'(-b) the peoples may not have had a common source, but 
the kinship terminologies may have diffused independently with or 
without the concomitant sooial organization that gave it rise. 
Morgan accepted (a) without considering (b). Morgan believed in 
unilinear evolution in the sense that he thought that at one time 
all people were one, had a uniform culture, of oourse, and before 
or after diverging, gradually changed their cultures in somewhat 
the same direotion.  The Ganowanian family came to America "with 
the blood stream." (Morgan, no doubt, was confused about oulture 
and biology, but, fortunately, it does not hamper his argument.) 
Morgan's next step was to postulate the kind of social organiza- 
tion that would give the Malayan type of kinship; then the kind 
that would give the Turanian and Ganowanian types. But he oould 
not explain the latter in terms of their social organization 
alone, but on the basis of that plus the fact that it was a modi- 
fication of the Malayan. That is the reason why he had to have an 
"evolution"; for, if he could explain each separately, they might 
have been independently developed without causal connection. This 
is the secret of his evolutionary scheme—this, rather than the 
fact that he tried to start from the opposite of Monogamy and work 
up, as some, cynically, have said. 
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.'íorgan's problem. But, first of all, which kinship system was 

older, the Malayan or Turanian? Morgan's answer was that the 

Malayan was older, for, as will be seen, the Turanian could be ex- 

plained only as an outgrowth of the other. Specifically, then, 

what kind of social organization could possibly demand the Malayan 

type of nomenclature? Morgan's answer was "the communal family." 

If a group of brothers married a group of sisters, and they all 

lived together with their children, one would expect them to use 

the Malayan terminology.30 What kind of family life, nest, could 

account for the Turanian and Ganowanian families? Morgan had re- 

jected simply "clans" as an answer, but he now argued that given 

the Malayan kinship ays tern, if clans-are organized and the "con- 

sanguine family" described above is consequently broken up, the 

Malayan system will be modified to suit new conditions, and the 

Turanian system is the result»ai 

Por the later stages of the family—from the clan type to 

SO Because,   of course,  all the men of the generation above 
would be either one's own father or step-father (mother's husband)-- 
and in this oase it would be impossible to tell which—and thus 
oalled "father"; all the women of the generation above either one's 

•own mother or step-mother and thus called "mother"; reciprocally, 
and for the same reasons,  all relatives of the generation below 
would be oalled "children"; all relatives of one's own generation 
would be full siblings,  half-siblings,   or step-siblings and would 
be oalled,  thus,   "brother" or "sister."    A condition much like 
this was reported from Hawaii and served as Morgan's model and 
proof. 

It should be noted that Morgan's position was not that a 
person would be ignorant of his mother's  identity,   as has been 
claimed;  rather that a step-mother would be oalled mother due to 
the similarity o i* relationship,   as  indeed is the case among so many 
peoples. 

31The mother's brother comes to be distinguished from the 
father's brother beoause they are in different clans;   and- the 
mother's sister from the father's  sister for the same reason.    But 
in a matrilineal society,  for example,  a man still would call his 
brother's child  "child"  even though they may be  in different  clans 
because kinship systems are conservative and there was no strong 
reason for changing the Malayan in this respect. 
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our own simple bilateral type—some of Morgan's evidence was his- 

torical, but more was based only on logic and the presence of 

various social institutions (such as polyandry) in native tribes. 

But the assumptions that Morgan made, such as that of the de- 

pendence of kinship terms on social structure and the lag of ter- 

minology in social change, are historically more important than 
32 

the exaot sequence of evolution that he 3et up. 
33 Morgan's later works. Ancient Society      and Houses and 

House Life  of the American Aborigines,       brought  together con- 

siderably more material and clarified his  point  of view;  the for- 

mer added little to  his argument,  while  the latter was concerned 

chiefly with the development  of  ideas of property.     The  influence 

of Ancient Society has been greater than that  of Systems,   chiefly 

because it  is a smaller volume;  but,  while  the theory in Ancient 

Society is largely outmoded, the raw material  in Systems is  of 

inestimable value. 

Morgan completed the  foundations of Historical Evolution- 

ism;  and no great constructive additions were made after 1870. 

Argument  on the subject,   however,  was  Just beginning,   and for 

As given in Systems (and changed only slightly in 
Ancient Society),  Morgan's series  is  as follows: 

1. Promiscuous intercourse 
2. Intermarriage of brother-sister 
3. The communal family 
4. The Hawaiian custom 
5. Malayan form of classlfioatory 

system 
6. The tribal organization (clans) 
7. The Turanian and Ganowanian 

systems of relationship 
8. Iviarriage between single pairs 
9. The barbarian family 

33Kew York, 1877. 

10» Polygamy 
11. The patriarchal family 
12. Polyandria 
13. The rise of property: 

lineal succession of 
estates 

14. The civilized family 
15. Overthrow of classifica- 

tory system of relation- 
ship and substitution of 
descriptive 

34Qontributions to Horth American Ethnology. Vol. IV. 
United States Geológical~S~urvey of the Rocky Mountain Region, De- 
partment of Interior (Washington, 1881). 
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twenty years  it  consumed the energy of the growing science as tag 

does that of children—with by-products absolutely essential to 

healthy development.35    Space does not warrant a detailed account 

of what happened in those twenty years.    Historically most  impor- 

tant was LicLennan's answer to Morgan,   for his claim that 'the 

classificatory system is a system of mutual salutations merely"36 

seems to have been convincing enough to delay the study of kinship 
«i? 

for thirty years.^      Aside from McLennan, the most important 

participants in the discussions v;ere Sir John Lubbock,   C. 3. '.'«eke^® 

35Ihe Evolutionary arguments have consumed chiefly Eng- 
lish energy, although both on the continent and in America there 
have been and still are stray exponents.  In England, it is fair 
to say, at one time all anthropologists were believers in social 
evolution of the unilinear type; in Prance it was never so strong; 
in Germany it was, in many quarters, bitterly opposed; in America, 
it was current until Boas, who had never been an evolutionist, 
became the strongest influence. 

S6studies in Ancient History (2nd ed., 1886), p. 273. On 
p. 277, nevertheless, he tries to explain the Malayan type on 
the basis of early marriage customs. 

37until Sivers revived it. 

381,-abbOQk lectured in 1868 on the origin of civilization, 
refuting Bachofen and McLennan on (as now considered) minor 
points. His Origin of Civilization and the Primitive Condition 
of Ivianklnd appeared In" 1870, (London);' In li he presented his own 
scheme of promiscuity-individual marriage-exogamy-matriliny- 
patriliny, differing slightly from that of his predecessors—mostly 
on the oauses of the changes. In 1871 he gave Morgan's work a 
rousing welcome in the first article of the first Journal of the 
Anthropological Institute, utilizing muoh of the data in Systems 
for constructive hypotheses. As late as 1911 (Marriage, gotemism, 
and Religion [London}), he maintained his evolutionary position. 

39In 1873, refuting McLennan, Lubbock, and ¡¿organ, Wake 
(¿ferriage by Oapture. Anthropologia, I, 73-78) denied original 
sexual oommunism. Later (iferrlage among Primitive Peoples, ibid., 
pp. 197-207), he was one of -the' first to make use of ¡¿organ's ta- 
bles in Systems to counter Morgan's argument. He also used Ridley's 
Australian material here, also on kinship terms.  In 1878, after 
reading Ancient Society, he supported the view that the father must 
always have been recognized (The Origin of the Olassificatory 
System of Relationships Used among Primitive Peoples. JAI. VIII. 
144-8tí). A year later he came out definitely for patrilinear 
priority (Q?he Primitive Human Pamily, JAI, IX, 3-19). 
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¡;. Robertson Smith,40 A. W. Howitt ana Lorimer Fison,41 Baldwin 

S-.oencer and F.   J. Gillen,  and in America V/. J. Powell, V>. J. 

• ;eGee, and others.43 Sir E. B. Tylor was somewhat aberrant; al- 

though none of his work looks like the typical Evolutionary dis- 

cussion of logic and conjecture, he nevertheless contributed to the 

side of the argument whioh claimed priority for the matriarchate 

when he showed by statistical means that, on the assumption that 

there was a unilinear evolution, the distribution of traits such as 

.>erent-in-law avoidance and the eouyade are explicable only if con- 

44 
siderod survivals from a matriarchal condition.   Towards the 

40A strong supporter of IleLennan; Kinship and Marriage in 
Early Arabia (Cambridge, 1885) is dedicated to the proposition 
t'hat "male kinship has been preceded by kinship through women 
only." 

41Howitt began his Australian researches in 1865.  In 1873 
he began to collaborate with the Rev. Mr. Fison on the Classifioa- 
tory system in Australia. A joint article appeared in the JAI in 
1880 (Vol. X), gamllaroi and Zurnai, in which they first pointed 
out that the olaasifloatory system and exogamy are two sides of the 
same thing.  In 1882, in another article (From Mother-Right to 
gather-Right. JAI, XII, 30-46), they.showed' how (but not on We 
basis of observed ohange) maternal descent could ohange to paternal 
in Australia. Both believed that promiscuity underlies group mar- 
riage in Australia, and Howitt's book in 1904 (The Hatlye Tribes 
of South-Bast Australia {^London]) and his article in Í907 
TTustralian Group Relationships. JAI, XXXVII, 279-89) devote oon- 
siderable tline to discussions of group marriage, the latter in 
answer to Andrew Lang. Chiefly beoause of Howitt"s and JPison's 
work» Australia became the stamping ground of the theorists. 

42In The ffative Tribes of Central Australia (London, 1899), 
they support Morgan's as againslTMcLennan's view of kinship termi- 
nology (p. 56). Their work on Australia was as important to later 
discussions as Howitt's was to earlier. 

-^Powell wrote long theoretical discussions in the early 
BAE reports as well as in the AA. MoGee is an example of e  pre- 
Boas American; his The Beginning of Marriage (AA, o.s., IX, 371-83), 
while refuting the theory of original promiscuity, is evolutionary 
(1896). He was supported by H. Solotaroff in 1898 (A.A., o.s. XI. 
229-42). 

440n a Method of Investigating the Development of Institu- 
tions, etc.. 7AI, XVIlTT 245-72 (1888).  Tylor makes ouF"his best 
case with the levirate. 
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nineties, however, intereata of the ovolutioniats were shifting 

to psychological, rather than historical, problems. 

Westerraarek, in 1889 and 1891, rather smothered all argu- 

ments;45 while still not abandoning all evolutionary disposition, 

he gathered such a mass of facts to show the improbability of the 

schemes established that, practically speaking, nobody again oared 

or dared to enter the lists, nevertheless, ffrazer unblushingly 

supported Morgan's notion of origin as late as 1910, and, even in 
46 47 recent times, Kartland and 3riffault, "*' for exemole, have resusci- 

tated the arguments, even if somewhat changed.  One may write 

finis, however, to the ettempts to set up "from promiscuity to 

monogamy" series on the basis of ethnographic data and date it 

1890.  In the span of thirty years, the Historical Evolutionary 

sohool had run its course, and whatever else one may say of it, it 

cannot be denied that in those same thirty years cultural anthro- 

pology had grown from nothing to maturity. Practically all of our 

elementary concepts about social organization—and its terminol- 

ogy—were developed b,y these evolutionists, and to try to evaluate 

their contributions ?/ould be as if a bullfrog were to try to 

evaluate a tadpole. Sinoe we, at the present time, with all the 

concepts developed by the evolutionists, find it difficult, if not 

impossible, to synthesize the materials we have about social 

organization, who can say that it was unfortunate that the first 

ethnologists were beset by a false formula? 

AC 
*°A preliminary paper on the Origin of Human Ilarriage 

appeared in 1889. His History of Human Marriage, in three volumes, 
was first published in London, In" 1'8^'i'. 

46Edwin Sidney Hartland, Primitive Paternity, 2 vols. 
(London, 1909); also Primitive Sooiety,(London. 1921). 

47Eobert Briffault, The Mothers. 3 vols. (Hew York, 1927). 
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III. Psychology 

Attempts to explain the phenomena of social organization 

in terms of individual psychology have been oonneoted histori- 

cally with (a) the Evolutionists, (b) the Psychoanalysts, 

(o) the American-Historians, and (d) the Functionalists.48 Since 

psychology is but a phase of the latter two and since they are of 

great importance in contemporary anthropology, the Americans and 

the Functionalists will be treated separately in other sections. 

Evolutionary Psychologists,  'io find the origin of r 

cultural institution, such as exogamy, for example, is, in the 

first place, a historical problem, but it is, at the same time, a 

"scientific" problem, for to establish a "law" as to how such an 

lnstutition can ever start is to solve the historic problem also 

(except as to the exact time and plaoe). All of the Evolutionists 

did both the history and science at the same time; but some of 

them used theoretical notions in order to establish their history 

(Morgan's implicit generalization that kinship systems must be 

growths in social organizations, for example) while others used 

evolutionary history (notions of "survivals" or "primitive 

peoples") as a means of establishing their generalizations.  It is 

on the basis of this difference that a distinction can be made 

between "Historical" and "Scientific" Evolutionists. 

From the very beginning, the English evolutionists were 

biased on the side of psychology as the basis of their scientific 

explanations of social institutions.  On the other hand, the 

Prench evolutionists (notably Durkheim) opposed what they oalled 

"sociology" to psychology. The development of Scientific' 

48Wundt, the German psychologist, contributed little to the 
study of social organization.  Bastian might also be considered 
here, but his work was of such a general type that it has made no 
impression on the study of social institutions particularly. 
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Evolutionism and  its branches would play a very essential role  in 

any complete  history of social  anthropology;   but   it  happens that 

the  subject matter  involved lias been chiefly religion and mythol- 

ogy,   so  that  its history  in 8 paper on Social Organization is 

comparatively unimportant.     In fact,   it  is  only on borderline 

problems such as  incest and toteraism-and-exogamy and the  esoteric 

phases of the transitions of birth,  puberty,  marriage and death 

that the Scientific Evolutionists enter this paper at all. 

Jamos Praser,   especially,   and   ¡irnest  Ora.vloy ore the  most 

renowned of the  ¡evolutionary Psychologists.     The letter's most 
49 important work,   The Mystic Hose,       denies the historical approach 

entirely and attempts to explain suoh customs as marriage-by- 

capture not  as survivals  from previous  social  states,  but rather 

as answering a psychological need.*^    Frazer's only work on so- 

cial  organization,   Totemlsm and Exogamy.pl really deals with the 

religious phenomenon•of Totemism,   only incidentally with Exogamy. 

More historically minded than Crawley,  he took up one by one the 

theories of the older evolutionists,   discarding most of their 

historical hypotheses;  as  far as exogamy is conoerned,   he  finally 

did approve of .Morgan's  idea,  however—that exogamy was con- 

sciously originated by a few people who disapproved of brother- 

sister marriage.'    Actually,   Frazer's  contribution to the study of 

49London,   1902.     Shorter works:    Sexual Taboo;    A Study 
An liia ¡telaUons áí iüa ássaa, JAI» x*iv, H6-257Tl9"-367 23o"=46 
(1894); Exogamy and the Mating of Gouaina, Anthropological Sssay3 
Presented to 3.  S7~!TyTor (Oxford, Í907). 

50Designed to obviate the dangers attendant on getting 
married.  The idea is that all human relationships are fraught 
with great mystic danger, and especially when there is anything 
unusual about them—more especially when physiological functions 
are involved. The danger must be gotten around: hence, such 
weird customs as marriage by capture. 

Sl^our volumes (London, 1910). 
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social organization has been slight, and, in fact, the same may be 

said for the other English Psychologists:  the study of religion 

is apparently better adapted to their type of theory. Those who 

have been here called evolutionary psychologists have been, how- 

ever, the backbone of English anthropology.  Excepting for the 

specialized groups of Kivers, of Elliot Smith, and of Malinowski 

and Radeliffe-Brown, they still constitute English anthropology. 

Ehoy are the last outpost in anthropology of Social Philosophy— 

rrr.chnir speculators—bat by their broad vision end.  power of analy- 

sis they remain today, old men that they now are, the most influ- 
co 

ential force in the science. 

Psychoanalysis. Psychoanalytic theory is related to the 

study of social organization at two important points:  one, the 

origin of the family, incest, etc» and, indeed, of culture itself; 

and, two, the psychology of family relationships. Both of these 

have been dealt with by Freud and others, but the former especially 

in gotem and Taboo.53 Freud is a specialized kind of Evolutionist, 

apparently holding that all of culture originated with a single 

act of patricide which resulted in changing a horde of ape-men 

into a human society with its complexes and its incest taboo. The 

psychology of familial relationships has been dealt with by the 

psychoanalysts for Western Europe, and, following the lead, for 

one matrilineal society by üíalinowski. líoheim54 has given to 

Australian social organization, meanwhile, a psychoanalytic inter- 

pretation which has had very little influence, however, in 

52Prominent are R. R. láarett, Carveth Read, H. Ling Roth, 
end p. R. Somerset (Lord Raglan). 

53signnirid Freud, Totem and Taboo. The theory of the origin 
of culture set up here is amply discussed in Malinowski, Sex and 
Repression in Savage Society (London, 1927). 

^Australian Totemism (London, 1925). 
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anthropological circles.    Although psychoanalysis  is  as  old as 

any of the dominant schools  of ethnology,   its application to so- 

cial organization generally is still a matter for  the future. 55 

IV. Mffusionists 

Replacements  in the ranks  of the aging Evolutionists have 

been rendered virtually impossible by four developments which 

occurred at the turn of the century:   (l)   the diffusion to America 

of the Germen Geographical--psychological  interest rnd the  inaugu- 

ration of scientific  ethnography there which lost America  to  the 

Evolutionists,   (2)   the development of sociological-functionalism 

in France,  which kept  the French from feeling a keen interest  in 

the sort  of psychological-evolutionary theories that were  current 

in ¡ingland,   (3)   the rediscovery of kinship terminologies by Rivers 

which resulted  in a stimulation of interest in the internal struc- 

tures of tribes,   and (4)   the growth of the Kulturgeschichte which 

more definitely drew the  Germans from Evolutionism and—more, 

serious—which took Rivers and his  followers  in England farther 

from it. 

This short section will be devoted to the  fourth develop- 

ment,   together with a further minor departure in England  itself: 

the advent  of the Heleolithic school. 

Kulturgeschichte.     The  German speaking world had had its 

social evolutionists;  Bachofen himself wrote  in German,   and 

LippefC Kohler,   and,   of recent years,   Muller-Lyer,  were to  be 

reckoned with.    Nevertheless,  there was contemporaneous with them 

°°Ernest  Jones explains the  famous paradox on incest 
psychoanalytioally.     The reason why there is a  "universal horror 
of incest" and still there are strong laws against  it  is  that 
there  is an inclination toward incest actually present but re- 
pressed in the unconscions.   (Psychoanalysis and Anthropology,  3AI, 
IIV,   47-66  C19243.) ^ 
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another strain, quite different, which had its origin in the kind 

of 'natural history of mankind" that was current in the fifties 

and sixties. World ethnography was its first keynote, world eth- 

nography with its resultant interest in museums on the one hand 

and in geography on the other. Prom the description of the 

tribes of the world came (a) somewhat psychological analyses of 

what was in common among them and the relations of the various 

differences to environmental factors; from the museums v/as born 

en interest in cultural trait3 and their distribution—which, 

coupled with the old desire to trace history, led direotly to 

(b) the Sulturkreise theory and the Kulturgesohiohte school. 

Considering social organization, at least, the German His- 

torians have one thing in common with the Evolutionists:  they 

seem prone to crystallize social complexes into unvarying forms. 

So, for example, the "matriarchate" has become for them something 

almost as definitive and unvarying as a milk bottle. Moieties 

and elans, "seoret societies" and totemism are treated in much 

the same way.  Treating phenomena of social organization so, the 

Graebnerites^S can handle them in tracing their histories quite 

as if they were boomerangs and spearthrowers. 3inoe, in addition, 

these anthropologists have an iron-clad "methode" for tracing 

Ustories, they have been quite successful from their own point 

of view in dealing with the very treacherous subjeot of social or- 

ganization.  If there were any way of checking the historical 

reconstructions that they have established, outside that prescribed 

by the Methode itself, they might perhaps be useful to others; 

^Following Geographer Ratzel, Graebner and Poy founded the 
school; Graebner1s great methodological work, the Bible was 
Methode der Ethnologie. Chief adherents to the school, which 
traces history through ciroles (kulturkreise) which correspond in 
apaoe today to layers marking periods of the past, ere leather 
Sohmidt and Father Koppers. 
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unfortunately, however, the Kulturgesehichte people have dealt 

solely with peoples without recorded history so that neither the 

57 method nor the results can be adequately checked.   Actually, 

these German-Historians have had practically no influence on the 

study of social organization outside their own o ir ole—with one 

prominent exception: Rivers and his followers, who, however, 

were influenced not by the Methode hut by the simple notion that 

clans and moieties, as well as kinship systems, can be diffused 

one! confuse i • 

Heleolithic1sts.  Quite independent of the German His- 

torians, research in ligypt and Mesopotamia gave impetus to another 

group of diffusionits. The only thing in common between the two 

ia the belief that independent invention is next to impossible, so 

that common cultural forms must be traceable to a common origin. 

S. Elliott Smith apparently was the first to postulate that there 

was a migration of the "Children of the Sun" from ügypt through 

southern" Asia and Ooeania to America, taking with them a number 

of important culture-traits» W. J. Perry, 5° however, is more im- 

portant in this history because he dealt at length with social 

organization. Perry bore out the evolutionist contention that 

mother-right preceded father-right, but to him there was nothing 

evolutionistio about it. An archaic culture with maternal clans 

was spread over the world until supplanted (in most places) by 

the migrating Children of the Sun from Egypt who brought with them, 

along with sun worship, dual organization and patriliny.  In the L 

• matter of a scientific conclusion, a theory of some sort, one can 

57'Dhe conception of the matriarchate employed by the 
Sraebnerites is severely criticized in J. H. Ronhaar, Woman in 
Primitive Motherrlght Societies (The Hague, 1931). 

58Children of the Sun (Hew York, 1923). 
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ask, "Is it useful?" and the promulgator raust, to satisfy his 

critics, use it to help solve some problem.  In the matter of 

history, however, the only question is, "Is it true?" because if 

it is not true, it oertainly cannot be useful {as, say, a "case 

in point" of something or other). Shis section is not intended to 

be oritioal so much as interpretive, but one is bound to observe 

that highly questionable and wholly unverifiable "history" cannot 

have much influence outside the circle of those with faith. 

V. Rivers 

To most anthropologists today,  Rivers  is  the founder of 

the modern study   of social  organization.     ¿Irs.  Seligman is hi3 

direct disciple;  Radcliffe-Brown,   his pupil,   owes to him his  in- 

terest in kinship and to some  extent  its direction;   Lowie and 

Kroeber in America were completely changed by him;   end the pupils 

of all of thera in Britain and the oolonies and in America are 

indirectly indebted to him.    Only Malinowski in England  (and not 

his pupils to date)   can be said to be somewhat free  in his point 

of view from that of Rivers,  and he would be the last  to deny 

thst his own contributions,   both in method and theory,  have some 

foundation in the work of Rivers.     In Germany,  probably Rivers  is 

oonsidered an offshoot of their own dominant school,  but he did 

not receive from Germany,   nor did they take from him,   those con- 

tributions for which most Anglo-Saxon anthropologists honor him. 

In Prance,   apparently there  is no specialization in the field of 

social  organization;  but were there such an interest it  is '"con- 

ceivable that the followers of Durkheim should not be, to some 

extent,followers of Rivers. 

Rivers'  first great  contribution was  to  ethnographic 

method;  he  it was who,   almost single-handed,  made research into 
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tlie social organization of tribes what it is today. When he e.oooro- 

panied the Torres Straits expedition from Cambridge, he was a 

psychologist, interested in making certain tests; es a psycholo- 

gist, he needed to know how the subjects he was testing were re- 

lated, so he obtained their genealogies.  It was not long 

thereafter before he realised how much of the social organization 

59 •of a tribe he could get by the genealogical expedient. 

V/hen the results of the Torres Straits expedition were 

rmblished, the first somewhat scientific accounts of native soci- 
60 

eties ever written were found to be under the name of Rivers. 

i.ieanwhile, he went to study the Todas of the liilgiri hills of 

southern India; and here he brought to bear his geneelogloal 

method with results that gave to ethnology a report unparalleled 

for many years for completeness and accuracy. 

Rivers' second great contribution was a direct result of 

his first. Having obtained kinship terms as well as social struc- 

tures accurately by the genealogical records, and having done this, 

moreover, for a large number of different tribes (both in Torres 

Straits and on a later journey) it was not long before Rivers saw 

the connection between the system of terms and the clans, moieties, 

and marriage customs. He says that "the terminology of relation- 

ships has been rigorously determined by social conditions-and.... 

systems of relationship furnish us with a most valuable instrument 

KQ 
.7.  H. R.  Rivers,  A Genealogical Method  of Collecting So- 

cial and Vital Statistics.   JAI,  XXX,   74-é2  (1900)7" 
60Reports of the Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to 

2orres Straits,   Vol.  V (Cambridge,   1904):    By Rivers—Geneologies. 
Kinship,   pp.   122-55;    Regalation of Marriage,  pp.  233-48.     Vol. 
U.(Cambridge,   1908):     By Rivers-^genealogiea.  Zinship.  pp.   64- 
102; Regulation of Marriage,  pp.  120-26;  Social Organization. 
PP.  169-85. 

61Ihe Todas (London and Hew York, 1906). 
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in studying the history of social institutions."52    This   sounds 

very much like Morgan,   and Elvers,   indeed,   gave Morgón every 

credit  for the  initial discovery.     To Rivers,   it was a tregedy 

that anthropologists followed LicLennen end not Llorgan,   for doing 

so caused them to miss even the facts  of kinship: 

Those who believe the  clpssificetory system is  merely an un- 
important  code of mutual salutations ere not   likely to 
attend to relatively minute differences  in the customs they 
despise.53 

Rivers himself gave full credit for "having been the first fully 
64 to recognize the social   importance  of these differences"       to 

65 
J. Kohler; perhaps it does rightly belong there, but it waa cer- 

tainly Rivers who did the mejor share of the research in linking 

kinship terms to social institutions and Rivers who popularized 

fifí the knowledge and gained adherents. 

.Rivers started his  career as an evolutionist.     In 1907 he 

published an article  in Evolutionary tempo,  arguing that  the 

classificetory system originated with group marriage when dual 

division or clans were already in existence 67 In 1911, however. 

e2W. H. R. RiverB, Kinship and Social Organization (London, 
1914), p. 1. This is the thesis of 'the  entire book. Hote that 
Rivers made both of Morgan's points (1) that kinship systems ori- 
ginate to fit soeial institutions and (2) that (this is implicit) 
kinship systems survive the institutions and can, therefore, be 
used in reconstructing history.  That the type of history was dif- 
ferent will soon appear. 

63 

64 

Ibid., p. 19. 

Ibid. 

SBKohler, Zur Urgesohiohte der Ehe,(Stuttgart, 1897): 
first printed in 2eitschrift fur verglei'chende Rechtswissensohaft, 
ill, 187-363 (1897). 

Lowie and Kroeber and their followers, for example, were 
influenced by Rivers alone. 

670n the Origin of the Olassiflcatory System of Relation- 
ships. Anthropological Essays Presented to E. B. Tylor (Oxford, 
I90TT. 
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after  having done his major research  in Melanesia—and while 

attempting to work up   the material—he came to the  conclusion 

that migration and diffusion must he brought  in to  explain the 

distribution of types  of social   organization in Melanesia;   he 

accepted,   therefore,   the main tenets  of Graebner's method.6^ jhe 

change  in point  of view was very conscious with him;   in the  in- 

troduction to his History  of Llelanesian Society he described how, 

after writing half the book,  he changed his  opinion but not   the 

book,   since ho  felt he  could reconcile  the two positions  and 

make the  book a valuable  study in method.     Rivers   did neatly 

reconcile the  evolutionary and Graebnerian approaches,   for he 

theorized that  the  evolution had progressed toa certain point 

vvhen it was disturbed by migrations and contacts,   when it was not 
69 

only confused, but stimulated. 

But Rivers' contribution was not his History, but rather 

(l) his new ethnographic procedure which is followed today by 

most trained ethnologists, (2) his recognition of the importance 

of kinship terminology as a part of the social organization, and 

(3) his method of getting the history of a tribe by means of 

interpreting the kinship system. Whether the latter is a sig- 

nificant contribution is open to debate, but since it engages 

the attention of a prolific school of anthropology it must be in- 

eluded. 

Brenda Seligman is Rivers' most ardent disciple; she has 

carried his methods from Melanesia to Africa, where, in small 

areas, she has tried to interpret both peculiar kinship systems 

and marriage customs together on the basis of inferences- from 

68ghe Ethnological Analysis of Culture. Report of the 
British Association for the Advancement of Science (1911),pp. 1-10. 

1914). 

59The History of MelanesIan Society, 2 vols. (Cambridge, 
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both.     But  if Mrs.  Seligman will be remembered,   it may very well 

be for her apparent  grasp  of the details  of her subject which, 

however,   seems  to require as great astuteness to  decipher as  to 

write.70 • 

VI. American Historians 

The history of the  study of Social Organization in 

Arnorioa can be divided into three phases:     (l)   the period of livo- 

lutionism,   from the  time of i.lorgan to about  1900,   indistinguish- 

able  from that  in iingltind;   (2)   the   era  of historioal   indeterminisrn, 

from about  1900 to 1915,  when kinship terminology was considered 

a  separately diffusible linguistic phenomenon;      and  (3)   the  Xin- 

ship phase,   from 1915 to  the present day, where  the emphasia  on 

the relation of kinship terminology  to social   institutions is domi- 

nant. 

In 1895 Boas,  who had been trained in Germany,  published 

his famous broadside against  the Evolutionists.    On pages 2?-3/,, 

the development of anthropology in Germany was outlined; Boas be-- 

longed to the group that had developed contemporaneously with the 

Evolutionists and was never itself evolutionistic.     Boas had left 

this group and come to America before the Xulturkreise theories 

were developed from it,   so  that was atill in the  geographical, 

psychological,  middle-of-the-road-historical state when his  in- 

fluence began to be felt  in America;  he had never been an evolu- 

tionist,    and,   indeed,   considered those who were  "a new school." 

lío.v,  after considerable training in ethnography,   he wrote the 

oase against  the  "new school" which had  its adherents  in Amerioa 

"°See especially Marital Gerontooracy  in Africa,   JAI,   LJV, 
231-50  (1924); Bilateral Descent and  the  formation of Marriage 
glasses.   JAI,  iVílI.   549-7¿  (Í9S8);    As3ymmetry in Descent,   JAI, 
IVIII,   533-58  (1928).     Later,   influenced hy Malinowski,  Mrs. 
Seligman beoame more  "functional,"  less historical,   and wrote a 
general theoretical study,   Inoest and Descent,   JAI,   LVIX,   231-72 
(1929). 
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71 as well as abroad.' •*• Never, thereafter, did Evolutionism seri- 

ously rpise its head in America. 

The keynote in the study of social organization specifi- 

cally, in the second phase, was sounded "by John R. Swanton in 

1905., He demolished the evolutionary theories by data from the 

American Indian tribes by showing that, as for as history can be 

safely reconstructed, maternal descent was spreading from the 

Esimshian to the other (more patrilineal) tribes of the Horthwest 

Goast when the white man came; he pointed out his refusal to be- 

lieve, furthermore, that the matrilineal Iroquois and Cherokee 

and Eopi and Tsimshian, for example, are more primitive than the 

patrilineal tribes. Besides showing the importance of the possi- 

bility of diffusion, he warned that oare should be taken that so- 

72 called "vestigial"  charaoters are not in reality functional. 

American anthropologists were not going to Tie hasty in accepting 

any conclusions;  there were to be no rules of method except pains- 

taking research in the minutiae of recorded and reasonably re- 

constructed history;  every theory would have to stand the test of 

common sense. 

With such a point of view,   it is not surprising that eth- 

nographio work, rather than theoretical,   characterized this 

period;   every American anthropologist had his turn in the field, 

and they all brought back better  or worse acoounts  of the social 

organization and the kinship terminology with comparisons pointed 

toward historical relationships of the  "traits"  or of the tribes. 

71The Limitations of the Pomparativa Method in Anthropol- 
ogy,  Science,  n.s.,   IV,   901-9Ü8~""( December 18,  1896). 

ghe Social Organization of Amerioan gribes,  AA,  n.s., 
VII,   663-7FT19ÜFJ1 
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Kinsliip systems were hardly noticed, although usually partly 

recorded as much for their linguistic value as their ethnologic. 

Che problem of kinship terminology WHS first dealt with by 

74 
Kroeber, in the Journal of the Anthropological Institute.   Por 

Morgan's general distinction between "olassifiOEtory" and "descrip- 

tive" Kroeber substituted an analysis of eight "principles" 

underlying the classification of relatives, and suggested that kin- 

ship systems be described in terms of which principles are adopted. 

'Jliis suggestion has been to F  large extent folio.ved in America. 

Kroeber, at the same time, claimed that the principles made use of 

.in onj  system become a matter of the psychology of the people, and 

two relatives may be called by the same term simply because they 

are conceived to have something in common according to one of the 

principias in use in the whole system. Since all language con- 

sists of classifications of phenomena that are conceived to belong 

together, Kroeber argued that kinship terms must be conoeived as 

parts of the language, not of the social organization. 

On the whole it is Inherently very unlikely in any particular 
case that the use of identical terms for similar relation- 
ships can ever be connected with such special customs as the 
Levirate or group marriage. It is a much more conservative 
view to hold that such forms of linguistic expression and 
such conditions are both the outcome of the unalterable fact 
that certain relationships are more similar to one another 
than others.  On the one hand this fact has led to certain 
sociological institutions; on the other hand to psychological 
recognitions and their expression in language.75 

Kroeber maintained this point of view for many years, even after 

his colleagues in America came to believe the contrary. 

73Ihe best of the studies are Francis La Flesohe and Alice 
Fletcher, The Omaha gribe, AR-BAE 27, 1911 (and, long before, as 
good a study as' there has been since:  J. 0. Dorsey, Omaha Sociol- 
ogy., AR-BAK 3, 1884); Swanton'3 work on the Northwest Goast and on 
the Southeastern tribes; Lowié's Grow Studies. 

74ciassifioatory Systems of Relationship. JAI, XXXIX, 
"-84 (1909T;   

75 Ibid., p. 83. 
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lowie especially was  Impressed by the work of Rivers;   in 

1915 he accepted the  importance of the relations  of kinship terms 

to social organization,  with reservations to  take  care of diffu- 

sion.76    The next year,   possibly afraid that he had been too hasty, 
77 7ft he emphasized diffusion very much more. But when Gifford,'° 

Swanton,79 and Sapir,80 and  even Kroeber,81    began to take the 

sociological view seriously,  Lowle in 1917 became  its  strongest 

American adherent,   and,   since then,  has been ever willing to  theo- 

rise  on the  origin of kinship  terminologies  and  social  structures 

in terms of each other as  well as external factors. 

Year after year more evidence is amassed to prove to 

American anthropologists  that kinship systems  are related to so- 

oiel institutions such as moieties and clans,   the levirate,   cross- 

oousin marriage;   and,   today,   the tendency  is  to link up particular 

7^Exogamy and the  Olasslfioatory System  of Relationship, 
AA,  n.s. XVII,   2^3^39". 

"^Historical and Sociological Interpretations of Kinship 
'•Terminologies. Holmes Anniversary Volume, pp. 293-300 Washington, 
ISIS). 

78Eapeoially in Miwok Moieties.  UCPAAE,  Vol. XII,  Ho.  4 
(1916),  pp. 139-94. 

•The Terms of Relationship of Pentecost Island, AA,  n.s., 
xvm, 455=SB: {'T9ié"í. ~^  

80Terms of Relationship and the Levirate„ AA,  n.s. XVIII. 
327-37  (19T^  

81California Kinship 3ysterns. UCPAAE, Vol. XII, Ho. 9, 
(1917), pp. ¿4Ó-§6.  

82See especially his last chapter in Culture and Ethnology 
(New York,  1917); Ms reviews in the American Anthropologist of 
Rivers1   articles on kinship  in Hastings'   Encyclopaedia of Religion 
and Ethics;  Family and 31b.  AA,  n.s.,  XXI,  28t40 (1.919);  The Avun- 
oulate in Patrilineal Tribes. AA,   n.s.,  XXIV,   94-95  (19227; A flote 
on RelaWonshlp Terminologies.  AA,  XXX,  263-68  (1928);  Hop! Kin- 
ship,, AP-AMHH,  Vol. XXX,  Part VII (1929);  and his reoenTarticle 
on Kinship  in Encyclopaedia  of the Social Sciences,  VIII,   568-72 
(1932). 
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fectures of terminology with particular  institutions where they 

are found to  exist.    But,   unlike Morgan,  they never assume that, 

because a terminological feature is found without  its ooncomitant 

institution,   therefore,   the  institution must have been present 

once;  and,   unlike Rivers,  they do not explain an anomalous system *- 

on the basis  of the combination of two systems  in oontaot when       t" 

there is no  evidence of such contact.    Diffusion is never denied 

any more than asserted by rule;  nor is  internal development  and 

the lag of one element   of culture behind another.    American an- 

thropologists seem to realize that they are too unacquainted v/ith 

the .mechanisms of diffusion and  of change to adopt eny broad prin- 

ciples to serve as a basis of historical reconstruction. 

VII.    Sectional 1st s 

Apparently,  ¡.ralinowski first employed the term "ffunotional- 

ism" for a school of ethnology,   and the term has goined currency 

chiefly as applied by himself and  others to  himself and his  fol- 

lowers.    Halinowski himself,  however, when he lists the adherents 

to his doctrines and methods,   often inoludes anthropologists who 

deny spiritual kindred with him.    Sometimes,  for example,  he in- 

oludes Lowie and Sapir among the Functionalists; yet they differ 

with him on important points;  always he  includes Radoliffe-Brown, 

and he differs on still more important (if different) points. 

One can establish the following similarities and differences: 

1. Malinowski,  Lowie-Kroeber-Sapir-et si.,   and Radcliffe- 
Brown are at one in that,   as opposed to the  Evolutionists, 
Graebner,   or Elliott Smith,   they desire to  study oulture as  it   is 
lived rather than as cold traits useful for some purpose or  other; 
they are all concerned with getting the inner workings  of a. cul- 
ture and in theorizing on the relations of the parts. 

2. Malinowski and Iowie-Kxoeber-Sapir-et al.  are at one 
in their interest  in studying the relations  of individuals  to 
each other,   in their desire to  explain social  phenomena psycho- 
logically;  they are opposed in this to Radoliffe-Brown. 
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3. Malinowski and Radoliffe-Brown are agreed that social 
institutions, indeed all parts of any culture, have functions in 
maintenance of something--and their prime interest is in figuring 
out the various functions. She Americans, though not denying the 
fact that some culture-traits have discernible functions, yet re- 
fuse to make a rule about it and certainly don't spend all of 
their time looking for  functions. 

4. Malinowski and Radoliffe-Brown are agreed that  to 
find functions,   and to make universal generalizations history is 
not necessary,  and doubtful-reconstruoted-history is pernioious. 
The Americans deny the possibility of determining functions with- 
out history and insist  on the danger of any generalization about 
culture that has not  taken account of the historical nexus of the 
cultural elements involved;  furthermore,   they Insist that probable- 
reconstructed-history is better than no history. 

5. ¿«iolinowski and Radcliffe-Brown are not agreed on what 
they mean by function or funetionalism;  and the Americans are not 
particularly interested in that argument.    Llalinowski considere 
anything a "function"  if it"does something"  for  (a)   another part 
of the culture,   (b)   the  individual,   or  (c)   the tribe.    Radoliffe- 
Brown oarefully distinguishes between "function for the  individual" 
and "social function," and professes  interest only in the latter. 
Also:    while Malinowski is satisfied to  find a series of unrelated 
or relatively unrelated functions for cultural phenomena,   in one 
tribe or,   generally,  Radoliffe-Brown has an elaborate and highly 
systematized science worked  out,   so that there  is a Grand Function, 
sub-functions,   and  innumerable minor functions that fill in the 
hierarchy. 

6. As far as kinship particularly is concerned,  there is 
little in common between any two  of the  three,   as will be seen. 

Since Malinowski is the most prone to use the term,   it  is 

fair to reserve the word Functionalist for him and his followers. 

Radcliffe-Brown prefers the term Comparative Sociology for his 

type of theory,   and  it may be shortened to simply Sooiology  if the 

term is understood in this context.    The only adherents of 

¡felinowski's funetionalism who have published are Raymond Firth,83 

E. E. Evans-Pritchard,       and Reo Fortune. Lloyd Warner seems 

to be the only prominent disciple of Radcliffe-Brown.     In both 

83Re Raymond Firth,  Marriage and the Glassifioatory System 
[for example),   JAI,   IX,  2SS-6Ó (Í9OT. 

, 84£M Study of_ Kinship in Primitive 
1929). 

85Sorcerers of Dobu (London.   1932). 

84The Study of_ Kinship in Primitive Societies.  Man,  XXIX, 
190-94 (192TT. 
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oases there are dozens of students :;ho do field work after the 

pattern of their respective teachers, but so far no additional 

young theoreticians have "been produced. 

Malinowskl's most  important statements on the subject  of 

kinship and social  organization appeared in 1930.°°   Although 

Ualinowski writes  in general terms,  he draws practically all  of 

his data here from the Trobriand  Islands;  however,   the  type  of 

theory which he proposes does not militate as much against such 

an extension as would that  of Radcliffe-3rown,   for exemple.     So- 

ciological parenthood and marriage, really the simple active 

family (no matter  on what fictions  it  is based)   such es there  is 

in the Western World,   the Crobriands or anywhere else,   is to 

Ualinowski the Initial Situation of Kinship;  and,  as extensions 

of this, all olans and other structures are derived.    Viewing a 

tribe in its everyday life,  Malinowski believes,   peáísoff the 

camouflage of clans and moieties that has beset anthropologists; 

it is then seen by what psychological processes and for what 

social needs these extensions have oome into being. 

A. R. Radoliffe-Brown deals with kinship quite otherwise" 

Following Hivers  In his adherence to the doctrine that kinship 

terminology is olosely related to social institutions,  he goes 

much farther in some respects:    kinship terms are to him only 

parts of the kinship system,   in the first place,   for patterns of 

behavior accompany them,  and both must be considered together. 

Furthermore,  the kinship system is inextricably bound to  the 

87 

8Parenthood:     the Basis of Social Structure,   in 
Calverton and Sohmalhausen. l-vhe~IJew Generation (Hew York.  19-30), 
PP. 138-68.    Also see XlnshliTTn Man,   Vol. ZXX,  Wo.  17  (1930), 
Pp. 19-39. 

8"''His most  important publication on kinship  is The Social 
Organization of Australian Tribes,   Oceania .Monograph Ho.  1 
uioMon,  1931TT    She material here is chiefly from unpublished 
lectures. 
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entire social structure—being, in fact, the subjective aspect of 

the structure itself. Since this is so, obviously, there cannot 

be any significant lags of one or the other, any more than the 

convex side of a lens can, when the lens is moved, lag behind the 

oonoeve. The problem is never dependent upon history, therefore; 

for, at any point in time, the whole functions as of itself. The 

problem to Radoliffe-Brown is to determine the functions of the 1 

various parts of the whole in maintaining the social structure.  j 

This can be determined by analysis for any ono tri'oe; but only by 

comparison of the results for each tribe can the general function 

of any institution (wherever it is found to exist) be found. By 

"function" is meant specifically what the institution does for 

the maintenance of the societal structure itself; oulture is oon- 

ceived of as acting through individuals but for society.88 That 

takes cere of the functional aspect; the structural problems are 

related to the functional as anatomy is to physiology; but in 

kinship there are special problems of form. There are oertain 

universal principles inherent in the nature of human society and 

in the way both the race and culture carry on that are always 

acting upon the structure.  The principles which will be dominant 

are determined by still other factors in the culture; but the 

principles,as they work themselves out in each society, determine 

the kinship structure.  In this scheme, there is no room for 

cause-and-effect hypotheses; a kinship system is neither the 

cause nor the result of a social institution or a marriage prac- 

tice—rather, both must be considered results of functional needs 

and structural principles more basic than either. 

88 Admittedly the influence of Eraile DurMieim. 
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VIII. Recapitulation 

Although, before 1860, many stray facts eoout the social 

organization of native peoples had reached the literature, they 

achieved no kind of order until the social evolutionists, 

chiefly in the following decade, used them to trace the history 

of human society. Discussions about that history have been 

largely abandoned since about 1890; but anthropologists with evo- 

lutionary tendencies have still, although in ever-lessening 

degree, been concerned with the psychological foundations of the 

verious stages and their development. Since the end of the cen- 

tury there have been several coincident developments:  from the 

geographic interest of non-Evolutionary Germany developed the 

Kulturgeschichte school in Germany and the emigrant American His- 

torical school; from England emanated the influence of Rivers to 

affect the Americans, and, from Germany that of Graebner to 

affect Rivers and his followers in England. Meanwhile, somewhat, 

independently rose the Heleolithic adherents in England, to have 

little influence elsewhere. From Prance, "Sociology" spread to 

Hadeliffe-Brown who, combining it with the Rivers kinship in 

Interest, came to lead one branch of the Punotionalists, the other 

being soon started under the guidanoe of Malinowski. 

Interest in the United StateB is practically confined to 

the work of the American Historians and the two varieties of 

Puctionalists. The discussions in this paper are not likely ever 

to extend beyond those bounds, since within them are found the 

only live, yet unsolved, problems of social organization.  The 

latter, Indeed, constitutes the subject matter of the next 

chapters. 
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PARS  II 

ISSUES   IH THE STUDY OF 

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

I.    Definitions 

All of culture  could be divided  into "Form" and  "Matter,'^ c 

if one wished to   apply such terms.     Specifically,   one would  con- 

sider the way individúala ere interrelated as the  "form"  or the 
r 

"structure"  and the common substatum of behavior as the  "matter" 
t 

oi\  perhaps,   the "common culture."     In such a classification, 

such traditional categories as "religion,"  "politics,"  "economies" 

would be broken down,  for,   in each,  only the organization of the 

priesthood»   of the parliament,   and of the corporation, respec- 

tively» would be considered under "structure."    Thus,   there can 

be made a cross-olassifioation,  and one  oan speak of the struc- 

tural elements of religion, politics,   economics and kinship;  just 

this has been done  occasionally,  and the term "social structure" 

has been employed,  notably by Professor Radoliffe-Brown.    There 

does not seem to be a term for the non-struotural aspect,  prob- 

ably because it has never been dealt with as a unit. 

How,  the term "social organization"  is very often used 

synonymously with what is above called "social struoture."    But 

the former phrase has been used in other ways as well,   notably to 

designate aspects  of culture which are not considered religious, 

political,   or  economic (or,   of course,   technological).     It is sig- 

nificant that there are specific disoipljjies  of Economics, 

Political Science,   and Comparative Religion,   and,  yet,   there  is 

none for the remainder  of culture.     The other big oategory of 
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culture seems to revolve about kinship;  and,   occasionally,   the 

term "social  organization"  is used to  indicate this phase,  thus 

setting it spart from political  organization,  economics,  and re- 

ligion.      It is  in this sense that the term "social  organization" 

has been used in Part I of this paper,  hut it is admittedly a had 

usage.     It would have been much better to use the term  "kinship 

organization,"  for  only rarely visa anything but the study of kin- 

ship mentioned.    But the phrase "kinship organization" would be 

relrtivelj- new to  anthropological literature,   whereas,   on the  other 

hend,   "social  organization" used in this sense is fairly common. 

Whatever the words,   however  (and  "social   organization" will be used 

•'•It is likely that  some day,  when a more dynamic viev? of 
culture shall have become the vogue,   and when the science is ad- 
vanced sufficiently for ethnologists to make a thorough-going ana- 
'lytio revision,  a radical departure from conventional terminology, 
as well as classification,  will become necessary. 

Possibly,   for example,   it  will be seen that the distinc- 
tions between religion,   economics, politics,  kinship,  are not only 
more illusory than we now believe,  but are indeed of much less use. 
By any definition,  there are politics and economics involved in 
any religious cult,   and religion equally involved in politics,  and 
all involved in family relations.    By political organization, we 
refer to such things as chiefs and councils and factions,  but in 
the same sense it is apparent that a ohuroh is  a political  insti- 
tution.  So far, we have,  nevertheless,  gone along with this classi- 
fication because the uses to which it  is put have been (as might be 
expected)  quite as gross as the classification itself.    But when 
we reaoh the point where  the prime motive is  to discover the mecha- 
nisms of culture change and culture growth—for which it will cer- 
tainly be neoessary to determine the exact constitution of culture 
and the minutiae of the forces in which it  is  involved—we shall 
likely require a great refinement of concepts and terminology. 

It is  oonoeivsble that  our present classification of the 
phenomena of culture will  someday be considered es inexaot as we 
now know the division of the human body into "liquids"  and "solids" 
to be.    V/e may then have as our major distinction something like 
"dependent"—a belief or activity or  institution in practice a 
part of a complex whole whioh must,   therefore,  be considered only 
in its  connections—vs.  "autonomous."    This  distinction would be 
out across by innumerable others  of like importance,   and all would 
be refined to a point where everything could be compared to about 
everything else on some basis,  yet the real differences  could be 
appreciated and the  "indeterminables"  of the science pointed out. 
But to attempt the classification before the minutiae are worked 
out would be like preparing defenses now for war  in the Buck 
Rogers era  of 2500 A.D. 
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bere synonymously with "kinship organization"),   there can he no 

question of what part of culture  is being treated:     that part which 

ig typically and distinctively somehow  or othor connected with the 

biological fact of human generation.     This statement  is not made 

in the spirit of a definition of kinship or  of sooial organization 

in this sense;  rather,   it  is  an interpretation of the feeling that 

anthropologists  seem to  have that  there is  a body of phenomena 

besides those  of economics,  politics,   religion,  mythology,  etc. 

that can he grouped  together for study.     To show  that  it  is  a  fair 

interpretation of why these phenomena should be distinctively uni- 

fied,   it will be necessary to show how  each of the social  insti- 

tutions  generally considered together fits the proposition.    At 

the same time,  the descriptions   of each of the  institutions will 

embody their sufficient definition. 

A preliminary statement to show what  is meant by  "the 

biological fact of human generation"  is necessary.    A mature man 

and a mature woman, mating, beget offspring; since it is human 

society as we know it,   they remain mated long enough,   typically, 

to get several offspring of both sexes.*    Furthermore»  they live 

2It may be immediately objected that the question is being 
jed;  if so,   it  is because the meaning of the proposition ad- 

vanced has yet to be made clear»    It may as well be made clear now, 
however.    There is no contention here that social organization is 
biological,   for it  is,  no doubt,  cultural.    What is  said is thaTTT 
in contra-distinotion to politics, religion,  and economics,   it is 
connected with biologioal generation.    True,  permanent mating is 
not unmixed biology; neither is the fact that children know their 
parents; neither are any of the other faots that are here called 
typical.    But there is  just as truly a biologioal  element involved, 
not in the way that breathing is  involved in praying,  but in a way 
that distinctively shapes the sooial facts that follow. 

If the statement should be worded "sooial organization is 
connected with both biologioal and oultural phenomena" there would, 
of course,  be no objection,   but the statement would have no sig- 
nificance, because it could be said about Economies or Religion 
equally well.    All phases of culture are connected with biologioal 
Phenomena,   since man is,   after all,   a biologioal  animal;  but the 
point here  is that  only sooial  organization of all cultural 
features is  connected with biological generation particularly and 
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together long enough to know each  other,  parents,   children,   sib- 

lings.    When the young ones grow to maturity,  they  also mate and 

have offspring; then there are involved grandparents,   grand- 

children,  parents and  children,   siblings,   uncles,   aunts,  nephews, 

nieces,   and cousins,   typioally of all kinds.    When the young ones 

again find mates and have ohildren,  additional relatives are, of 

course, brought into the picture.    This is all that is meant by 

"the biologioal fact of human generation."    In the following 

pepes,   the various phenomena of social organization will be con- 

sidered in the light  of this fact.     It should be noted that not 

all possible variations  of social  institutions will be considered; 

only those that are found to exist  in the world,   and  if some 

imaginary one should not fit the proposition,  it  should be remem- 

bered that anthropology is a science of only this earth. 

The family has never been defined in a way that would suit 
all known cases of what ethnologists are willing to call families. 
The constitution of the family depends on the  following biologi- 
cal circumstances:    (1) the number of mutual mates Involved—there 
may. be one or more men,   one or more women,  only one of each,   or 
more than one of each; and,   furthermore,  they may or may not be 
mated at the same time;  (2)  the relationship by blood of the 
mates—the husband and wife may be blood relatives  of one of sev- 
eral degrees,  and,  likewise,  the co-wives or oo-husbands may be 
releted respectively.    It,  likewise,   depends on such sociological 
facts as (1) Rules of residenoe for the offspring—some or all 
may live with relatives other than parents—coupled with recogni- 
tion of only some relatives as part of the family;  (2) Adoption 
of offspring by persons other than their own parents;  (3) fiecog- 
nition of a greater or less range of relatives—of affinity as 
well as oonsanguinity—as members of the family.    In addition, 
there are,   of course, the cultural factors that determine the 
special biologioal circumstances listed above.    Since there are 
almost any combinations and permutations  of the above conditions, 
the range of phenomena included by the term family is large. 

The impossibility of defining the family is understandable. 
Anthropologists really understand by the term any specialization 

directly.    Why,   then,  not the statement that "social  organization 
is connected with both biologioal generation and  cultural phe- 
nomena"?    Beoause all phases of culture are conneoted with cultural 
phenomena  {of course)  and social organization,  not with any parti- 
cular kind of cultural phenomenon to correspond to the   "biological 
generation."    Therefore,  the first statement. 
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due to speolal biological and soiological olroumstanoea that is 
not widespread enough to warrant a special term. This is hardly 
definitive in concept. hence the difficulty of defining the word. 
Some of the specializations common enough to warrant special 
terms are considered species of families: thus the "patriarchal 
family," the "Joint family," etc. 

At the same time, the recognition that biological heredity 
is the distinguishing feature of social organization is tacit in 
Malinowski's statement that parenthood is the "initial situatlen 
of kinship"—meaning socially recognized parenthood—and in 
Redclif fe-Brown's oonoept of the "elementary family" which is, of 
course, the parent-and-ohildren smallest unit of generation. 

The point is that from the fact of biological generation 
comes, in society, the family; but nowhere is there a typicel 
"fr.mily"—rrthor a series of varieties, some of whieh are not 
specially named, and some of which ere. Some again are so 
specialized and so widespread that they are no longer considered 
"families" at all. These may be called "lineages"—some of which 
mey be the same as a type of "family," such as "patriarchal 
family"—or clans or moieties, or phratries. 

unilateral Kinship Groups. A "unilateral" organization is 
a specialization of the biologically generated group based entire- 
ly on cultural rules. In the most general sense it consists of 
recognition of certain members of the biological group as belong/»)/ 
to one division, others to another division.,and so on. Deter- 
miners of these divisions are (1) rules pr"í?via*ing to the group of 
which relatives the child will belong—reaxilting in "patriliny," 
"matriliny" or some special variety dependent on specialized, 
usually local, rules» (2) the number of divisions—if only two. 
they are "moieties," if more, they are "olans" (or "sibs")j (3) the 
marriage rules; if, as is usual, members of a unilateral group can- 
not mate with one another, it is "exogenous"; if members of a 
olan cannot intermarry with members of certain other olans as well, 
the olans so linked are "exogamous phratries"—which, if only two, 
may be called "moieties"; if members of a unilateral group must inter- 
marry, they are "eadogamous"; this usually applies to phratries, 
for the unilateral group necessarily loses its-typical character 
if it is not exogamous; (4) the range of the group, which may be 
very large, in which ease the group is only theoretically biologi- 
cally related in the way provided, or small, when, if the relation- 
ships can be traced, the group is usually oalled a "lineage." 

Marriage, iáarriage is, of course, based on mating, which 
is the first necessity of biological generation. Mating is not 
synonymous with marriage, for as the term is used, marriage refers 
to (1) the culturally ruled aot of creating a social bond which is 
to go together with the biological (normally), and (2) that part 
of the family which is a mutual group of mates—sometimes one man 
and one woman (monogamous marriage), or one man and more than one 
woman (polygynous marriage) or more than one man and one woman 
ipolyandrous marriage) or more than one man and more than one 
woman (group marriage). Number (1) may be determined by a wide 
variety of oustoms of courtship and marriage ceremonial; (2) may be 
determined by the factors mentioned, and in addition rules of who 
should or should not intermarry (see unilateral above) such as 
|(Oross-cousin" marriage or any similar rule, "sororate" and 
levlrote," with its various varieties, and "incest." 
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Affinity refers to relatives by marriage as opposed to 
blood,  although in the  case of the  intermarriage  of blood rela- 
tives,   they may be the same.     It should be remembered that al- 
though in-laws are not  of the same group in biological generation, 
yet their  offspring are;   if one  should or/rae,   then,   that the oase 
of relationship-by-marriage is a phenomenon of social organization 
not connected with biological generation,   it can be answered that 
it is et least a sociological extension based on the biological 
foots.    The faot that anthropologists include both systems  of oon- 
aanguinity and affinity under "kinship" indicates that the point 
is corroborated by common usage. 

Behavior of Relatives. A large group of phenomena socially 
determined on ihe generational framework inolude such well-known 
phenomena as  "avunculate"   "mother-in-law taboo"  "joking relation- 
ships"  "brother-sister avoidance"  and a host  of others,   all  of 
which have  In common one thing:   that certain of the relatives  by 
blood or affinity single  each  other out  for special traditional 
beliefs end behavior towards each other.     The sampling above indi- 
cates some of those which are most common in the world. 

Kinship Terminology.    All parts  of culture may have lin- 
guistic expression;  so the phenomena of social organization may 
have.    All people apply kinship terms to their reletives as dis- 
oussed above;  in most cases they ere the linguistic expression of 
the social organization,  but they need not be in all oases.    Only 
where they do e:tpress some phenomenon of BOOial organization are 
|Key really _a part of it.    This  is somewhat contrary to usage,  but 
H fa not' inserted TTo make the facts fit the proposition that 
"aocisl organization is connected with biological generation"; 
rather the contrary,   for as will be seen later,  the vexing oonfu- 
sion in the problem of what part of kinship terminologies  is lin- 
guistic and whet part sociological will be almost entirely clari- 
fied from this point of view.    Students of sooiai organization 
find themselves interested in kinship terminologies only when they 
are connected with biological generation and  its cultural  inter- 
pretations as given in the various oaa.es above. 

The Prises,  sometimes called the transitions,  and includ- 
ing birth,' puberty,   sometimes marriage,   and death are often 
treated as phenomena of sooiai organization.     It is significant 
that birth,  puberty and marriage are almost always considered with 
the social organization, while death is practically always treated 
aa religion.    This  is  significant because while birth is clearly 
a part of biological  generation,  and puberty or the advent  of 
maturity is a necessary biological corollary (and marriage has 
been treated above) yet death is notw Except very indirectly and 
almost in a philosophical sense, the biological faot of death is 
not part of the process of reproduction or generation. . 

local groups.    Under sooiai organization, ethnologists 
usually consider eoological conditions of the people;  but it is 
again significant that they deal with them only in term3 of mar- 
riage and residence-after-marriage and unilateral kinship groups— 
or matters connected with the essence of social  organization, 
other things they leave to the chapters on economics and politics, 
sometimes even religion. 

oven 
Age groups.    Where,   among certain tribes,  age grades and 

e classes or groups are recognized, they are treated under 
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the heading soeial  organization.    How it  is apparent that.   In the 
type of biologically generated group which  is  here considered one 
of the bases  of social  organization,   a difference of generations 
is inherent,   just as are differences of sex end ways  of "being re- 
lated.    But age groupings  in 8 whole society require cultural 
arbitrariness to use this biological fact in their social  organi- 
zation,  for in different families the generations will not coin- 
cide end if there fire enough people there will be a complete 
grading from one  to  another.     (Speaking generally,   one cannot talk 
about 'the next generation" without bringing in cultural factors.) 
What the societies do  in these cases  is to set  off certain ages 
(0-7 yeprs,  8-13 years,   etc.)   as constituting one   pge,   and then 
the generations may be marked off,   or age groups  established.   IDhey 
ere still es exclusively connected with biological generation, 
however,  as in kinship. 

Social classes  end pastes.     Thare  is perhaps  no place in 
the world 7/here some   shading of the people according to   their 
prestige does not occur;  yet the only time  it  is  taken  into account 
under social organization is where it  is in some wey connected 
with families and heredity.     Thus,   suoh shading becomes  espeoielly 
important in the study of social  organization when they are formed 
into caste»,  are at least partly endogamous,   and thus remain close 
to family lines,  connected 8gain with biological generation. 

If the foregoing is a fairly exhaustive survey of the 

group phenomena usually considered together as kinship,   or sooial 

orgpnization,  then it would  seem that the proposition that they 

are all distinguished by a connection with the biological fact of 

humen generation is established.    This  is not a theory, but a 

discussion of definition; whet is remarkable is that kinship should 

be found to be so consistent  e subject matter,   for  its  growth has 

certainly not been self-oonscious. 

II.  The Problem 

If the general problem of ethnology is to explain® the 

presence and the distribution of cultural phenomena,   the  task of 

3io  "explain" seems to mean,   in ethnology,  to tell how 
something oame to be what  it  is.    This has two aspects,   closely re- 
lated:     (1)   historical,   in terms of unique events,   and  (2) 
scientific  in the sense that it  involves  a universal  generalization. 
Thus,   if one wished to explain the couvade.   he would eventually 
want to be able to tell how  it eame to be in the places where  it 
is.    This  sounds like s historical  question,   but  if,   in some way, 
he should be eble to work out a general law covering the  couvade, 
he would be able to answer the question without recourse to history 
by Baying that in eaoh  of the  places so-and-so must have ooourred, 
and it would be sufficient.     It  seems impossible to do the  latter 
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the student  of social organization ia to  explain: 

1. Why it  ia that every people  in the world has made the 
fact of biologioal generation one of the  important  focal points 
of its culture; why do they all have the social ramifications 
that go under the names  of marriage and the family,   and why do so 
many of them always have lineages,   clans,  phratrisa,   dual  organi- 
zations? 

2. Why it  is that auch institutions are 30 varied in 
form,  if,   indeed,   they are variants  of the same things and not  in 
reality different. 

3. Why institutions which seem most alike occur in far 
different parts of  the world in some oases while contiguous 
peoples often have them quite different. 

4. V;hy certain forma of institutions are found to occur 
together again and again and yet nothing near an absolute corre- 
lation is possible. 

5. Why systems of kinship terminology especially seem so 
often to bo connected with social institutions and practices; yet 
why the terminology is sometimes found without the institution in 
question,  and vice versa. 

6. Why some of the most peculiar forms of kinship systems, 
and peculiar social practices, are yet found to be distributed 
very widely. 

Each of these questions has numerous  specific ramifications  in some 

of which conclusive answers have been given;   in any general  sense. 

for any phenomena of social organization; moreover,   it  is certainly 
impossible to explain them historically since native peoples do 
not have much history. 

£rom necessity a species of half-explanation is undertaken: 
the "historian" Bays something like "The oouvade has diffused from 
a point of origin throughout the old world,  and from another place 
throughout the new world" and leaves unanswered the  question of 
how it originated wherever it did,  and how  it was diffused and 
accepted by the borrowers.    The  "scientist" today sees that this 
is hardly an explanation,   and offers a rival half-explanation some- 
thing like "Every society must recognize the sooial importance of 
fatherhood,  and the oouvade is one means of so doing"  or  else,   "At 
birth,  as at any social transition,  the  close relatives are, 
together with the baby,   in a dangerous marginal state and must be 
treated with  great oare;  as far as the  father is concerned,  the 
oouvade is an extreme manifestation of this," telling perhaps what 
the oouvade does for society but still not answering the  question 
of how it,, worth while as it may be,   came to be in the places where 
it is. 

As far as kinship is  concerned,  bare quarter-explanations 
are current;  a set of terms  is called "the result  of such and 
such marriage custom"—neither the marriage nor how the terms came 
to fit it being explained. 
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howover,   they are all problems by which students  of social  organi- 

zation are still confronted. 

The solutions  to these puzzles have been translated first 

into the  question of independent  invention vs.  diffusion,   second, 
V 

into the  problem of psychological vs.  sooiologiepl causation,   and 

third,   into the  choice between any kind of natural lew and a 

series  of historic accidents.     Combinations   of these take care  of 

fill of the possibilities,   and,   indeed,  ethnologists not too 

clofiol.y allied v;ith any ono theory recline that  independent  in- 

ventions nnd borrowing,  psychological and  social  causes,   and  in- 

número bio historic accidents have all,   in one way  or another, 

plsyed their parts  in the shaping of human social  organization. 

The problem that  remains  is not to prove that any of these have 

or have not been instrumental  in human history,  but to  show  just 

wb.pt part each has played,  and each will always play» 

The matter  of kinship terminology may be taken as 8 case 

in point.    To make  it more specific,  but  one feature—the  classi- 

fication of oross-oousins—in one small area.  Central California, 

will form the nuoleus  of the discussion. 

Three linguistic families—Hokan,   Yukian,   and Pemitían— 

in Central  California are each divided  in their method of denomi- 

nating cross-cousins.       Of the tribes whose kinship terminology 

is known: 

4A good example because  (a)   it illustrates the point with 
(b) a problem that will be the concern of this paper later in (o) 
en area well-known linguistically and fairly well-known ethnologi- 
oally where  (d)   tribal and linguistic boundaries are relatively 
fixed and  (e)  where a specific study  of kinship terminology has 
been made (note following footnote). 

"All  of the factual material here  is take» from i¿.  17. 
Wfford,   California Kinship Terminologies.  UCPAA1S,  XVIII,   1-285 
(1922).    That kinship terminology is  only an example to  illustrate 
general points  should bo  emphasized.     The problem of matrilineal- 
Patrilineal descent, or  of clan3  and moieties would be  equally 
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lr    Yukian tribe out  of 4 uses the Omaha-Crow feature. ^ 

2,4    Porno tribe3  out   of 7 Porno and  out of 38 Hokan tribes 
of which the Pomo are 7,   use the Omaha-Crow feature. 

3*_  Penutian trfbe3  (4 out of 4 Wintun,   6 out of 6 Miwok, 
S out of 7 Yokuts)   out of 27 use the  Omaha-Crow  feature. 

Map  I shows the distribution of the three linguistic  stooks 

in California.    Map II  shows how the Omaha-Crow feature  constitutes 

a continuous area cutting across  linguistic boundaries. 

illustrative.     The general points  that will be brought out   in the 
California  example hold   true for  kinship  systems   over   the whole 
world—and more generally for all aspects  of social  organization. 

%here cross-cousins use terminology otherwise applied be- 
tween relatives  of consecutive generations.    Specifically,  the 
Omaha feature is the use  of mother's brother—sister's son and 
daughter  (male speaking)   and mother-ohild terms between the mother's 
brother's son and reciprocally,   and the mother's brother's daughter 
and reciprocally, respectively.    The Crow feature is  the use of 
father's sister and father for the  father's sister's daughter and 
son,  and the use of brother's son and daughter  (female speaking)and 
son and daughter for their reciprocals.     The following charts may 
make it clear.    Triangles are males,  circles females;  horizontal 
lines oonneot siblings,  and vertical lines parents-children. 

aWier   —   S'is+er 

% 

OMAHA 

brother   — 5'isW 

A 7) 

CR.OW 
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The  rest of the Hokan,   Yukian,   and Ponutien tribes  in the 

arec employ for the cross-cousins  either the same term    applied to 

parallel cousins  or  else special terms   entirely.    Mop  III shows 

how these other usages surround geographically the  Omaha-Crow 

feature. 

Ihus  far,  three conclusions are apparent: 

1. That since the kinship classification overlaps lin- 
guistic boundaries, the problem of kinship systems (not of terms 
as such necessarily)   is  not entirely a linguistic problem. 

2. That ainco the  Omaha-Crow  feature  appears   in contiguous 
tribes,   it  reproseuts  one   problem,   either  of diffusion or  of de- 
velopment due  to like  conditions;   it would appear to be unlikely 
that" in each  tribe a different  explanation would bo forthcoming. 

3. That sinoe the Omaha-Grow  feature seems to be more  or 
less surrounded,  where the surroundings are known,  by the  other 
two types,   ijf one accepts the historical hypothesis,   one must sup- 
pose it most likely that the  Omaha-Crow feature has been spreading 
from some P emit i ana to other Penutians,   Hokans,   and Yukians;  for 
to suppose the  contrary (that more of the tribes had the Omaha- 
Crow feature and that the other features are pushing  in from all 
aides)   is to suppose that the Omaha-Grow feature was attached on 
several fronts for different reasons. 

^That kinship terminologies are partly a llnguistio prob- 
lem is  obvious,  both when one considers the terms themselves and 
when one thinks  of the classification of relatives.    The latter  is 
the most vital question.    Languages habitually olassify phenomena 
of nature,  but not  all of them olassify all phenomena of nature, 
and not all of them classify a particular set eooording to the same 
criteria.    So it is with the body of relatives by blood and mar- 
riage which is partly (in the  sense previously described)   a natural 
phenomenon. 

Some languages do not classify these relatives at all;  the 
Assyrian (Semitic)  language,   for   example,  classifies them only to 
the extent that  it sets off all remote relatives,  beyond certain 
degrees,  and calls them khazi:   it Individualizes the rest Just aa 
an anthropologist does.    Other languages make a thorough-going 
classification of all relatives  into  a f-ew groups.    Between the 
two extremes are all gradations.    Kinship systems are,   in the  first 
place,   a trait of language,  for whether a language chooses to take 
aocount  of relatives except as  a matter  of vocabulary is a matter 
within itself which may be related to social  institutions  in no 
stricter sense than the presence of polite forms  of pronouns or 
distinctions  of gender are related to the rest of the culture.  But 
a language may choose to olassify relatives,   and in that case the 
classification is usually,  but not naoessarily,   one in consonance 
with the social structure.     On two  counts,  therefore,  one oannot 
make the rule that kinship systems must be related to social struc- 
ture;  the matter of kinship terminology enters this  study,   however, 
only in cases where  (1)   the language classifies relatives,   and 
(2)  it does so  in relation to  social  structure. 
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Ono  can reach more  specific  conclusions  by studying the 

relations oí these kinship systems  in greater detail,    i.iap IV  is 

0 detailed map  of the region in Central  California where the  Omaha- 

Crow feature is  found.     Of the nineteen tribes that are known to 

designate cross-cousins  by terms otherwise applied between members 

of consecutive generations,   thirteen are Penutian speaking (3 Yo- 

kuts,   6 iJiwok,  and 4 Wintun),   five are Hokan Porao,   end one  is the 

Yukian iVappo.     The Yokuts have the characteristic  in typically 

Omehfi  form,   es  have all the  .Uiwok with  one   slijrhtly etypical  ex- 

ception;   the  wintun and  the Pomo have  the  Omaha  form,   too,   but the 

most northern of the  former have terminology of a very peculiar 

sort—intermediate between Omaha and  Crow—and the  most southern 

of the latter have a typical  Crow type,   as have finally,  the 

neighboring Wappo. 

What conclusions can be reached from a perusal of this map? 

1. That not  only in trittes  of  the same linguistic family, 
but in very^^ c^s^lv^e^ted^trtbes^m^t of whq&e^otual kinship 
terms are identleal,/DOTh4where the^relaxea tribes are contiguous 
end where they are not.     Thus,  for example,  the  Southwestern Pomo 
do not have the  Omaha-Crow feature at all,  the Southern Porno have 
the Grow type,   and the other Pomo,  to the north and south,  have 
Omaha type terms.     On the  other hand,   all of the  Yuki designate 
oross-cousina as siblings, while the i'/appo,   separated from their 
brethern but  surrounded on all sides by peoples who have the Omaha- 
Orow feature,   are like their neighbors rather than their linguistic 
relatives. 

2. That there are some  fine points about kinship terms 
that need investigation.    What is the meaning of the difference be- 
tween the Omaha-Crow types?    They seem to be opposites in one 
sense,  alike in another—oapable  of classifying relatives  In en- 
tirely different ways,  yet existing side by side in the same sort 
of cultural setting and  even,   on oooasion,   apparently becoming 
mixed.8 

8Gifford and others often refer to kinship systems with the 
Omaha feature as  "patrilinesl" and to  those with the Crow feature 
as "matrilineal," and,   indeed,   they not only fit these types of 
olans respectively but are usually found with them.     This  indicates 
e fundamental dissimilarity between the two types  that is  either 
disproved by or makes difficult to believe the condition here des- 
cribed  (where,   incidentally,   clans do not exist,   although moieties, 
in some tribes,   do). 
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A tabular comparison of some of the vital kinship terms  of 

the Central Porno  (Omaha type),   the Southern Pomo (Crow  type),   and 

the Wappo (Crow type of different linguistic family)  will serve to 

clarify both of the above statements: 

TABLE I 

COMPARISON OP SOME VITAL KINSHIP TERMS  OP THE CENTRAL POMO, 
SOUTHERN POMO,  AM) THE WAPPO 

Tribe 
F   Patiher's 

Sister's 
Son 

Father's 
Sister's 
Daughter 

One  term.   Kegu^   applied 
by both men and women re- 
gardless of anybody's sex 
or age.    Kegu is the same 
term as that applied to 
any nephew or niece. 

Mother's 
Brother's 

Son 
Petite,  term 
for H B,  ap- 
plied by all 
gegu 

Mother's 
Brother's 
Daughter 

Celci, Term 
for Mfy SS, 
applied by 
all Kegu 

Central 
Pomo 

term for 
P y B, ap- 
plied by 
all M B eh. 
Related to 
Central 
Pomo term 
for P y B, 

Amutsln. term 
for P SS, ap- 
plied by all 
U B oh. Re- 
lated to Cen- 
tral Pomo 
term for P SSf 
mute 

term 
a. 

applied by 
.-ad-iigia 

Apankln. term 

Southern. 
Pomo 

Oio, term 
¿or P y B, 
applied by 
all 
M B Oh. 

Apakln. 
for o b 

m 
To: 
applied by 
adjigin 

Etsa, term 
forP y SS 
(also o as), 
applied by 
all M B oh. 

Acutkin. term for B ch.  ap- 
plied by all amutsln.  (None 
of these terms seems related 
to those of Central Porno* 
Corresponding to kegu.) 
Yap., term for 
o be (also 
y b),  applied 
by etsa. Ek'a. 
term "for 
o b s, ap- 
plied by olo 

Yapl. term 
for o b d 
(also y ss), 
applied by 
etsa. Ekf abl. 
term for 
o b d,  ap- 
plied by olo 

Wappo 

It is to be noticed that,   although the Pomo terms bear 

linguistic relations, their classification is  quite different,  and 

whereas the Southern Pomo and Wappo terms are not at all related, 

yet their classification is almost the  same.     These three tribes 

are close neighbors.     If one assumes that all of the Pomo once had 

the Omaha feature,   can one say that the  Southern Pomo,   for  some 

reason or  other,   changed  it around,  and then influenced the Wappo 

to adopt their scheme?    Or might  one rather believe that the 

Wappo,  moving from their neighbors  into Porno and Miwok territory. 
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adopted the  general Id.es  of the  Omaha-Crow type but bungled it, 

so to speak,   and reversed what the Porno and Miwok had,   then in- 

fluenced the Southern Porno to go with them? 

These are the sort  of guesses that one  erpeots at this 

stage of the  investigation,  end they are,   indeed,   just guesses. 

There is  no certain way of knowing that the kinship classifica- 

tion of one people can influence that of another; we have even 

less of an idea of how that influence occurs,   if it does,   and 

wht't are the feetors  governing the results.     Shis   suggests the 

fundamental problem of kinship terminologies:    how deeply ore 

they seated in culture?    If kinship systems are oulture-traits 

that have not much to do with the rest  of culture,   then perhaps 

we could imagine them traveling from tribe to tribe like a new 

rifle.    But this does not seem to be generally true.    Hot only 

are the kinship terms a people uses grounded as deeply in their 

everyday life as any part of their oulture—and,   indeed,  an es- 

sential part of the transmission of culture itself since they 

usually refleot the native conception of the biologioally generat- 

ing group that in human society becomes the oulture-maintaining 

group—but they are often the linguistic equivalent  of the  entire 

social structure.    Yet,  how,  under these circumstances,   have the 

changes that must have occurred in Central California (whether 

by diffusion or internal development)   occurred?    As a final pre- 

sentation of evidence from this area, we may consider the Wintun 

situation. 

All of the Wintun tribes have the Omaha feature with the 

exoeption of the most northern tribe.    On Map IV,   it will be.seen 

that this group is separated by a half-dozen tribes from the 

Wappo and the Southern Porno who have the Crow feature.     The 

northern Wintun are surrounded by  tribes that have (1)   the  Omaha 



feature,   (2)   sibling terminology for croaa-oousina,   or  (3)   apeoial 

terms for eroaa-couaina.    Yet this   tribe haa  in some way oome to 

have B very strange kinahip aystem—an almost perfect combination 

of Crow and  Omaha types. 

While the Omaha-Crow principle of classifying oroas- 

oousins with relatives  of the generations above  and below is  in 

force here,   the choice between the Omaha and Crow methods is not 

made.    The Omaha way is  to  group maternal  orosa-couains with the 

generation above,   and their reciprocals  (the paternal  cross- 

oousina)  with that below;  the  Crow type  is to group the paternal 

relativea with the generation above,   and their reciprocals with 

the one below.    Although this  ia the essential distinction,   it 

goes much farther  in the kinship system,   for usually (but not 

always)   the entire line through males  is  grouped together with 

the maternal uncle and his  son—the  females being called mother 

or mother's  sister--in the  Omaha type,  and the  entire line through 

females  ia grouped together with  the paternal aunt  and her daugh- 

ter—the males being called  father's brother or father—in the 

Crow type. 

Among the Northern Wintun,  however,  neither of these al- 

ternatives  ia accepted.     Instead,   if the woman of the parental 

generation is younger than her brother,   her children are mother's 

brother and mother to her brother's children and the entire line 

follows the Omaha pattern;  while,   if the woman  ia   older then her 

brother, his children are fathers and  fathera'   sisters to hers 

and the line from then on follows the  Omaha pattern. 

In a very small area in California there are,   then,- three 

quite different varieties  of the  Omaha-Crow principle at work,   as 

"ell aa two non-Omaha-Crow methods  of deaignating the relatives 

Of crosa -lines.     The problem becomes one not  of explaining the 
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type,   or the Crow type, but,   in the first plaoe,  to explain 

how it happens that suoh apparent diversity exists in cultures 
g 

very much alike. 

It was said  (p.  53).that the problems of social organiza- 

tion resolve themselves  into  combinations  of three sets of alter- 

natives:     (1)   independent invention vs.  diffusion,   (2)  psychologi- 

cal vs.  sociological causation,  and  (3)  natural law vs. historio 

accident.     The California illustration indicates that the solution 

of the general problem depends not on the acceptance  of the 

9The California situation is not,   by any means,  unique»   In 
Melanesia,   and again in Africa, the Crow and the Omaha types, with 
variations of each,   exist side by side;  and,   of course,   in several 
parts of America other than California  (notably the Eastern Wood- 
lands,  the Southeast, the Southwest, the Plains,  and,   to some ex- 
tent,  the Northwest Ccast),   the same peculiarities of distribution 
recur.    Wherever the Crow-Omaha feature is  found,  the facts of dis- 
tribution usually take this form; 

1. Either the  Crow  or the Omaha feature is dominant in the 
area, with the other also appearing. 

2. Areas where either is dominant very often are contiguous 
to areas where the other is general. 

3. Areas in which the Crow-Omaha feature is not found 
(i.e., where cross-cousins are called the same as paral-    ,/ 
lei cousins or else have separate terms distinctive of 
terms applied to members of the generation above and be- 
low)  are usually close to,  if not aotually scattered 
among,  areas where it is prevalent. 

Suoh repeated distributions Buggest that,  not only must the Crow 
and Omaha systems be explained together in some way, since they so 
often occur together and have,   furthermore,  so much in common, 
but the kind of explanation offered must,   in some way,  account for 
their usual proximity to non-Crow-Omaha Bysterns.    It is  conceiv- 
able that the Crow and Omaha aysteras are much more alike than they 
appear in their surface manifestetions,   and that both are not so 
iar, in their more fundamental nature,   from the generation types  as 
we have been given to believe.    This  is an illustration of a more 
general question.    The nature of the difference between patri- 
lineel clans and matrilineal might  be taken as  another example. 
Such analysis must necessarily accompany any studies of distribu- 
tion if the major problems are to be solved:     one cannot  hope to 
determine whether the developments  of the Omaha and Crow features 
have been distinct^ or whether they are minor variations with one 
general history,lunless the relation of the two is understood. 
Ihe same can be said for other matters  of kinship,  marriage prac- 
tices,   clans,  and the like. 
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alternatives—any one of a set or any combinations of several— 

but rather on the acceptance of all the possibilities given and 

the determination of what part each plays in the formation of 

different types of social organizations. 

1. Both independent invention and diffusion must have 
played their parts in central California, lo tribe has a system 
utterly distinct from its neighbors or from its linguistic affi- 
liates; yet neither have two tribes exactly the same system. 
Distinctive developments of (a) common bases and (b) borrowed 
elements must have occurred in eaoh tribe. There is no question 
of invention vs. diffusion, but rather of the relative influence 
of internal and external factors.  In what ways have they, in 
the various tribes, combined? 

2. By the problem of "sociological" vs. "psychological" 
causation is meant two different things in ourrent anthropological 
discussion:  (a) the determination of particular social institu- 
tions—such as kinship systems—by other social institutions—such 
as clans or moieties or marriage customs—is termed 'sociological" 
as opposed to the determination of particular social institutions 
by such psychological factors (cultural though they may be) as 
notions of classification that orop out in language and social in- 
stitutions as well. When applied to questions of kinship system, 
"psychological causation" is often translated "linguistic 
causation." That social structures are connected with kinship 
systems cannot be doubted in California, for in half of the tribes 
which have the Omaha feature, there are patrilinear moieties 
(which fit the feature) and some of them also have the marriage 
with the wife's brother's daughter, which also is in oonsonance 
with the terminology. But that psychological or linguistic de- 
terminers may also be present is just as undeniable, for Such 
features as the notion of age distinctions in certain relation- 
ships ooour differently in the different linguistic families. 
Again it seems that the problem becomes one of how eaoh determi- 
nant enters the picture. 

The problem of "sociological vs. psychological oausation" 
has also the meaning (b) whether these elements of social organi- 
zation are there to satisfy (1) the needs of the society as such, 
to help maintain it as a society, or (2) the needs of individuals» 
to help them in their adaptation to eaoh other.  The California 
example as given does not help towards a solution of this problem, 
since distributions can only show whioh peoples have what, and not 
what good is done by what they have.  To the point of these para- 
graphs, however, it might be noted that no anthropologist with 
this "functional" perspective denies that culture satisfies both 
sooial and individual needs; the only argument might be as to 
which Is the raison d'etre. 

3. The California example indicates that historical acci- 
dents must have occurred; except perhaps in a deep philosophical- 
fatalist sense, it must have been a series of pure accidents that 
induced the V/appo (with whatever kinship system they happened to 
have) to migrate Southward where they came into oontact with Miwoks, 
Pomos, and Wintuns who, having different kinship systems, gradually 
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exerted influence on that  of the V/appo.     It must  have "been partly 
accidental—what the V/'appo were,  what they were exposed to,   and 
whet they took—hut also  it was certainly not entirely accidental; 
for '«hat they could take,   or would  take,   depended partly on what 
they already had ( itself partly perhaps the result  of natural 
causes)   and partly on rules  of borrowing which are  (even if they 
cannot be stated)  some of the laws governing culture.     If there 
were no netural laws governing oulture,   how could the faot that 
kinship terms dg_ go together with certain social structures in a 
number of these tribes and also in tribes three thousand miles 
away be explained?    Somewhat by ooinoidence,  somewhat by borrow- 
ing, but in the modern anthropologist's mind somewhat by the 
force of similar circumstances as well. 

These days,  extreme claims of diffusionists,   parallelists, 

sociologists,   psychologists,   scientists,   and historians,   ell in 

quotation marks,   find themselves discounted but,   nevertheless, 

accepted.    Choices between these alternatives are no longer deemed 

necessary;  rather,  the  difficulty beoomes one  of discovering to 

what extent,  and  in what way,   each of the various  determinants 

helps to  explain the kinds  of social  organizations extant  and their 

distribution. 

This  is the problem,   but,   although it  has been put after a 

meager study of kinship distribution,   it  cannot be promoted by 

similar studies.    The question of the relative  importance of the 

influence of contacts,  acoidents,   compulsives— psychological and 

sociological laws—cannot be answered empirically from the study 

of the distribution of institutions except insofar as  it has been 

answered above;  rather,   the answer  to this  question depends upon 

(a)  observations of the forces that are maintaining and changing 

cultures all over today,  and (b)   observation and analysis of the 

nature of the  institutions  In the various  cultures.     The first 

procedure is,   of course,  beyond the scope of any one paper;  the 

8econd will be attempted for  one culture—the Fox.    From the ma- 

terial on Pox social  organization,  the nature of the relation be- 

tween kinship systems and the  other sooial  institutions will be 

dealt with negatively;  that is,   it will be shown that the 
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.prevalent theories do not seem to be supported by ffox data.     She 

nature of the relations  of the  Omaha and Grow   types will he 

adduced more positively;  and some light will he thrown on the na- 

ture of kinship systems as  such.    But the  JPoac material will prove 

most useful in illustrating a general theory  that will be pre- 

sented  in answer to  the problems raised:     a theory based in part 

on insight  gained from experience among the Pox. 
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KEY   TO   CHARTS   I-HE 

A 
O 

Male 

Female 

Ego 

Marriage 

Sibling 

Descend 

1 neto- tarn a sibling of the same sex 

2 nete'gwam9 sister, man speaking 

3 netawama brother, woman speaking 

a nesese older sibling of the same sex 

b nesime younger sibling. 

c nemise older sibling of opposite sex 

4 negwi's9 son  ¿A 

5 netane's2 daughter  f\ 
 KJ 

£ no-rcirsema grandchild 

7 ncnegwa-i!2 son of sibling of opposite sex 

8 ne'cemi-ÍJS daughter  of sibling of opposite sex  r\  <j 

9 no.'sa father A 
10 negy3 mother 

^ 

11 negi> mother's   sister 
^^ 

12 nes'egwis3 father's  sister o 
13 nefci'saffl mother's   brother A 

14 nermefco grandfather 

15 no-'gome's s grandmother ;'UTC.rAr..-..J„»ft^ 

16 nena-pam - husband 

17 ni-w5 wife 

18 nita-gw9 sibling-in-law of same sex 

19 ni-nem^ sibling-in-law of opposite sex. 

20 nemerco-m3 father-in-law  A 

21 nogumS mother-in-law Q 
22 nenegwan? daughter's   husband 

23 ne'semyS son's   wife 
^. 

Offsprings of all G's are 6. 
Parents of all I4's and l&'s are I4and 15 according to sex. 
The descendente  of siblings of great grandparents and of 
great-great-grandparents, etc. can be determined  by following 
the rules of reciprocals   and of descent  apparent  in the 
system  given   in   Charts I and H. 
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PAST III 

THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATIOH OP 

THJS POX IHDIAHS 

I. The Kinship System 

Kinship Terminology 

The Pox-*- have an Omaha type of kinship system.  The sys- 

tem, with the actual terms employed, is demonstrated in Charts I, 
g 

II,  III,   IV,  V,   and VI,  v/hioh ere self-explanatory.       The system 

without the terms,  arranged with a view towards emphasizing the 

relationship pairs,   is repeated in Charts VII and VIII.3    A brief 

summary of the system followa: 

Siblings.--Brothers refer to eaoh  other as neto*tama«   and 

sisters use the same term for each other.    Age distinctions are 

*A central Algonkin tribe who officially (having once 
been allied with the Sac)  are called "Sao and Pox of the Missis- 
sippi" and who live on their communal land in Tama County,   Iowa. 
Eheir history appears  in Appendix II and a discussion of their 
present condition in Appendix III.    Appendix I describes the man- 
ner in which the material here given was gathered. 

^Por the spelling of most of the terms. Dr.  Truman 
Miohelson is responsible.    These are the ordinary ego type chart, 
the relationships being read from the marked ego.     Triangles are 
males,  circles females; horizontal lines connect siblings, verti- 
oal lines,   parent-offspring;  equal signs connecting a pair indi- 
cate their marriage. 

3A type  of ego-less chart  in which three generations are 
indicated.    Each term is represented by a color {see the Key)  and 
all possible kinds  of relationships are indicated by connecting 
the triangles and  circles with lines of the proper color.    The 
advantages  of studying the system from this kind of chart is made 
apparent  in the text.    Being unorthodox,  these charts may be more 
difficult to read,  but when one  is accustomed to  them they are 
actually more simple.     It is noticed,   of course,   that the neces- 
sity of having separate "male speaking"  and  "female speaking" 
charts is abolished. 
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usually made,   however,   so that a man oallB his/ older brother 

nesese,  a woman calls her  older sister nemisey, and both oall a 

younger sibling nesime.    A brother calls his  sister nete'gwem.   and 

she responds with netawema.    These terms are applied in the same 

manner to the  children of anybody called no*'sa or negl*ha (father 

or mother's sister),   including among others the parallel oousins. 

Parents-Children»—-Father is called no*'sa and the term is 

apllied not only to him,  but to everybody he calls neto*tama 

(brother);  mother  is nej£¿,   and the term is restricted to one's 

own mother.     The mother's sister,   and  everybody v/hom she calls 

neto*tama,   as well as the daughter of a ne'cisa05,   is  called negi'^ 

(mother's ber&ttcsr).     The reciprocals  of all of these  in all  of 

their uses are negwl'8a (son)  and netane'sa (daughter).    These terms 

thus take care of all parallel uncles,  aunts,  nephews,  and nieces, 

among others. 

Uncle.Aunt—Haphew.  flleoe.—The mother's brother is called 

ne'cl'aaia.  and this term is applied also to his  son, his son's 

son, and so on indefinitely,  besides to every man to whom the 

mother applies the term netawema.    The father's sister is  aalled 

nea'egwi's5;.  and this term is applied to all whom the fether calls 

nete'gwem.    The reoiprooals of both of these terms are nenegwa*^ 

(oross-nephew)  and ne,oeml«h& (erosa-nieoe),  and they are applied 

to the children of any netawema or nete'gwero. 

grandparent-grandchild» —Any grandfather is called neme'oo. 

and any grandmother no*gproe'aa;  and the reciprocal  for both is 

DQ*oi'sema.    These terms are also applied respeotively to the great- 

grandparents and great-grandchildren,  and to more distant genera- 

tions.    Consistent with the terminology employed in the  cross-lines, 

the parents'  mothers'  brothers'   son is also called grandfather, 

and his son also,   and so  on indefinitely,  the sisterB  of these 
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grandfathers always being grandmothers.     The reciprocals of oil 

grandparents are grand children. 

System of Affinity.—The most common term for wife  is 

aj.'?ja,  and for husband nene*pama.   and these terms are not   other- 

wise used.    Father-in-law is neme'ooTtft.   and mother-in-law noguma, 

and these terms are applied to their siblings as well.     The reci- 

procal terms  in all oases are nenegwana (son-in-law)   and ne'semy5 

(daughter-in-law).    The father's brother's wife is negl**16 

(mother's   aister)   and this   is  applied to the wife  of any no* 'sa 

except one's  own father;   the mother's sister's husband   is  no•'3a 

and this  is applied to the husband of any negi«ha.     The recipro- 

cals of these  terms  in all their  applications are,   of  course, 

neKV?i'sa  (son)   and netane'sa (daughter).     The wife  of any 

ne'ci'sata is nes'egwi'a5,  but  the prefix negagadj  ("joking")   is 

UBually added to distinguish her from other types  of father's 

sisters.     The reciprocals are nenegwa,ha  (nephew)   and ne'oemi**15 

(niece) with the same prefix usually added.    The father's slater's 

husband is a brother-in-law.    Brothers-in-law apply the term 

alta•gwa to each other,  and  sisters-in-law the same term for each 

other;  but brother- and sister-in-law apply the term ninemwa to 

each other.     Thus,  the husband of any naBtegwl'3a (father's sis- 

ter)  by_ blood is nita«gwa to a man,  nlnemwa to a woman,   and  the 

reciprocals are the same. 

Rules.—The Fox terminology  is  completely systematic,   and 

can be reduced to three principles: 

1. The principle  of bsslo structure:  that  one's  own sib- 
lings,  parents and parents'   siblings,   grandparents,   parallel and 
cross-cousins and their reciprocals are as given above. 

2. The principle  of succession:     that  the offspring of 
anybody called "father'1  or  "mother's sister" are always siblings; 
that the  offspring of a sibling of the same sex are always  "son" 
and "daughter"  and of a sibling  of opposite sex always  "nephew" 
and "niece";  that the  offspring of a  "son,"  "daughter,"  "niece," 
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or "nephew"  is always  "grandchild."     That the  offspring of a 
«mother's brother"  are always  "mother's brother" and  "mother's 
sister";  that the  offspring of a  "father's sister" are alv/ays 
"nephew" and  "nieoe."     (Note that there is no rule of succession 
from grandparents.) 

3.    The principle of oonatant reciprocals:     that the re- 
ciprocals as given above never vary—each term has  its set reci- 
procal no matter where in the system it is found.     It is by appli- 
oetion of this principle only that the offspring of persons oalled 
"grandfather" and  "grandmother"  can be determined. 

It is by the  application of these three principles that doubts  in 

the minds  of the natives themselves are resolved.    The first two 

are,   of course,   grounded  into the  minds  of the  natives from long 

experience,   as are closer relatives 7/ithout  the necessity  of apply- 

ing any logic.     In oases where the grandparents'   siblings'   ohildren 

must be determined conceptually,  however,   the  third is the  guiding 

principle.    The native conception of relationships is that they 

exist in pairs:    mother's brother's  son is not  a relationship sep- 

arate from father's sister's son; rather ne'ol'sa,a and nenegwa*ha 

are two sides to one relationship.4 

Behavior Patterns 

The range of the kinship system is limited only by know- 

.ledge and memory,   and this differs with different people.    Every 

person,   of course,  knows his  immediate family,  and,   in addition, 

also his parents'   siblings and their descendants;  grandparents' 

siblings are usually known if they live to maturity,  and then most 

of their descendants are known as well.    Beyond that,   a scattered 

name only is remembered,   although there are exceptional  individuals 

who can trace their genealogies through most of the  great-grandparent 

4Although anthropologists usually realize that relation- 
ships must be defined by the two relatives,   as  "father-son," they 
very often do not,   in their theoretical discussions,  utilize the 
notion.    Thus,  the mother's brother's son is often discussed in one 
paragraph and the  father's sister's son in another,  when they are 
the two sides of one relationship. 
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generation.    The range is not unilateral; while some people re- 

member more of their fathers' or grandfathers'  families, others 

are equally more facile on the other side.    Which relatives are 

test known depends on many circumstances and is not reducible to 

a rule. 

Ihe kinship terminology is applied to all known relatives,5 

so that the whole group is cut into a small number of types of 

relationship pairs.    Each of these types carries with it a more 

or less distinct traditional pattern of behavior.    Generally 

speaking,  the behavior of close relatives follows the patterns in 

their greatest intensity; but there are numerous cases where,  for 

some reason,  a pair of close relatives "don't behave towards each 

other at all as they should." 

Underlying all family patterns of behavior Is a general 

feeling that there should be good will toward all relatives, by 

blood and marriage,  a feeling of affection and willingness to 

help.    In addition, there is a certain amount of restraint, be- 

tween all relatives by blood,  that becomes greater when the rela- 

tives are of different sexes,    m any pair of relatives these 

mutual feelings are essential in the behavior of both persons, 

and might be called equivalent factors.    In addition,  there are 

between the two persons of a relationship pair other differential 

factor», as will be seen in the following summary of the behavior 

patterns. 

Brothers. Besides the equivalent factors, which here 
emerge in a spirit of comrade lineas, ooupled with what the natives 
translate as "respect" (a reluctance to discuss any matters of 
aex or even to Joke freely together), there is a differential 
faotor basad on actual age.    Hue younger brother should follow 

5Even to some to whom relationship cannot be traced; a 
man might know that another is his no'S8^ only because he remem- 
bers that his father used to call him "brother." 
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his elder brother's advioe and to some extent obey him; on the 
other hand,  the elder brother should look after Ms younger broth- 
er's welfare especially.    The difference is very informal, how- 
ever, and hardly more standardized than the same difference in 
the oulture of Ohio ago. 

Sisters.    What has been said above may be repeated here. 
Sisters are apparently a bit more ready to tease each other 
lightly about the boys than are brothers, but there are wide 
individual differences. 

Brother and Sister.    Between a man and his sister the 
eijuivalent factor of restraint becomes very important.    Even 
toaay sister a»a brother are never seen alone together, never 
would think of going to a theater or dance together;  and if by 
ohanoa they are left alone in the house at night,  the man seeks 
his bed outside.    Yet there is no  "avoidance" in any stricter 
sense.    They may see each other, talk together,  and work to- 
gether;  there is supposed to be real affection between them and 
there usually Is.   Differentially, all brothers respect their 
sisters in the sense that they respect their elder brothers; but 
they   are more deferential towards elder sisters than towards 
younger.    A sister is expected to make things (clothes, etc.) for 
her brother; and the brother tries to find out (usually through ¿ 
their mother) what she would like so that he oan bring it to her. 

Father and Son. The father-son relationship is much like 
that between two brothers, except that the differential factor is 
very much stressed. A eon is supposed to obey bis father, and if 
he does wrong, the father is supposed to make him fast "for his 
own good"—which is the closest thing to corporal punishment that 
properly occurs. 

Father ana Daugrfeer. As far as equivalent factors are 
concerned, this relationship is much like that of brother-sister; 
but the differential faotor is somewhat reversed, for the daughter 
is supposed to obey her father and respect him even as her brother 
does her. 

Mother and 3on.   The relationship here also is much like 
•at between sister ana brother, but sinoe the mother does not 
have to respect the wishes of the father in the way that the 
laughter does, she can nelp her son when the father is Intent on 
punishing him.    Ihus, if he is sent to bed without supper she may 
(after making him promise to ao right in the future) bring him 
fooa.   Obviously there are wide variations in matters such as His. 

Mother and Daughter.    She relationship between a mother 
and her daughter is much like that between a father ana his son. 

6In aaaition to bashfulness about sex matters, there is 
also restraint between brother ana sister on religious matters. 
It might be aaaea that the restraint pattern between blooa rela- 
tives, especially of opposite sex, is sometimes carried beyona 
the family;  thus,  a very olose male friena of a man would not 
feel free to take his friena's sister out. 
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It ia up to the mother,  or other close female relatives,  to teach 
her daughter what she should know, both about household duties 
and more personal matters.    While the father may give the girl 
good advioe about how to behave, his wishes are generally trans- 
mitted through the mother, upon whom is also chiefly entrusted 
the duty of discipline. 

In the oase of all these parent-ohild relationships,  the 
pattern extends to all pairs of relatives who apply parent-child 
terms to each other, and in the case of the mother-child relation- 
ship the term "mother's sister1* is Just as muoh equivalent to 
"mother'* in behavior as the terms for "father'* are to each other, 
even though linguistloally the latter are all no«gah while the 
former are different terms.   But in these relationships more than 
any other in Fox,  the intensity of the pattern depends on the 
closeness of the actual relationship. 

grandparents and Grandchildren.    The equivalent factor of 
restraint Is somewhat lessened between grandparents and grand- 
children;  there Is considerably more intimacy between them than 
between parents and children, for example.    The advioe and help 
of grandparents are sought, and a father's father will, for ex- 
ample, help hie grandson in an argument with his son,  the boy's 
father.    She restraint is not relaxed to the extent of allowing 
obscenity, however;  such a thing would hardly be considered. But 
it is at the same time highly proper to talk over love affairs 
with a grandparent even of the opposite sex.    The differential 
factor of seeking advioe from, not giving it to, a grandparent 
is present.    She grandson will haul water for his grandfather, 
fill his pipe, and so on as a sign both of his affection and his 
respeot. 

Uncle, •¿ant. Nephew, and Kleoe.    Although the previous 
relationships described are to some extent Indefinite, and not 
ao different from those found in our own society, the nepotio 
relationships are highly formalized and distinctive.   Coupled 
with the other normal equivalent factors is one best described 
as the "Joking relationship."   The mother's brother and his 
sister's children, and the father's sister and her brother's 
children, characteristically play light practical jokes on each 
other, teas» each other In publio, and, in general, have what the 
natives would term a "non-respect'* relationship.    At any gather- 
ing, the raillery is usually occasioned by the présenos of sev- 
eral of -the various joking relatives.    Since these relatives are 
restrained in their behavior by the same modesty that character- 
izes other blood relatives, the Joking is always of an innocent 
sort, with never any bodily contact and with never an obscene 
reference.   As might be expected, the restraint is more notioe- 
able between people of opposite sexes. 

There is one differential factor in these relationships: 
when the nephew or nieoe are young children,  their parents 

Also on the closeness of the social bond.    A child 
brought up with its mother's sister wouH treat her as its mother. 
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threaten them when they are naughty, with the name of their uncle, 
saying that he will come and eat them up,  or something of the 
sort.    This use of the unole as a "bogey man'* is very effective, 
for the children grow to fear the man who sometimes actually does 
pour a pail of water over them as they sleep.    Tet when the 
nephew or nieoe grows up, he is supposed to forget all this and 
love his mother's brother. 

Slbllngs-ln-law.    Between all siblings-in-law there is 
also a pronounced Joking relationship, but since they are not 
blood relative», the restraint is absent,  and the Joking takes on 
a very ribaia oharaoter,  the keynote of which is,  in the case of 
brothers-in-law, horseplay and obscenity with one Jokingly acting 
as if the other is a woman, and,  in the case of a man and a woman, 
mock love of a verbal nature only,  and some degree of suggestive 
obscenity. 

Mother's brother's wife and husband's sister's children; 
these are the relatives who apply terms of consanguinity with the 
prefix "Joking."    All aunts and their nephews and nieces Joke in 
the innocent manner, but these "Joking" aunts and nephews and 
nieces Joke in the same manner that siblings-in-law do.    In addi- 
tion,  there is,  in this case,  the differential factor that exists 
between unole and nephew and niece; but when a child is threatened 
with his mother's brother's wife, he is afraid of her love, for 
he is told she will come and kiss him and make love to him,  and 
this seems to be an effective threat. 

Parents- and Children-in-Law.    Kb Joking is indulged in 
by these relatives, but neither is there anything like avoidance, 
lae relationship is like that of parents-children in that children- 
in-law have duties toward and respect for their parents-in-law* 
but especially when these relatives are of opposite sex,  there 
seems to be a feeling of uncomfortable restraint that keeps them 
from speaking to eaoh other except on business matters.    Ihey 
would never Just sit down and gossip or Indulge in small talk. 

There are, of course, personal variations in all these 
relationships.    Some people who should Joke, for example, do not 
do it--perhaps because they are far away relatives, or sometimes 
because one who is a poor teaser is afraid to start anything be- 
oausse he knows the other will get the better of him.    Heedless to 
say, there ave a few individuals who cannot take a Joke as they 
should,    nevertheless, the pattern of Joking is carried more uni- 
formly to all relatives who use the same kinship terms than any 
or the other behavior patterns, possibly because it is the most 
positive pattern. 

Some particular points about the kinship system will be 

discussed later, together with whatever interpretations seem fea- 

sible,    it should be noted here that the kinship terminology and 

the kinship behavior patterns are the linguistic and social faoets 

of one coherent system,  and they oannot be considered separately 
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until they are first considered together. 

II. Sooial Structures 

Besides being the oenter of the group of relatives al- 

ready described—which the Fox themselves would call the Family— 

each Indian is a member of one or more religious sooieties; one 

of the two tribal divisions; probably, if he or she is mature, 

one of the two political factions;  and possibly—if a man—the 

baseball team,  the band,  or  some  of the various clubs.    It may 

s8em as if the oft recorded faot that the Fox have totemio gentes 

is being omitted, but—although they have special characteristics 

to distinguish them from the other religious societies—they will 

be better understood as types of cult groups. 

The Family.—Bodies of kindred are of course overlapping 

groups; yet to any Fox Indian his group of relatives is, by far, 

the most important sooial unit to tihioh he is attached.    In a 

population of close to four hundred, the size of this group is 

normally from fifty to a hundred persons,  scattered over the res- 

ervation in perhaps a dozen households besides his own.    The 

blood tie is considerably stronger than the marriage tie, but this 

statement should be taken with reservations, for when a marriage 

has lasted for a long time the affinal ties—whether through 

habit or the influence of the children—become    strong Indeed, on 

the one hand, and the bond between husband, wife,and children 

becomes stronger than that which ties either the father or the 

mother to his or her family. 

The difficulty in establishing any generalization about 
the relative strength of consanguineous and affinal bonds by any 
objective means rises from the instability of marriage itself.    A 
great many marriages are of short duration,  too short for them to 
bear effeot in the social structure.    In 1932, a record of 273 
marriages that had occurred in the tribe was taken; of that 273, 
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67 of the oouples were still living together.    Of the 205 mar- 
riages that had terminated,  no less than 105 had ended by means 
of separation--63 when there were not even any children to show 
for the marriage.8    Some people never settle down long enough to 
have families,  and,  in any interpretative study,  these and transi- 
tory marriages in general must be treated separately. 

What is to one person a group of relatives by marriage 

is, of course, a group of blood relatives to his children.    It is 

this group, relatives through the father and through the mother 

equally, that is, without doubt,  the most important social unit. 

Genealogies of all the members of the tribe were taken,  and, while 

in some cases,  due to circumstances not to the point, more of the 

mother's family were remembered, in other cases the reverse was 

true.    While in the kinship system cross-lines are distinguished 

from parallel lines, the difference is not in social proximity, 

and in all oases the family group most meaningful in daily life 

is absolutely bilateral. 

In addition to relatives brought into the family in the 
normal course of biological generation, there are additional 
adopted ones.    It must be understood that there are two kinds of 
adoption among the Sox:  in many oases, for various reasons, chil- 
dren may go to live with relatives other than their own parents 
(for a shorter or longer time) and for purposes of receiving the 
child's annuities, the foster parents may adopt the child legally. 
Whether they do or not, this is often called "adoption."   -In this 
case, the child is already a relative of the foster parents, and 
they keep up 1fce old connections, so that the question of changed 
incest   groups, for example, does not enter.    What is more often 
oalled *adoptlonM by the Sox might better be termed "replacement," 
and it will be described late».    Suffice it to say that whenever 
a person has died, no matter what his or her age, some person of 
approximately the same age, and the same sex, is taken into the 
family in his plaoe and assumes the kinship relations that the 
original had.   Behavior patterns are extended to people thus 
adopted, and a person will Joke with an adopted mother's brother, 
ror example, Just as he had with his predeoessor.    Records of 

It must not be supposed that this condition is necessa- 
rily a result of recent disintegration.    As far back as geneal- 
ogies can be carried now--to sixty or seventy years ago, when the 
social organization probably was as integrated as it ever was-- 
the same situation seems to hold.    "Easy divorce" is, more probably 
than not,  an old pattern. 
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adoptions of all living Indiana show that they are never adopted 
to replaoe their own blood relatives. 

Relatives feel an affinity for each other that is not 

found in any other social struoture than the family,  inoluding 

the so-oalled gentes.    They visit eaoh other,  stay as long as 

they please,  and,  although there are personal likes and dislikes, 

of course, there is a strong feeling that these should be sub- 

merged.    Political factionalism rarely cuts across family lines; 

when a woman and man of different factions marry,  the woman usu- 

ally ohanges to the man's faction,  although cases of the reverse 

are known, but the personal bitterness that sometimes accompanies 

burning Issues is in such oases allayed,  and the children rarely 

take sides. 

Members of the family group are not supposed to inter- 

iiarry, and it is extremely rarely that they do.    Eleven oases of 

intermarriage of blood relatives appear in the genealogies, and 

in all but three of them nobody knew of the relationship until it 

vas discovered in the genealogy.    The three oases have caused 

much disapproval,  even though the degrees of relationship would not 

be considered too close in our culture.    The most disapproved case 

is of a man who married a woman who had previously been adopted 

to take the place of Ms daughter. 

When the clan groups are discussed, it will be seen that 
narriage within the elan is not only universally practiced but 
thought little of;  that, together with such facts as that in adop- 
tion, the adoptee takes the dead person's place in the family but 
not in the olan, is an indication that the bilateral family is 
the important social unit. 

The Household.—Since there are no formal rules of resi- 

denbe, and only very slight preferences in favor of matrilocal 

residence in practioe,  the household might be considered a group 
only by virtue of the faot that people have to live together 
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somewhere.    In daily life,   the household group is extremely im- 

portant, of course, for it íB a group usually of the closest rela- 

tives,  and it is the eoonomio unit.    Conceptually, it is not that 

important, however; people come home when they want to or stay 

with relatives when they want to—and, in practice,  its economic 

unity is vary tenuous,  since, if a member of the family has money, 

he does not necessarily contribute to the larder,  and if he has 

not money, he may seek sustenanoa anywhere he happens to be.    !Ehe 

household aohieves what importance it has because for most of the 

members it is the most important part of the family. 

There were in 1938 seventy-one households.    Of this num- 
ber 

4 consisted of a lone man or women 
6    "   '* two persons each 

11    »   '* three n " 
10    "   n    four  '*    " 
10    '•   » five  "    " 
6    '*   " six   "    " 
6    '*   '» seven "    " 
9    it   » eight "    " 
6    if   « niae n « 
2    «   '* tea  "   " 
1    it   t» twelve " 

Most of them consist of a married couple and some or all of the 
children of both, or of one or the other by a previous marriage; 
but, in a large number, an unmarried (at the time) brother or 
sister of the man or wife, with perhaps a grandchild or some mis- 
cellaneous relative, complete the household, m only one case do 
two elementary families live together; in this case a man with 
children by a previous wife married a woman with a married son 
and family, and all live together. SOhe most frequent oause for 
any doubling up (residence of a young couple with the parents of 
one, for example) is the searoity of land and houses. 

Religious Societies.--It is not intended here to discuss 

the religious groups except in so far as they are pertinent to 

the description of the Social Organization. Ihere are two types 

oí religious societies. She most important consists of a group 

of members of a sacred pack, of which there are many, who in the 

ceremonies are the hosts and, among other distinguishing activi- 

ties, do not eat. In this type the membership is to some extent 
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hereditary but not fixed as to the number,  and there are no par- 

ticular fixed positions that are always to be filled.    Of this 

type,  the saored paoks are all more or less linked to a few Major 

packs, the members of which constitute what are usually con- 

sidered the gentes. 

In the second type, there are no saored packs as such. 

The membership (except in the Peyote Cult, which, being foreign, 

follows a different pattern)  is relatively fixed, and there are 

positions to fill,    The first type is far more important and will 

be considered first. 

The Gentes.—How many sacred paoks there are in existonce 

among 12ie Ebx today no one individual knows, but there are cer- 

tainly at least forty.    These paoks are classified into (today) 

eleven groups, and within each of these eleven there are a num- 

ber of "major packs'* and a number of minor paoks.    Those persons 

«ho are connected with a major pack are connected with all the 

major packs of its group.    And only those connected with the major 

packs of a particular group can be connected with its minor packs. 

It thus appears that these groups of packs are the basis of a 

classification of the people, and how one becomes attached to 

them is the vital point. 

The rule is that if the father belongs to the Bear group 

or the Welf group, or one of the others, all his children auto- 

matically belong there.    Thus there is patrillneal descent.   But 

each of these what may be called totemic groups has a stock of 

personal names, and if a child is named from the Thunder, for ex- 

ample, he is a member of the Thunder packs no matter what his 

father was,  in addition to his patrilineal group.    This is con- 

sidered "borrowing," however, and his children in turn will always 
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belong to his father's group.    In addition,  people can be taken 

Into the totemic groups for other reasons,   so that conceivably 

a man can belong to all of them.    It would seem as if these to- 

temio groups should be called gentes,  since they are patrilinear 

in ultimate succession no matter how much adoption occurs.    But, 

in daily life, olan groupings are conceived of as units no matter 

how membership came about,  for they function as ceremonial soci- 

eties rather than as hereditary social institutions. 

If an Indian is asked to what gens another belongs (and 

he understands what is meant) he will think of one of three cri- 

teria on which to Judge.    If he remembers that at the War Chief 

festivals this person does not eat, he will say he belongs to the 

War Chief;  if he remembers to which gens the father was allied, 

he will answer with the name of that gens; on the other hand, he 

may simply think of the meaning of the person's name, and if it 

refers to the Wolf he will. answer that the person belongs to the 

Wolf gens.    Sometimes the answer is that he belongs to two or 

more.    The conclusion is that.  In the native mind today,  at least, 

membership in a group of packs is membership there, no matter what 

the father was. 

She basis on which personal names are given is this:  if 
there is no particular reason for giving the child a name from 
another gens,  its father's gens bestows the name;  if there is any 
reason for wishing to (1) same it from some other gens than that 
of the father or (2) name it into a particular gens, like that of 
the nether, it is done without any difficulty.   Of S66 recorded 
oases of living Ibx Indians (1902),  seventy-one were named from 
a olan other than that of the father.    Of this number ten were il- 
legitimate,  so that,  the father being unknown, the name could not 
come from his gens;  in two cases the father was a white man or 
half-breed without a gens,  so that the children were named for the 
mother.    In sixteen cases there had been previous deaths in the 
family,  and for a change in luck they decided to name the children 
from another olan.9    In two oases,  the mother's sister or the 

9W. J. MoQee quotes the last Chief, Push-i-tani-ke, as 
saying:  "When a couple are married and the first child is born, 
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mother's mother adopted the ohild before it was named and had the 
rigit to name it.    In one oase the child was posthumous and the 
stepfather named her.    Three children were named by their father's 
father's mother out of respect for her old age.    The circumstances 
for the rest of the oases are unknown except for the statement 
that "the father gave his permission." 

The chief Mason for a person's becoming a member of a 
group of sacred packs other than by inheritance or naming,  is that 
he is a good singer and knows the songs.   He may then be asked to 
participate as a host in their oeremonies and he is considered a 
aenker thereafter.    As far as the records are oomplete there are 
only three persons, however, who are hosts in more than three 
gentes. 

There is a tradition that the gentes are supposed to be 

exoganous,  and the rule is that a man should not marry anyone who 

belongs for any reason to any of the gentes to which he, for any 

reason, belongs.    This rule is not at all followed today,  and as 

far baok as one can Judge from the genealogies,  it was never fol- 

lowed.   Certain it is that there is no sentiment in its favor and 

that there is no statistical preponderance of usage in its favor. 

To show the latter, records of all marriages were collected, with 

records also of the clan names, the clans of the parents, and so 

on.    In order to give every benefit to the notion that there is 

clan exogamy today, one can consider the marriages only of those 

whose gens name and whose father's affiliation mark him as defi- 

nitely belonging to a certain clan. 

lor convenience, the largest gens (Juagad by names) is 
taken.    There were In 1932 one hundred twenty-one persons with 
Bear names (as opposed to 100 Thunder, 55 War [and peace] Chief 
38 Wolf, 39 in three Water clans, la Eagle, only one old pheasant 
woman, and no ELks).    Of these 121, there were 89 whose fathers 
were also Bears.    Of these 89, only 42 had been married—but a 
total number of 79 marriages had been contracted by these 42 
Bears. 

Of these 79,    23 were with War Chiefs, 
21 with Thunders, 
10 with Wolfs, 

the father has the right to name it, but if it dies the mother 
takes the right» (A Maskwaki Bowl. AA, o. s., XI [1898],  89). The 
rule is not as hard and fast, however. 
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6 with Water peoples, 
1 with an Eagle, 
7 with foreigners, and 
4 were intermarriages among the 42 Bears, 
7 were marriages with then deceased Bears, 

There were, thus, about one-seventh of all marriages contracted 
by Bears that contradicted gens exogamy.    Since the Bears consti- 
tute one-fourth of the tribe, however, it might he argued that 
there is a tendency to marry out; but when it is remembered that 
a large proportion of a Bear's family are Bears and these are all 
within the prohibited degree, the difference between one-seventh 
and one-fourth is about taken up. 

It would appear,  therefore, that the Gentes are not in 

fact exogamous,  and from genealogies it appears that they were 

hardly more so in the past.    It is significant that some of the 

clan intramarriages have occurred among the oldest and most con- 

servative people that are living today.    To what extent are they, 

then,  sooial institutions?    They do not regulate marriage, they 

have no Juridical funotions discoverable;  today, at least,  they 

are sooial institutions only in the sense that any cult groups 

are.    It is for this reason that the term "gens," usually applied 

to a unilateral kinship group with some function in regulating 

marriage,  should be applied only with reservations to the Ibx 

groups that surround the saered packs. 

ahere is one group, organized about a saored pack called 
mo-wi^tl-a-ki (the "little spotted buffalo" group or, as lilchelson 
translates the word, "The Dirty Little Ani").    It is connected 
with the packs of the Wolf gans, but one does not have to belong 
to the major wolf packs to belong to it, and, indeed, most of the 
members are not of the WOlf Gans, but rather of all the others, 
let the pattern involved in this group and its ceremonies is ex- 
actly like that of the others, the members of which are considered 
to be in a particular gens.    It seems to bear out the conclusion 
that the gentes vary less from purely religious cult societies 
among the Box than they ao-from the social institutions that 
ordinarily bear the name. ü 

Even more significant, perhaps,  is the matter of the 
Buffalo saored-pack organizations.    The buffalo {or buffalo skin) 
is one of the minor paoks of the Bear gens and a major pack of 
the War Chief, Thunder, and Wolf gentes.    The War Chief and Thun- 
der grouos hold Buffalo ceremonies twice a year, and the War 
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Other Cults.—-The "Singing Around Society" (Kiwagamo'ag^1') 

has a membership which outs across all family and gens lines, and 

yet has a membership largely determined, today, by heredity.    Gen- 

erally speaking, membership descends from father to son, but since 

a father has only one membership, he can paBs it on to only one 

aon.   He usually chooses his successor in his lifetime, and then 

they are both members occupying one membership.    In one case to- 

day, Young Bear is a member, having received the offioe from his 

father;  although he is still living, he has appointed his son Dan 

(neither the youngest nor the eldest)  to his place,  and in 19S4 

he in turn made his son ( seven years old)  a member in his place; 

now all three are members of the society.    Yet none of Young 

Bear's other sons can ever become members through succession,  for 

the "seat" is taken. 

Another way that membership is determined is this:  if a 
member dies without having appointed hla successor, the person 
who is adopted to take his plaoe will assume Ms membership in 
the society as wall.   The third method Tjy which people hove become 
members of the society is by having become cured through its of- 
fices; in the one o ase where this has occurred recently, the man 
is still often called by the name of the society (althourii the 
cure was effected some forty years ago). 

Of the forty-seven people who are recognized as members 
today, there are 86 men and 21 women, and 

18 men and 7 women received membership from the father 
5    »»      «    4     rt tt ii i»      »   mother 
1 man received " *    his M F B 
1    ".....   . rt " "      "    M M B 
1    "  " " ""MB 
1 woman  " " '*    her M Sis 
1    *  " " »      »   Brother 
1 man  " " "a non-relative 

because he was a good singer 
1 man and 4 women received membership by replacement of 

a member (ceremonial adoption) 

Chief and Bear gentes, at least, have names in their stocks that 
refer to the Buffalo.    There are "different buffalo" for each of 
the gentes, and yet, forty or fifty years ago, when there were 
gens-houses in the Ibx village, there was one whioh was a "Buffalo" 
house in which, presumably, all Buffalo ceremonies were held. 
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1 man beoame a member because he was cured by *he society 
3 men ana 4 women are members for unknown reasons. 

Since there are several ways in which membership can be 
aobieved,  two or more members of the same family (suoh as sib- 
lings)  oan hold membership and pass it on; but,  generally speak- 
ing, most of the families are represented by only one,  if any, 
person. 

This society "sings around" at the homes of the members 
of the tribe during an epidemio, and functioned in the Spring of 
1934 when a serious drought threatened.    Regular meetings are not 
held, and the society has lost most of the social importance it 
once may have had—lost it chiefly to the Peyote cult. 

The "Religion Society," "Drum Society," or "Dream Dance," 

as it is variously oallea,   is a comparatively recent importation 

(probably from the Pottawotamie of Wisconsin)  since the ibx have 

been in Iowa.    All the positions in the society surround four 

drums, each of which has a leader and various functionaries.    Mem- 

bership, however, is not strictly limited,  and positions are 

available to any who are interested and show the proper religious 

spirit.    Actually, the membership is chiefly concentrated in a 

few families that are politically close. 

The Peyote Quit, which is growing steadily in importance 

among the Box, has not been in the tribe for more than about 

twenty-five years.   Membership is open to everybody, for the cult 

is mildly evangelistic    Sinos, however, part of the belief of 

the cult is that the old religiosa of the Fox are false, people 

strongly involved in the other societies are not apt to become 

Peyote.    Nevertheless, two Peyote members are in the Drum society, 

for example, and more of them take part in the gens festivals. 

She chief actual motive for Joining Peyote seems to be its cura- 

tive function;  the peyote is supposed to be somewhat of a cure- 

all, and when other treatment fails, the patient may take up 

peyote and,  thereafter, remain a member. 

The Dual Division.--All Box Indians, male and female 
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alike, are in either one of two divisions, kio'ko ana to'kan. The 

rule of membership is this:   if the father is a kio'ko,  his eldest 

child is a to'kan, his next child a kic'ko, the next a to'kan, and 

so on.    If he is a to'kan, his first child is a kio'ko,  and so on 

alternately.    In this way the tribe is divided as nearly as pos- 

sible (by any such methods)  into two divisions.    The divisions 

used to function in war, hut now chiefly in games and in the 

oeremonies.    Whenever a La Crosse game is played, instead of 

"choosing up"   sides,  the kio'kos line, up against the to'kans,  and 

so with all the games, including partnership gambling games (ex- 

oept when members of another tribe are present, when the split 

nay be on tribal lines).    m the oeremonies, the kio'kos and the 

to'kans have dancing or eating contest8.    In all oases, kic 'kos 

art placed to the South, to'kans to the North;  the former are 

oonneoted with the color white, the latter, black. 

The rule of membership is determined automatically, not 
by any naming or initiation, and among the first things that a 
ohild learns is to what division he belongs.   Yet today, at least, 
people do not know the divisions of other members of the tribe, 
unless they happen to remember the side they were once on, or re- 
member what his next father or sibling is. 

One interesting point is that although the rule given 
above holds for praetioaXly every member of the tribe, it does 
not hold for one particular group of clans, those related to 
water.    In these elans, all people are kio'ko.    There is no 
rationalization given for this clrcumstanee, but it is affirmed 
by all; there are not enough oases from these clans to be sure 
if it is the name that determines the clan for this purpose or 
the clan of the father. 

The Factions.—«What is to some extent a dual division of 

the tribe that functions throughout the culture much more than 

does the above,  is the division into two politioal factions.    The 

history of the factions is given in Appendix II, and it is prob- 

ably largely oorreot, although there is a possibility that the 

supposed origin there given may have been another manifestation. 
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oí disagreement in the tribe that was already manifest.    ÍDhe fact 

supporting the history is that the leaders of the factions,  the 

focal points about whom most disagreements turn, are both members 

of the Bear clan, but two disconnected families of the Bear clan. 

It will be seen after a study of the genealogies that there are 

really three important families in the Bear elan.    It appears 

that the chieftainship   was in one of these families (it is sup- 

posed to be in the Bear clan and inherited in the male line)  and 

when it was switched to the other line,  the  trouble started.    It 

is still a matter of Old Bear (and Tetapache) against Young Bear. 

Poweshiek, who is on the Old Bear branch of the family (too dis- 

tantly for the genealogies to catch and attested to only by 

tradition) lends support to the Toung Bear faction. 

Each family of the tribe generally is a unit in political 
matters, but clans have nothing to do with the matter.    In cere- 
monial matters (where the clans are important)  factional differ- 
ences do not enter, and neither of the factions seems to be more 
progressive in religious matters than the other.    But the members 
of the Drum Society are nearly all leaders in the Young Bear 
faction, and there are more members of the Old Bear faction than 
of the other in Peyote (although the leaders of both factions 
disapprove of Peyote). 

Marriages between members of the two factions are not un- 
common; but in every case one of the parties to the marriage 
changes his or her allegiance to suit the other.    Women more often 
switch than men, and there are oases where a woman has changed 
sides with each of three or four marriages,    In 1933 an old 
woman who, with her family, belonged to one of the factions, mar- 
ried the leader of the other faction; now she votes with her hus- 
band.    In oases of intermarriage, the children, as far as records 
are available, belong to neither faction, since the father's 
family has one allegiance and the mother's another and both sides 
are felt to be equally close.    It is apparent that on such a basis 
this dual division cannot become a permanent social institution; 
yet now it is extremely important, and a great many political and 
even personal issues are decided along factional lines. 

To summarize:  the bilateral family,  cutting across the 

ceremonial non-exogamous and only partly patrilineal gentes and 

other cult societies,  is the unit in social life to xvhich all 
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allegianoes are eventually referred.    To consider the traditional 

dual division, or the factions, or the gentes as of any social 

significance apart from their connections with the families is to 

render a false pioture of Itox social organization. 

The family it is that is connected with the kinship sys- 

tem: for the terms, for example, or the behavior patterns that go 

with them, are never extended beyond the traoeable blood and 

affinal relatives--never to all members of the elan or (of course) 

to the kic'ko or to'kan division to which the person belongs. 

III.  Social Customs 

Marriage 

Courtship.—Ideally.  Ibx young people are completely 

chaste before marriage.    The parents shower them with good advioe, 

watch carefully the company they keep, and—should an affair look 

as if it ware becoming serious--speak with them about the faults 

and virtues of the prospective mates and their families,    of 

course, in these days of automobiles and sohools, parental influ- 

ence is, of necessity, weakened; nevertheless, even now marriage 

is considered a matter in which parents should have, if possible, 

a hand. 

In the very recent past there was a definite procedure of 

courtship.   Becoming acquainted with a girl during the course of 

daily life,  a young man took a liking to her.    Presumably he re- 

ceived some encouragement; having played his flute outside her 

house in the evening, perhaps she came out--managing to evade her 

mother's watchful eye—and had a tryst with him.    But formally 

the courtship consisted of nocturnal visits to the girl's bedside. 

In the summer houses,  the sleeping benches are about three or 

four feet from the ground; the young man entered the house, held 
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a lighted match to his face to display his  identity (and alao to 

\be sure of the  identity of the  girl)   to  her and the family,   and 

gtood beside the  girl's bed to talk to  her.     This  he continued to 

do every few nights,   and finally—having acquainted his parents 

with his  actions,   and received their approval—he proposed 

marriage,  end,   if the girl aocepted him,   she set an approximate 

date for marriage  ("harvest time,"  for  example).     Then,   the 

young man visited her no more  in this way,   although he might speak 

to her  in the daytime.     They mipht give  esch other small gifts  to 

seel their betrothal,  which was not,   however,  made public. 

Marriage.—V7hen the time came,  the  young man went to his 

fiancee's home again,  at night  in the same way.     If she we%s still 

agreeeble,   he spent  the night at her side,  remaining chaste, 

however.     In the morning he would stay until the family had seen 

him,  and then he would leave before breakfast.    The next night he 

oeme again;   in the meantime,   the girl and her parents had had a 

last chance to oonsider;   if all was favorable,   the young man lay 

with the girl and consummated the marriage.     In the morning he 

stayed for breakfast and became part of the household.     In a few 

daya he took his bride to his own home,   and his  relatives 

dressed her in new clothes,   and gave her a lot  of dry goods and 

some horses.    The horses the  bride gave to her brothers,   or,   if 

she had none,  to her mother's brothers  or to  her brothers'  chil- 

dren (own or  olassificatory).    Some time later,  her family sent 

to his a number  of gifts consisting of foodstuffs.     Then the 

marriage ceremonies were  over.     The couple stayed with the wife's 

folks or the husband's until they liad a place of their own. 

Divorce, —nowadays,  legal marriages are often contracted, 

tut,  since the cost,  of a legal divorce is considerable,  they are 
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not usually so  dissolved.     Instead.,  the couple simply separate, 

and the man and woman find new mates (second marriages were, in 

the past,   seldom solemnized with gifts,   and now few,   if any, 

are,)—not legally,   of course.    The chief cause for divoroe is 

simply incompatibility:     if the couple begin to  quarrel,  they do 

not bother to try to make a  suocess  of the marriage.     Ideally, 

husband and wife should overlook small faults—even minor excur- 

sions into unfaithfulness;   in practice, they overlook very little, 

and marriages  often break up because  of minor misunderstandings. 

Actual adultery is occasionally condoned,   but not  if it becomes 

public.     There are women who  have bad reputations,   of course,  and 

it is noteworthy that they find husbands now only in other tribes. 

In oases  of divorce,   the woman usually takes the children with her. 

TABLE II 

ilABRLfcGES  TERMINATED;   SHOWING DISPOSITION MADE Oí1 CHILDREN 

Disposition MARRIAGES  TERMINATED 
of Children 

Total 
By 

Divoroe 
By Death 

of Husband 
By Death 
of Wife 

205 

110 

45 

11 

21 

5 

13 

106 

63 

29 

10 

4 

44 

21 

16 

2 

5 

55 

26 

Wife's family kept.... 

Husband's  family 

Miscellaneous and 

11 

11 

' 3 

4 

In this table,   information relative to the disposition of the 

children on the death of one of the parents  is also  included;   it 

is seen that the wife and her family take care of the children 
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ln most oases. 

Preferential Marrlags.--Although, in times past oases of 

polygyny were store common,  in all the genealogies collected only 

one case came to light.    The preference in polygamous marriages 

was always that the wires should be sisters.    The sororate itself 

is still a common enough knowledge; it is felt to be proper now, 

but in the old days, apparently, it was almost compulsory.    In 

seventeen oases of persons now living, the first and second mates 

have been related so: 

STABLE III 

RELATIONSHIP  OF FIRST AND SECOND MATES   (IN PREFERENTIAL MARRIAGE) 

NUMBER OF CASES 
MARRIAGE ACTUAL 

RELATIONSHIP 
CLASSIFICATORY 

RELATIOHSHIP 

Woman married two 
5 6 

Man married two sisters .. 1 1 

Man married mother and 
- 5 

Woman married both a 
mother's brother and 
a sister's son (at. sp.). - 1 

It is apparent "tftiat the levirate is now much more common 

than the sororate. 

A most interesting form of sororate was the marriage of 

a man and his wife's brother's daughter.    Although no oases of 

such a marriage are on record, and nobody remembers the last one, 

a few of the old people describe the custom in such detail that 

there can be no doubt of its presence in the old days.    In the 
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olá-time wiokiup there were definite sleeping places on the 

benches that lined the building, and a married daughter and her 

husband had their place.   Occasionally,  if the wife's family liked 

the young man and wasted to be sure that he would remain in the 

family (so the informants stated), they took one of their son's 

daughters, a girl of perhaps eight years, and "put her on the 

bench"; that is, they had her sleep across the head of their 

daughter's and son-in-law's bed.    Thereafter, no matter where the 

daughter and her husband lived, this little girl--the wife's 

brother's daughter—lived with them. When she grew up she would 

become the man's second wife, and if the first wife died before 

the ohild grew up, the husband was expected to await her maturity. 

The Life Cycle 

Birth.—When a woman is pregnant, she tells her close 

female relatives, who tell her what to do;  during pregnancy a 

woman must be very careful of her health and that of the baby. 

Sinoe there are beliefs that to eat scabby fruit will give the 

ohild scabs, or to eat bologna will injure the ohild since it, 

like the child, is wrapped in skin, or to behead a chicken will 

oause the baby to be born with a broken neck, and so on, there 

are many things a young woman must learn. 

Furthermore she must be careful to stay away from public 
places where sorcerers might easily get at the child.   Both the 
father and the mother must be very wary of engaging in tjuarrela— 
for the baby's sake always—and the father, too, is careful of 
what he eats and does (for example, he should not touch lightning- 
struck trees, snakes, corpses, etc—innumerable things). 

A woman makes preparations for childbirth outsl&e the 

house, In a specially built wickiup.    When the labor pains begin, 

she goes Into the house, and the husband notifies women relatives, 

who usually know what is best to do.    SEhey out and bury the 
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umbilical cord and bathe the baby; the mother bathes   herself. 

Away from her husband,  the wife in the old days stayed in 
her wickiup for forty days after the birth of the ohild; nowadays 
they stay only about ten days.    It used to be considered very 
harmful to conceive a ohild while still nursing another,  so hus- 
band and wife did not live together for at least a year—at least 
regularly—but beliefs such as this have relaxed very much in 
recent years. 

Puberty. —Even today the puberty wickiup is general.    At 

a girl's first menstruation,  she is thrown into the water, head 

covered,  and then she must be segregated for ten days from every- 

body but old female relatives»    After the ten days she is a woman 

"and should consider herself as such," but for ten days more she 

cooks for herself,  and at every menstruation period,  she does the 

same. 

{Chore is no sort of puberty-marking for boys.    A boy in 
the old days vas taught to fast, both for the general good of his 
soul, so to speak,    and in the hopes of getting a blessing from 
some spirit,    lasting is still thought muoh of, but with children 
going off to school,  it is practically a lost art. 

Death.--When a person dies¿ ruanars are sent to notify 

the people, and the same evening there 1B a ceremony—much like 

the feasting at the gens festivals--conducted by the clan to which 

the dead man belonged.    It is here that the gens plays its most 

important part in a person's life.    Attendants from other clans 

are appointed to sleep that night in the house anú. to dig the 

grave the next day.    ffhe body is washed and dressed and carried 

up to one of the three cemeteries,  in these days on a truck with 

a motorcade funeral procession.    (She choice of cemeteries follows 

family lines in general.)    A clan-marker is later put on the grave. 

Meanwhile visitors have been bringing gifts to the•dead 
man's family, even while the body is still in the house.    The 
spirit of the day is much like that of a comparable one in our 
own society. 

Adoption.--Ordinary adoption is informal and irregular; 

but ceremonial replacement follows a definite pattern.    Some time 
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olose to a year after a person has died, his relatives ohoose 

some person to take his plaoe.    They usually find somebody who is 

olose to the age and of the same sex as the deceased,  and presum- 

ably it is somebody of whom they are fond.    Ihere is one oase in 

which a boy was adopted to replaoe a girl,  and one oase in whioh 

an old man replaoed a child a few months old.    The adoption feast, 

at whioh a general feast and a religious dance are held and at 

which the adoptee receives new clothes and many gifts of dry 
11 is usually given by the  closest relatives,  who furnish 

the wherewithal,  at the home of the closest.    Occasionally,  two 

adoptions are made for one death, when different members of the 

family, probably disagreeing, eaoh adopts a person.    She case of 

one old man who died some fifty years ago is still remembered be- 

cause, for some reason or other,  at his adoption feast a Wolf gens 

festival was held at night, an altogether unheard of thing. 

In eighty-nine oases of adaptions recorded,  the feasts 

were made by the dead person's 

Parents 50 eases 
Children 9 it 

Hephew or niece 3 it 

Grandparent 3 H 

Grandchild 4 it 

Sibling 11 i» 

Aunt or uncle 6 it 

Grandfather and uncle 1 it 

Husband 1 it 

A son-relative at whose 
house the deceased had 
been living 1 n» 

With the adoption,  the "ward" takes his plaoe in the 

family of the deceased although, as far as the records show, never 

"TLater, the adoptee returns to the family that gave the 
feast a large amount of foodstuff a as gifts.    In collecting the 
gifts, the host calls on the whole family for help;  and,  in the 
same way,  the family of the adopted person helps oolleot the 
food with whioh to reciprocate. 
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aotually in the household.    Kin of the dead person now apply to 

the adoptee the proper kinship terms, as well as the behavior 

that goes with them. 

IV. Analysis 

In the present-day social organization of the Box, the 

kinship system is an integral part of the culture;  it represents 

the classification of all who are considered to he related,  and 

the group of relatives is the most important in social life. The 

strong family feeling is reflected in the traditional behavior 

patterns that go with the kinship terms,  and Just the group 

throughout whioh the kinship terms are applied 1B the group which 

functions In daily life.    In some other tribe the kinship terms 

migit be extended throughout the clans, but not so here;  among the 

Fox, the clans are not social units in this sense, and the members 

of a clan do not feel themselves to be a social unity because of 

that fact.    Likewise, one could not possibly interpret the use of 

the terms "son" and "daughter1* for a woman's father's sister's 

children as meaning "children of women of my clan" and hope to 

make oneself understood in the language of the Fox.    Gente s-- 

olouded is descent and not at all exogenous—exist among the Ibx; 

yet if that is supposed to Infer a condition like that of the 

Omaha Tribe, for example, where the gentes are units in the camp 

oirole, they certainly are absent here.    In this meaningful sense, 

one must Insist that the Ibx do not have a unilateral social or- 

ganization, that such a thing is foreign to them actually and 

conceptually. 

This faot comes out in many ways.    The range of the kin- 

ship system itself is a clue, for Just as kinship terms are not 

extended throughout clans, they are not ourtailed in certain 
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lineagos.  The bilaterallty of Fox sooial organization oomes out 

also in tho makeup of the household groups, in the bilocality of 

residence, in the equal exchange of gifts at marriage, and es- 

pecially in the adoption of a person to take the plaoe of any re- 

lative in the family, hut never in the olan. The type of duel 

organization—an alternation of the children of each family—is 

indicative in a negative way of the lack of feeling for sooial 

groups involving unilateral descent. 

About the only social function that clans soem to have had 

in the old days was the location of chieftainship in the Bear Clan. 

But there is strong evidence that this actually meant descent in 

a Fox family that happened to he of the Bear olan.  It is conceiv- 

able that, before the recent interruption by white contact, the 

clans were beooming stronger sooial units:  the fact that all the 

members of a water clan were members of one of the dual divisions 

is an indication of a unity of clans that may have been spreading 

in the culture. On the other hand, the contrary may be true, 

and it is conceivable that this case was the last survivor of an 

old system of strong clans that had broken down. But both histori- 

cal interpretations are dangerous because (a) the data today are 

hardly conclusive, and (b) a functional interpretation of the anom- 

aly might be, if all the facts were know, possible. 

It appears that in the last fifty years, at any rate, clans 

have not been socially prominent and, in general, that Fox society 

has been based on the bilateral group of relatives by blood and 

marriage. One is entitled to wonder, then, how the peculiar kin- 

ship system can be explained.  It is the same kind of kinship 

system that, in other places, accompanies strong clans or moieties; 

yet, in the case of California, and now again among the Fox, it 

cannot be explained in terms of clans, unless ono adopts the 
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auxili^ry hypothesis that olnna must have previously existed 

wherever the system  is  found.    An alternative explanation that has 

been offered  is  on the basis  of the marriage of P  man and his 

wife's brother's daughter.     It might be well to  disouss both of 

those possibilities in terms of the Fox material presented. 

That the  "olassifiootory  system,"  in general,   fits  olons 

to somo extent was pointed out by Morgan himself;  but the hypothe- 

sis that it  is  explicable  on that basis was  at  the same time re- 

jocto"3   by him.     That a  distinction between parallel  and  cross 

linos is reminiscent of the division into  clans  cannot be doubted, 

•since  in a patrilineal society,   the father,  his  brothers and sis- 

ters,  the children of the former,  and so  on,   are  ell  in one's  own 

don while the father's sister's descendants and the mother's sib- 

lings'   descendants are not necessarily so.    Likewise,   in a matri- 

lineal society, the mother's sister's female line  is in one's  own 

clan,  while all others are not necessarily so.     Of course,   in each 

cose,   one of the first questions asked is why both parallel lines 

are merged with one's own line.     The  systems could be explained 

on the basis of exogamous moieties better than on that  of clans, 

for then certain relatives  in both parallel lines would be in 

one's own moiety.    As a universal explanation of the classifioatory 

system with the distinction of parallel and cross lines this has 

never been seriously accepted,  however,  since the distribution of 

moieties  is comparatively limited. 

The Omaha type,   of which the 3?ox system is an exomple, 

seem3 to fit patrilineal clans  particularly,   just as the  Cr-»w type 

fits matrilineal clans.     In these oases,  the  lines that are nerged 

hep,;en to   consist of relatives who are in the mother's  clan   (Li 

the Omaha type)   and those  of the father's clan   (in the  Crow  type) 
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respectively.    Now among the üox, the term for mother's brother 

and his son and his son, etc. might be considered to mean '»male 

relative of my mother's clan.'*    Indeed, the only male relatives 

of one's mother's clan besides these are called "grandfathers," 

ana this usage may perhaps be explained away on the basis of the 

extraordinary   oloseness of the mother's father.    There is a 

strong temptation, therefore, to believe that the formation of 

patrilineal olans preceded and oaused the Omaha type.    But among 

the Ibx,   at least, present-day clans could never have exerted 

such influenoe, beoause the clans are not important enough to 

affeot kinship terminology; and, besides, no Ibx Indian ever 

thinks of his mother's brother as '*a male of my mother's clan.'* 

Ganerally,  such an explanation of the Omaha type is faulty, be- 

cause there are regions of tribes where the Omaha type, but no 

olans at all, exist, and there is no independent reason to be- 

lieve that they ever did.    On the other hand, the Ojibwa, closely 

related to the Box, and with olans very muoh stronger, do not 

have the Omaha type of kinship system.    Finally, militating 

against the theory, is the question of what, if the clans brought 

on the kinship system, oaused the olans?    Any one of these argu- 

ments is answerable with auxiliary hypotheses, but to oonstruot 

supposition on supposition is to build on quicksands. 

The answer that has been given is that clans have brought 

on the Omaha type where both exist; but the marriage with the 

wife's brother's daughter has caused the system wherever it, in 

turn, exists.    This theory holds that if for some reason (unstated) 

a sororate practice of taking the wife's brother's daughter as a 

second wife arises,  then the natural oonsec(uenoes of that marriage 

are anticipated in the terminology and the Omaha type arises. 
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Hius, one's child "by a first wife will call the second wife 

"mother" (or "stepmother") and her brother "mother's brother"; 

but since the second wife is also this child's mother's brother's 

aau$iter--and her brother the mother's brother's son—these rela- 

tives are precipitantly oalled "mother" and "mother's brother." 

Meanwhile, of course, the wife's brother's daughter would be a 

" sister -in- law."   Now these are the terms of the Fox system (with 

"mother's sister1* substituted for "mother"), and sinoe the Fox 

also have the designated form of marriage,  it xvould appear that 

they are an example which corroborates this theory. 

On general grounds,  this explanation suffers as does the 

other, but specifically among the Fox it can be shown to be un- 

tenable.    In the first plaoe, the marriage is barely remembered 

today, but all evidence points to the fact that it was never very 

common, and that, therefore, it could hardly hare so affected the 

kinship system.    It appears that the ordinary sororate was fairly 

common, and that the marriage with the wife's brother's daughter 

was a substitute for it when (perhaps) the wife had no eligible 

sister.    If one looks at the kinship system today, this is under- 

standable,  sinoe both the wife's sister and her brother's daugh- 

ter are oalled sister-in-law, and if one is marriageable,  so is 

the other.    Ehe question becomes,  first of all,  that of why the 

wife's brother's daughter is called sister-in-law (and, reoipro- 

oally, of course, why the father's sister's husband is called 

brother-in-law by_ both a man and a woman).    Such terminology 

fits the marriage, and would seem to be a sine qua non of it.    In 

oraer to sustain the theory under discussion, it would have to be 

shown that this part of the terminology goes together with the 

other distinctive part of the Omaha type.    In fact,  the two 
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features have somewhat independent distributions,  even though 

they often appear in the  same tribe.    In considering the termi- 

nology applied to the father's sister's husband, and to the 

mother's brother's wife, it is noteworthy that among the Ibx 

there is a strong tendency today to think of the mother's broth- 

er's wife as sister-in-law.    Wow Crow-type kinship systems have 

been explained on the basis of marriage with the mother's broth- 

er's wife or widow—an explanation comparable to that of the 

Omaha type on the basis of marriage to the father's sister's 

husband (or,  as it is usually stated,  to the wife's brother's 

daughter).    The marriage with the mother's brother's wife, of 

course,  goes together with calling her sister-in-law.    The con- 

dition among the Box becomes interesting,  therefore; with the 

Omaha type, the mother's brother's wife is yet treated like a 

sister-in-law,  and often referred to as one.    Whether this is 

very recent (and the terminology would indicate that it is) or 

whether marriages have ever been contracted within this relation- 

ship one cannot tell (there are no records of such a marriage, 

but there are no records of the marriage with the father's sis- 

ter's husband,  either); but it is fair to say that the two rela- 

tives have become conceptually equivalent among the lax.    This 

means (1) that the terminology applied to spouses of uncles and 

aunts is not completely bound up with the Omaha-Crow -type s—which 

rather destroys the explanations on the basis of the peculiar 

marriages, and (2)   that the Fox seem to have been developing a 

system as completely bilateral as possible, notwithstanding its 

supposedly   unilateral Omaha feature. 

The question of how unilateral the ibx kinship system Is, 

is essential to an understanding of the entire question.    One has 
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a strong feeling that even though this type of kinship system 

often is accompanied by patrilineal groupings, yet the Fox system 

in praotioe is as bilateral as any.    The mother's brother and 

sister's son relationship is equivalent,  and there is practioal 

equivalence in the other oross-oouein relationships in spite of 

the fact that the mother's brother's daughter is mother to her 

father's sister's children, and a mother-child relationship is 

normally one of super- and subordination.    This is accomplished 

because aotually it is the relative age of the two that is sig- 

nificant.    A "mother" (or "mother's sister") normally demands re- 

spect of her "ohildren."   But if they are the same age,  they be- 

have rather as siblings, and if the 'bhild" is considerably older 

than the "mother," the respeot is in the opposite direction. Olhe 

same is true with grandparents and grandchildren.    A good case of 

this that is easily affirmed is that of the uncle and his nephew 

or nieoe.    Shis is a relationship of equivalence except in the 

bogey-man aspect that has been described; normally, the "uncle** 

is the bogey-man to the "nephew," but if the "uncle" is a child 

and the "nephew" a mature man, the "nephew" is actually the bogey- 
man«    In Box, at least, all relationships are conceptually equiv- 

alent, the non-equivalent behavior dependent upon relative age 

alone.    It is useless to think of the mother's brother's line as 

somehow elevated, therefore.    The differentiation must still be 

explained, but not fundamentally on the basis of a unilateral 

conception.    It is for this reason, also, that one cannot think 

of the Omaha and Crow types as opposite poles of a conceptual 

scheme.    Aotually, there may be very little difference between 
them. 

In combination with aotual clans or moieties, the Omaha 
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ancL Crow types assume new and different meanings, and they fit 

so nicely that one is tempted to explain one in terms of the other. 

•¡ox material gives some strong indications that this is an erro- 

neous approach.    An analysis of Fox social organization shows at 

the same time that the Omaha and Crow types cannot be explained 

glibly on the basis of the marriages that often acoompany them. 

To attack the problem generally, and to indicate what may be the 

true relationship of kinship systems and social institutions, as 

well as to attempt an explanation of the Crow and Omaha types as 

an example of general method,  is the object of Part 17. 



PAST IV 

2IHSHIP AHD SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

Robert Lowie, America's premier student of social organi- 

zation, recently wrote: 

Among the Omaha of Nebraska the generation lines are over- 
ridden—a mother's brother's son is called by the some term 
as a maternal uncle.  Shis feature is not shared by such 
fellow 3iouans as the Grow or Dakota, but occurs among sev- 
eral Central Algonquian tribes. Since, however, these tribes 
are neighbors, the peculiarity might be explained through 
diffusion without recourse to social phenomena. But when 
the same terminological feature crops up two thousand miles 

' to the west among the Miwok of California as well as in 
Africa and Asia, one must.... look for a common determinant. 
The latter is found in the common stressing of the paternal 
line, for all the tribes in question have paternal clans 
and by paternal descent a maternal uncle and his son will 
always be in the same clan. For the Miwok and Omaha 
parallels a perfect answer can be given; both permit a man 
to marry his wife's brother's daughter—the niece is thus 
elevated in status, becoming a mother to the offspring of her 
husband's first marriage, whence her brother becomes a 
mother's brother. Yet the theory is not adequate; there are 
tribes like the Ojibwa which are also patrilineal but fail 
to disregard generation lines. 

The reverse occurs in Melanesia, in Southern Alaska, among 
the Crow of Montana, the Pawnee of Nebraska, the Hopl of 
Arizona and in the Southeastern United States where the pa- 
ternal aunt's son is reckoned a father and her daughter a 
paternal aunt. All these tribes are matrillnesl, so that the 
father's sister and her children are always in the same 
group as herself and her brother. But here too a supplemen- 
tary hypothesis, is required, for there are matrilineal tribes 
such as the Iroquois, that do not override generation. For 
the Melanesian and Tliaklt tribes, at least, nepotic inheri- 
tance of widows provides the key: a man inherits his 
mother's brother's widow, hence her children by the first hus- 
band call their cousin father. In Dobu, Melanesia, as Fortune 
has shown, the father's sister's son is verbally identified 
with the father only after the latter's death; Malinowski 
found that in the nearby Trobiands the classification obtains 
from birth. The steps of the development are therefore clear 
in this area.1 

I 

3-Artiole on Kinship.  Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, 
HII,   568-72   (19S2). m 

i 
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Ihis statement ia worth reading several timea because in it is 

oontained a condensed version of the entire theory—with its pre- 

suppositions, its proofs, and its conclusions—now held by almost 
g 

every interested anthropologist in England and America.  Lowie 

himself is not responsible for any of the explanations of kinship 

offered in these paragraphs. It will be remembered that it was 

Rivers who first proposed to explain kinship systems in term3 of 

social institutions. Rivers credits the above explanation of the 

Omaha type to Sohler, and the same explanation was Inter offered 

by llrs. Seligman.  Gifford, who studied the Jliwok, proposed the 

identical explanation of the kinship system there. Kohler and 

Rivers ore also responsible for the explanation of the Crow kin- 

ship type on the basis of marriage with the mother's brother's 

widow. Of course, the general observation that these kinship ter- 

minologies are suited to patrilineal and matrilineal clans respec- 

tively is as old as the notion that terminology is explicable on v 

55 • 
the basis of social organization. 

It is this paragraph, reflecting as it does current theory 

of sooial organization, that will be the text for discussion in 

this section. Historically, it was seen that the second great ad- 

vance in the study of sooial organization was the rediscovery of ' 

kinship terminology by Rivers, and his connecting it with social 

organization. The Rivers period is now at its height, at the 

stage where argument over the method is hushed and where the pre- 

suppositions are unchallenged; indeed, the study of kinship today 

is very oomparable in this respect to the science of social organi- 

zation in 1875 or 1880 when the methods and assumptions of the 

Radcliffe-Brown and a few disciples are the exceptions 
which oome to mind. 

%organ noticed the peculiar variations in cross-cousin 
•terminology but he did not try to explain them. 
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Evolutionists were dominant in England and nobody questioned their 

premises. 

The type of explanation that is in vogue today bears one 

other resemblance to that of the evolutionists:  it is enticingly 

simple. There are the matrilineal olans and the Crow type: they 

fit nicely and occur often enough together to make their causal 

relationship obvious; there are the patrilineal olans and the 

Omaha type: they correspond in exactly the same way that the .mem- 

bers of the other pair do. Bach is convincing evidence for the 

other. But some tribes have the kinship system without the clans? 

Yes, but see how the marriage with the wife's brother's daughter 

fita the Omaha type, and how the marriage with the mother's 

brother's widow suits the Crow typei Where there are no clans, 

these are the institutions which have brought on the kinship tér- 

minologyl  Indeed, the marriage is found with these kinship sys- 

tems, and, if not, only one of two things can have happened; the 

Institution that caused the kinship terms has disappeared, or 

else the kinship terminology has diffused from some plaoe that once 

had had, if it now has not, the proper institution. 

It was pointed out that, as far as the Fox are concerned, 

these specifio explanations of the Omaha type are faulty. Specific 

objections may, however, be argued away: the Pox are, perhaps, 

not typical, and the explanations might still be valid for the 

Omaha tribe, or the Miwok. It is patent that the refutation must 

be more general; the explanations of the Omaha and Crow type on 

the basis of olans and marriage practices are only examples of a 

type, and it would be well to destroy the power, not only o.f the 

example, but of the underlying methodology. 

To refute the entire notion, one could apply logio—point 

out that (a) it savors of trying to find any sort of explanation 
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thet soems reasonable, different for different ceses of the same 

thing if necessary, Cb) there is still no explanation of the in- 

stitutions that ere given as "oauses" of the kinship terms—or data 

of distribution; hut the most effective rebuttal would be a coun- 

ter explanation that takes Into account all of the points in favor 

of the current theory as well as all of the data which does not 

fit it. 

The general thesis of the counter explanation is that all 

elements of social organization are the result of r complex of    •• 

psychological forces or principles acting in particular social sit- 

uations and tending to create forms of social behevior which,' in a 

small society, may crystallize into institutions. The same forces 

tend, on the one hand, to crystallize kinship systems and, on the 

other, to form such aooial institutions as clans and forms of mar- 

riage; that kinship systems fit the social structure is thus to be 

expected. Diffusion is never denied, for where psychological ten- 

sions in common sooial situations are present, the crystallization 

may come in only one of several societies and be borrowed by 

others; on the other hand, for like reasons, the same internal de- 

velopments may occur in different societies independently.  It is 

also not denied that institutions suoh as clans can secondarily 

influence kinship terminology, and vice versa; but the argument re- 

mains that the fundamental consideration is the causation of both. 

The type of explanation presented is similar to that of 

Professor Radeliffe-Brown in certain respects; but, in other, equally 

important, respects, its whole tenor is contrary. Redoliffe- 

Brown also contradicts lowie and the type of thought he represents; 

he also claims that various elements of social organization are 

related because they result from the same causes—not because one 

oomes from the other. The "oauses" presented here, and those 
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postulated by Radoliffe-Brown are,   however,   quite different. 

Radcliffa-Brown believes that the necessity for social integration 

is the fundamental cause for all social  institutions--that they 

have a "function"   in keeping integrated the society.    He will al- 

ways admit that individual human nature is aotive in the formation 

of all institutions,  but for him that  is beside the point; what 

is important is to determine how speoific  institutions,   in partic- 

ular societies,  or in ell,  function in the integration of society. 

Here,   on the other hand,  the attempt  is to  see by whet psychologi- 

cal and social processes the  institutions are  originated and main- 

tained;  it Is understood that one of the processes is that of 

"accommodation of individuals to  each  other" which may be trans- 

lated into Radoliffe-Brown's "integration"; but that is only one • 

of many,  and,  besides,   the  interest is  in seeing on what principles 

such accommodation ocours rather than in determining the value of 

institutions for that end. 

Specifically,   there are a number of small points of agree- 

ment with Radoliffe-Brown;  one of his recognized contributions, 

for example,   is his ,.trgeneration prinoiple"—that there  is a tenden- 

cy to respeot members of the generation above,  but not so much those 

of the seoond generation above.    It will be seen that this  is per- 

fectly agreeable to the argument to be presented; there is  a large 

body of evidence in its favor.    But the difference in conception 

and point of view  is apparent when one understands that, while 

Radcliffe-Brown believes that the ralson d'etre for this faot  is  the 

social necessity of passing on culture from one generation to the 

next,  this thesis argues that the reason is  the very oomraonplace 

faot th&t children are small when their parents are old and' caring 

for them—a social situation bssed on a biologioal faot—and  they 

obey their parents,   and respeot them,   for about  the same reason 
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that a dog obeys  its master.    There is agreement on faots of the 

matter—such as the  generation prinoiple,   the sex principle  (that 

brothers tend to respeot their sisters)  and so on; hut there the 

similarity ends.    Radoliffe-Brown would he the first to deny that 

he is responsible for the argument that will follow,  and,  sinoe he 

comes by far the closest to being their godfather,   this thesiB can- 

not ask anyone but  its author to  take any responsibility.    At the 

same time,  without the theories of Radoliffe-Brown as a beginning, 

there is  little doubt that  this argument would never have been born. 

The following exposition gives  a selective outline  of the 

kinds of forces and tendencies always  involved in the introduction 

and maintenance of social  institutions,    following the example pre- 

viously given,   the selection will be in favor of kinship systems,, 

and of the Omaha-Crow types.     It is  impossible (a)   in a short 

paper and (b)  with the writer's meager experience,   to carry through 

the development  of social forms in all of their ramifications; 

nevertheless,  this is not intended to be as narrow in its scope as 

the material presented is.    Ihis may appear to be a development of 

the Fox kinship system deduotively; what  is  claimed for  it  is that 

it (a)   is as empirical as anything in social  scienoe,   even if its 

propositions are based on observation and common sense rather than 

on statistics,  and  (b)  represents an exposition of (1)  the causes 

underlying classifioatory systems in general  and the  Omaha-Grow 

types in particular and (2)   a point of view and a method for solv- 

ing the propounded problems of social  organization. 

1.    The rule of uniform descent;    If somebody whom ego 
oalls A has children whom ego calls B,   then the  children of every- 
body whom ego oalls A are called B. 

¡This rule,   generally followed (in our own society,   as well 
aa in others),   is submerged among the Pox,   for example,   in the case 
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of people called "grandfather" and "grandmother."    It  is  inopera- 

tive because the grandparents,   due to other causes,   ore oonceived 

of as being the end of the system and all members of their genere- 

tion are oalled "grandparents";   if,  under these circumstances, 

the rule of uniform descent would apply,   it would oonflict with 

the rule of uniform reciprocals. 

2. The rule of uniform reciprocáis;     If A and B ara terms 
used between a pair of relatives,   then the reciprocal of every A 
must be B. 

This rule,   followed  in our  own society,   ra well as  in IPox, 

has rare exceptions.     In Merlav (Banks  Islands)  the term for 

"child" has the normal reciprocals  "father" and  "mother";  yet, 

cross-cousins apply the term "child" to each other.     It is possi- 

ble that,  until recently (as in neighboring groups), the father's 

sister's children were "father" and "father's children" which 

have the normal reciprocal of "child" and other forces have 

worked to make the relationships equivalent but have not yet ef- 

fected the terms.    It is possible,  however,  that the rule of re- 

ciprocals is submerged there by other rules and s thorough study 

would make the historical explanation futile. 

3. l'he rule of uniform albllnga;     If the male of a pair 
of siblings is oalled A,  and the female is B,   then whenever a man 
Í8 oalled A,  his sister must be oalled B. 

Rarely broken,   this rule has an exception in Fox,  for 

example, where the sister of a "mother's brother" is always 

"mother's sister"  except when she happens to be ego's  own mother. 

Further,  this rule must be modified to include differences of age. 

4. the rule of uniform mates:     If a husband is  called A 
and his wife is oalled 3,  then the wife of an^ A must be B. 

Besides minor exceptions like that in Pox,  where one's 

own mother is called Tiy a different term than the wife of any 

other "father," there are some  important  subjugations of this rule. 

Very often,   the mother's brother  is called,   say,   "uncle,"  and his 
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wife. say» "aunt," while the husband of the father's sister (who 

is also "aunt") is "brother-in-law." Variations of this kind 

occur ohiefly in the mates of maternal uncles and paternal aunts. 

Ihe reasons will be discussed later. 

5. Ihe rule of uniform ascent:  If somebody whom ago 
calls A has parents whom ego calls B, then the parents of ell who 
are oalled A ere B. 

This rule is almost as often submerged as followed. Very 

often, for example, the parents of people called "siblings" are 

alternatively "parents" and "uncles and eunts"; and in Fox, as in 

other tribes, the parents of grandchildren are either son end 

daughter or else nephew and niece. Yet the rule crops out in 

practice when nothing seriously interferes. 

The rules are as purely psychological as anything in cul- 

ture can be; they seem to be e striving towards logic. There is 

snother group of what Kroeber oalled "principles" determining 

kinship systems; but they are rather to be considered as choices 

thst a people make in their classifications of relatives snd they 

are much more cultural in determination.  Thus, people may or may 

not make distinctions on the basis of sex, or of age, or of 

generation; or they may or may not distinguish relatives before 

and after the connecting relative has died. These are descrip- 

tive principles, and, although they have been used to classify 

kinship systems, their usefulness in analysis is limited. 

The whole matter of kinship systems is a problem of choices 

that people must make—choices somewhst limited by the rules 

listed and also by the biological facts by which they are con- 

fronted. There is a wide range of choioes, and which are.taken 

depends pertly on a series of accidents, but partly also by 

somewhat general problems of adjustment of members of the biolog- 

ioelly generated group to eaoh other. These problems of 
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adjustment constantly reour,  end account in large pnrt for the 

Aide distributions  of s few solutions»     She necessity of ocoommo- 

detion of individúala to each other is peculiarly social and 

effectively keeps anthropology from being nothing more than psy- 

chology.    But the manner  in which adjustments are made depends on 

individual human nature,   too.    Finally,   and as  important  in de- 

termining means of accommodation as any,   is the purely accidental 

fact of the size  of the group.    The customs peculiar to primitive 

peoplea  could never have  originated  if it were not for the feet 

that,  due to its nature,   a small group of people i3 peculiarly 

sensitive to the forces that will be described.    Thus,   in the for- 

mation of kinship systems,   accidents,  psychological and social 

influences,  and a purely physical factor are all involved. 

/ The kinds of forces that 8re involved in the making of 

kinship systems cannot be understood unless it is remembered that 

in a small sooiety there is close and constant contact between 

the members of a oiologioally generated group./ In a society such 

as ours,  there are undoubted oomplioations in the family of 

parents and children;  but in other smaller societies there are 

tensions and conflicts with the unoles  and aunts,   too,   and with 

oouBins.    There is a chance in a primitive group that all people 

who even know that they are related will sometime or  other have 

to settle the kind of relationship.    All that is neoessary to the 

argument here,  however,   is  that the family consisting of parents 

and children,  unoles and aunts,   and grandparents and cousins 

Bhould have enough contact to make some accommodation necessary— 

not at some point in the dark historic past,  but all the time, 

with each new generation. 

Given friction among people,   seme  of them will solve the 

problem,  perhaps  in various ways,   and some solution will,   in the 

y 
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course of time,   spread to  other people in like circumstances,   and 

will crystallize aa e  custom.     In a small group,  with the passage 

of time,   en innovation in one generation oan easily become the 

tradition of the next;  that  is what is meant,  partly,  by the "sen- 

sitivity" of a small group.    Obviously, the innovation depends 

partly on the oulturel forms already present,   and nothing in this 

argument should be oonstrued as a denial  of that;  but there are 

certain tendencies always  cropping up,   in any society at  any time, 

that reinforce some  of the   customs  end  work to tuadermino   rnd 

change others.     These are the  forces that will be considered now.4' 

For some reason,  probably partly psychological  in that 

there is something in common between offspring of the same par- 

ents,  probably sociological in that siblings are little children 

ia the same house to  start with,   have one eoonomio life,   and so 

on, e group  of siblings tends  to be considered a unit.    But for 

like reasons,  brothers, on the  one hand,   and sisters, on the  other, 

are considered to be a closer unity than brothers and sisters to- 

gether.8    This comes out in our own sooiety,  for example,   in the 

fact that,  while we have a term "brother"  and a term "sister," we 

have none for "brother-and-sister,"  and  in ffox society,  for ex- 

ample,   in that siblings  of the same  sex have one term and siblings 

of the opposite aex another term for each other. 

When children grow up,  therefore,   they are taught to con- 

eider their mother and her sister as one,   and their father and his 

•brother as one.      This  is very apt to result in their considering 

It is not denied that, in some societies,  any of these 
forces are submerged by cultural forms already present.    That will 
oe dealt with in the course of the argument. 

°Radcliffe-Brown commonly uses the phrase  "equivalence of 
hrothers." 

6And the mother's siblings different from the father's. 
Where these are not distinguished,  differentiation on sex lines  is 
week. 
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the father's brother as  "father"  and the mother's siater as 

"mother."    Then,  by the rule of uniform descent,  there  is a very- 

strong tendency to consider thoir children as siblings.    Shis 

tendency is not overpowering,  however,  "because ohildren are not 

spt to consider themselves siblings because they ere children of 

people they cnll parents—they are siblings in their own right, 

BO to speak.    Therefore: 

1. Due to the notion of equivalence of siblings  of the 
same sex,   there  is e tendency to  equate parents 
with their siblings  of the same sex,   end 

2. if that  is done,  there is  a further tendency to 
consider parallel oousins as brothers and sisters, 
but 

3. if (1)   is done,   (2)  need not follow,  but it often 
does.    Furthermore,   it  is unlikely that (S) will 
oome without (1),  but this may happen due to other 
reasons. 

If parallel oousins ere equated with siblings,   the rule 
of uniform descent will be so  enforced that  it is almost  certain 
that their offspring will be equated with one's sibling's off- 
spring.    Thus,  the entire parallel lines are apt to be the same 
as one's own line.    Meanwhile,  due to the same forces carried to 
the next generation,  the father's parallel oousins will be the 
seme as the father's siblings (made almost certain by the rein- 
foroing application of the rules of uniform siblings and of uni- 
form reciprocals).    By the same tokens,  all collateral lines 
through siblings  of the same sex will be the same as far as rela- 
tionships are extended. 

This merging of relatives has effects both linguistic and 

Bociologi08l.    In effeot, about half of one's biological group is 

set apart as parents,   siblings,   and children.    Now there are many 

reasons why,   in some plaoeB,  the importance of the  distinction of 

the aexes should beoome emphasized (usually economic);  and the 

seme oauses may  in some of these places give a conception of dif- 

ferential importance of the two sexes.    Where this occurs,   the 

importance of descent from the father or  from the  mother may be 

emphasized.    When this conception comes in conjunction with the 

merging of relatives  in the way described,   two things seem to 

happen: 
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1. .Everybody in the merged group except one  of the par- 
ents and his  or her siblings  of the same sex (and reoiprocelly 
the same exceptions)   Í3  considered as forming one division.     If 
the mother and her sisters are left out,  the group is  "patri- 
lineal";   if the father and hi3 brothers are left out,   it  is 
"matrilineal."    Then all other relatives are in a second group. 
The two groups are called "moieties."    These moieties must be ex- 
ogenous if they are to keep this character.    Since the conception 
of dominance of one line of descent Is independent of the rules 
of kinship here given,   it extends beyond any one family,  end, no 
matter whether the aual division starts in one family by a con- 
junction with the kinship system,  or whether it comes in sepa- 
rately, by Intermarriage of the families it must,   in any case, be 
tribe-wide.    The kinship system does not bring on the moieties, 
nor vice-versa; they fit because both are partly determined by 
the same fundamental  conceptions  (equivalence and distinction of 
siblings and the sexes)   end rules  (uniformity of reciprocals, 
siblings,  descent,  mates,   etc.). 

2. Everybody in the merged group except one of the par- 
ents and his or her siblings of the same sex and their entire 
lines is considered as forming one division,  but -the other' rela- 
HveB need not be all in the same other division;  instead, there 
are B number of groups,  oalled "clans," matrilineal or patrilln- 
eal that extend through the tribe for the same reasons thst 
moieties do. 

This is not a theory of the origin of clans and moieties; 

how they originated is a matter left for other researoh*    The im- 

portant point here is that neither.clans nor kinship systems are 

the cause of each other,  even though they may reinforce each 

other and one of them in a specific oase (who knows?) may go far 

toward determining the other.    The theory that moieties in some 

way "cause" the olasBifioatory kinship system described above is 

the notion that is being countered here by an alternative. 

To go .back now to the matter of kinship,  the rules can be 

followed to some other relationships.    By the rule of uniform 

mates,  as well as that of uniform ascendants,  the father's 

brother's wife is called mother,  and the mother's sister's hus- 

band is considered a father in the general type of system 

¿escribed.    In the same way,  the mate of any sibling is sibling- 

ln-law,  and the mates of all called children are considered sons- 

ana daughters-in-law.     In the matter of what the sibling of a 

sibling-in-law should be considered,   there  is a conflict of rules: 

m 
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By the rule  of -uniform siblings,   they should be siblings-in-law; 

by the rule of mates,   if this should be done,  the kinship system 

would go on indefinitely from the mates  of siblings  of siblings- 

in-law to their siblings,   and so  on,   so  there is e tondenoy to 

drop the relationship altogether there;  finally,   there seems  to 

be another minor rule heretofore Tin mentioned;     that two people 

who call a third person the same thing should be siblings to eaoh 

other.    While this rule is usually submerged in the others,   in 

this cjsse  it  often beoome3  operativo.     In other words,   the choice 

is so fine here that even in closely related tribes,   one may call 

the siblings of siblings-in-low  (and reciprocally)  nothing at 

all,  another may call them siblings-in-law,   and still another may 

oall them siblings--depending on equally fine oireurastances  in 

the rest of the system and the culture. 

Meanwhile,   for the same reasons that brothers are equated, 
and sisters are equated,  brothers may share each other's wives, 
and/or sisters each other's husbands.    For other reasons,  this 
may or may not occur while the bro.thers or sisters are all living. 
If they are living,  there comes "sororal polygyny" or  "fraternal 
polyandry."    If not,  then there is the more widespread sororate 
and levirate.    Wow these institutions do not bring on the kinship 
terms,  or vice versa.    Conceptions and rules are again common to 
both of them.    She father's brother is  already "father" and the 
mother's sister is already "mother" when the marriage occurs.     It 
would not be at all surprising if the levirate had some  influence 
in shaping the fine point of sibling-in-law's sibling's termi- 
nology, however;  for,  if the levirate were very common,   it would 
tend to turn the tide in favor of calling him or her "aibling-in- 
lam" whioh he or she is after the levirate-sororate marriage. 
But, also,   it would not he surprising if, where these relatives 
are called "siblings" the sororate and levirate would not be 
approved,  since a relationship would have to be changed from 
"sibling" to "sibling-in-law"—a real revolution in many cases 
(as among the Fox where, however,  the siblings of siblings-in-law 
are not considered relatives and the sororate-levirate is 
allowed). 

It may be argued that the matter is being simplified here 
in that with the sororate-levirate practices,  parents'   siblings- 
of-same-sex are called not "father" and "mother"  often,  but, 
rather,   "stepfather" and "stepmother"  (and the reciprocals oorre- 
sondingiy),  apparently for no purpose other than to  anticipate 
the coming marriage.    But the translation of the native terms into 
"stepfather" and "stepmother"   is unjustified;  all that can be said 
is that the lineal relatives are set  off from the collateral by, 
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perhaT>s,   a prefix,    Fox thus sets  off the mother's sister from 
the mother by a sort  of diminutive,  yet. it does not mean "step- 
mother," although among other uses,   the term is applied to a step- 
mother . 

The difficult cross-lines may now he  considered. A coral- 

lery to the equation of siblings of the same  sex is the separation 

of siblings  of opposite sex.    When one  is  considering a group of 

siblings 7/ho are very young,   the distinction is not  so often made; 

thus,  grandchildren are very often thought of as  equivalent,  re- 

gardless  of sex;  where they are closer to  one's  own age  (in other 

words,  where  they and  ego are "both normally adults at  some time) 

the distinction is more apt to he made,   as, for  example,  between 

son and daughter; where they are normally older,   of generations 

above,   the distinction between the sexes is almost always made. 

Thus,  the father and his sister are clearly distinguished,  as are 

the mother and her brother.     It is with the father's sister and 

the mother's brother and their lines under these circumstances 

that the following paragraphs are concerned. 

There is a very strong tendency to  equate the cross-lines. 

She reason for this  is not difficult to see,  provided one thinks 

of the cross-lines as reciprocal.     The common type  of kinship 

chart in use—the  "ego" ehart~-sets the oross-lines on different 

aides of the paper;  and people who work with the charts generally 

think in the same manner.    There is no such thing as a father's 

sister's son on the one hand and a mother's brother's son on the 

other;  rather,   if A is father's sister's son to B,   then B is 

mother's brother's son to A,   just as parallel cousins  ere sib- 

lings to each other.    So viewed,   the merging of the cross-lines  is 

simply the adoption of reciprocal terminology and behavior.    The 

reason why the relationship should be reciprocal  (i.e.,   they call 

eech other the same thing and have no differential  factors  in 

their mutual behavior)   is that there is  another rule that applies 
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not only to kinship but probably to ell human relationships:    When 

there is no reason for the contrary,  people treat each other mutu- 

ally the same.    How, where nothing interferes,  the cro3S-cousins 

treat each other the same (exoepting differences in sex). 

There is another important tendency in kinship systems; 
that people who behave toward each other the same will call each 
other the same term.    In some tribes,  this is done rather 
thoroughly;  but in others,   for example the Pox,   there may be a uni- 
form pattern of behavior between people who call each other dif- 
ferent things,  but this is beoause another notion interferes—and 
that i3 that normal age difference (amounting to generation 
differonce)   should be noted by different terms  even if not in be- 
havior.    But since  crosa-cousins  are  of the same  generation and 
usually about the  sa:r.e age,   no  interference is  caused  in their 
oese.    She Fox,   of course,   do not use reciprocal terms between 
orosa-eousins;   it will be seen,  however,   that cross-cousins are in 
effeot equated anyway. 

How,  by the rule of uniform asoent,  ooupled with that of 

uniform matos,   if the cross-cousins are  equated,   so must be their 

parents.    Actually,   in cases where the cross-cousins are merged.so 

are their parents,   so that the father's sister's husband  is con- 

sidered a mother's brother,  and the mother's brother's wife is con- 

sidered a father's sister.    She pairs of oross-aunts and oross- 

ttncles and their mates become the same,  their descendants are the 

same,  and the cross-lines sre equated. 

It happens that in many systems the oross-lines are merged 
with the parallel lines; where this occurs there is often no 
distinction of parent's siblings exoept as to age;  then,   of course, 
the rules of uniform descent are followed.    Sometimes the cross- 
lines are merged with parallel lines except in the case of oross- 
aunts and cross-uncles.    The rules of descent and/or asoent are 
here submerged by two tendencies which are always at work when 
there is only a weak differentiation of male and female lines (which 
maybe enough,  however,  to help in the formation of clans):    one 
is to equate all members of the same generation,  and the other is 
to differentiate according to sex.    Usually,  one of the tendencies 
becomes dominant,  but anomalies occur.    It is to be noticed that 
in all cases where this occurs generation lines are strictly kept, 
on the one hand,  and sex differentiation (between mother's 
brother and father's sister)   is always made,   on the other. 

Certain peculiar variations  in the cross-cousin lines  (all 

of them oannot be dealt with here)—suoh as  the Crow and Omaha 

types—require that the rules and general tendencies  in kinship be 
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augmented by observation of sooial relations  generally if they 

are to be explained.     It  is for  this reason that kinship termi- 

nology cannot toe studied without the patterns of behavior of 

which they are a part.    Kinship systems are built out of the fab- 

ric of culture as a whole,  and, while there are such psychological 

rules that have been mentioned,  yet these rules are always condi- 

tioned by other faotors—not necessarily by sooial institutions 

suoh as clans or marriage forms, but by fundamental sooial condi- 

tions that  influence both kinship relations and social institution* 

One of the important facts  of social life  (to be explained 

by psychologists,  sociologists or who can?)   is that in the imme- 

diete family of parents and children there 13 a shame relationships 

all over the world,   it seems,  there are inhibitions of certain 

activities and conversation (notably sexual)  among the members of 

the group,  and especially between persons of opposite sex.    low 

this "bashful" relationship usually extends to other relatives as 

well, although.to which ones is a matter connected with the kin- 

ship system and sooial institutions.    Among the Fox,   it extends to 

all blood relatives,  and has been described in Part II.    In other 

places it may extend throughout a clan,  and in still others to 

parallel but not cross lines*    Bow, even though in a few places 

this shame relationship {often called "respeot" by the Fox Indians) 

is not extended to the mother's brother and the father's sister 

(judging by the faot that these are sometimes marriageable rela- 

tives),  there is some reason to believe that fundamentally it ex- 

tends always to the parents'  siblings at least.    The exoeptional 

oases,   it will be seen,  are secondary developments based on rules 

already mentioned. 

Probably connected with thiB general shame relationship is 

a special respect of a brother for his sister  (as well as mother); 
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this me .y be independent,  psychologically,   of the shame relation- 

ship, hut it ia,  nevertheless,  a foot that a man in most societies 

has t: wholesome respect  for his  sister that amounts  in some oases 

almost to subservience.     This may,   in fact,   be one  of the elements 

that enters into the formation of metrilineal institutions 

(although man are not aotuelly subservient to women—say,  their 

wives).    At the same time,   due to the natural condition engen- 

dered by biological generation,  a child respects its parents and 

obeys thorn (they e.re mature when he   is youag end helpless).     There 

may be a secondary substitution of the mother's brother for the 

father in the matter  of obedience,  but this must be considered al- 

most like adoption and is beside the point.here. 

The mother's brother and sister's son have a unique rela- 

tionship:     the child respects his father and his father's brother, 

as well as his mother and mother's sister; but for the reasons 

already given,  the mother's brother cannot be conceptualized in a 

greet many societies as equivalent to the father.    There is a 

problem as to what kind of relationship to establish.    If there 

is the female dominance that helps to make matrilineal clans,   he, 

as the mother's brother,  will be raised in respect,  which fits 

well with the notion of "clan father" that often appears in such 

societies.    If there is no female dominance,  something else must 

be aone.    Looking at the relationship from the mother's brother's 

point of view:    out of respect for his sister he will want to re- 

spect her child.    From the child's point of view:    the mother's 

brother is an older man and should be respeoted,   especially since 

b.Q is closely connected with the mother. 

But what happens when each of two people respect each 

other?    Such relationships are apt to be formal and uneasy.    And, 

in the case of such uneasy relationships,   they sometimes turn 
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lnto avoidance.    And avoidance may be actual or  it may be accom- 

plished simply by avoiding issues—establishing a  joking relation- 

ship*    Sometimes these things happen,  and the tension is univer- 

sal enough in the group to  crystallize such joking relationships 

into customs.    Even if nothing does crystallize,  the relationship 

is apt to remain a peculiar one,  and that is the  important point. 

The father's sister is also  in a peculiar position.     To 

the woman,   her brother's child is somebody very close,  yet,   due 

to the strain between her end her brother,   far apart.     It  is dif- 

ficult to be intimate in her brother's household.     In practice, 

the relationship becomes like that of a sister.    This  is aided by 

the rule propounded above that two people who both consider a 

third person A tend to consider each other as siblings*    In some 

places this woman íB even called a sister by her brother's chil- 

dren.    But other things can happen as well.    The child respects 

its father, who respects this woman,  and it is particularly dif- 

ficult to establish an intimate relationship.    Thus,  avoidance is 

often the result,   and it,   too (as among the Fox),  may take the 

form of a  joking relationship.    But,  again,  the foot that this is. 

In any case, a peculiar relationship is the important point,  for 

none of these other results must come.    The sooiety for other 

reasons may not be susoeptible to these particular acoidents,   or 

else these relatives may simply "muddle along."    But where there 

is tension accidents are apt to  occur and to be teken up and the 

results made permanent. 

What sort of relationship can be established between 

oross-oousins,   eaoh of whom has the peculiar relationship to the 

other's parent?    Possibly nothing special,  as has been said: 

they may consider each other as siblings or as cousins.    But 

oross-cousins may find themselves taking cognizance of the 
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peculiarity of their relationship.    For example,  if people joke 

freely with their mother's brother,   how can they,  at the same 

time,  oarry on a serious relationship with his son?    Some peoples 

manage, hut others do not.    She rule,  however,  seems to he this: 

if there is a strong crystallization of the behavior between 

tinoles-aunts and their nephews-nieces,  the tendency is to do some- 

thing about the oross-oousins.    The next rule seems to be this: 

if the relationship of ego to the mother's brother and the father's 

sister follows the same pattern,   then the children will have a 

mutual relationship to each other,  most likely of the same kind as 

in the nepotic relationships,  but not necessarily.     (Thus,  in Fox, 

where there is joking between children and their mother's brother 

and father's sister both,  the cross-oousins have a reoiprooolly 

balanced relationship between each other—and it,  too,   is a joking 

relationship.) 

If the relationship to the mother's brother and the fa- 

ther's sister is different, however, then the relationship of the 

oross-cousins will be an unbalanced one (as,  for example, where 

the mother's brother's ohildren respeot and obey the father's sis- 

ter' 3 children among the Hopi), along the pattern of the nepotic. 

How there is the rule  that if you behave towards A and B 

in the same way,  there is a tendency to consider them the same in 

all respects and apply the same term to both.    But, if this rule 

should be carried out,  and the mother's brother's son should be 

oalled mother's brother,  and the father's sister's son should be 

called mother's brother as well (the male equivalent  of father's 

sister),  then the important rule of the uniformity of reciprocals 

is broken.    !Pwo people cannot consider each other mother's 

brother when the normal reciprocal of mother's brother is "sis- 

ter's son" (male speaking).      So this compromise is most often 
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the result: that the one that has the strongest, most important 

and definite relationship (between mother's brother and father's 

sister) is carried, down a generation, and the reciprocal is nor- 

mal. Ihat is the reason why (1) Crow types and Omaha "types are 

found side by side, (S) why they are found with matrillny and pa- 

triliny respectively, and (3) why there are such peouliar varia- 

tions as  that  of the Northern Wintun of California. 

1.    Because the same general conditions produce both,  but 

especially where there are no crystallized clans  (es  in California), 

the mother's brother's relationship or the father's sister's rela- 

tionship may be stronger in one tribe than in a neighboring tribe 

(since it  is a fine point)  resulting in the seemingly far different 

systems. 

8»    Ihe Crow type  is usually found with matriliny partly 

beoause the father's sister ia a more equivocal relationship (thus 

stronger in the sense of more peculiar)  than the mother's brother 

who is a sort of substitute father; the Omaha type,  on the other 

hand,  is usually found with jSatriliny partly because here the 

father's sister has a less equivocal relationship (she is especial- 

ly highly respected as the closest older women of the clan)  than 

the mother's brother. 

3.    Since a choice is necessary between carrying down the 

mother's brother's  or the father's sister's line,   it  maybe de- 

oided by some alternative method  such as the Northern Wintun have: 

on the oriterion of the age of the man and his sister. 

By the rule of uniform siblings, where the mother's 

brother's son is  "mother's brother," the mother's brother's daugh- 

ter must be the same as  "mother's sister," usually "mother."    The 

reciprocals must be,  likewise,   "sister's children"  (male speeking) 

and "children"  (female speaking).      By the rule  of uniform 
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descent,  the linea mtiBt be continued this way as far as relation- 

ships are carried.     Thus,   there  is  the typical Omaha system.     On 

the other hand,  in the same way,  where the father's sister's 

laughter is "father's sister," her son must be "father" and the 

reciprocals must be "brother's children" (female speaking)  and 

'dhilclren" (male speaking).    Likewise,  the system is oarried on in- 

definitely and the typical Crow type is formed. 

How it may very well be argued that for no reason the 
F Sis D and the M B So are here taken as the basic terms  Instead of 
the P Sis So (called P)  and the M B D (called M).    Most theories 
have "been made on the other be sis.    But it  is   obvious that the 
distinguishing character of the Omaha type is the grouping in the 
male line,  and of the Grow type in the female line.    To use the 
OD and the F Sis S. as vital elements in the theory requires a 
roundabout explanation of the distinguishing characters.    The rea- 
son the OB and the F Sis So have been important is because they 
have fit the peculiar marriages that are often found.    But,   as 
will be seen,  the marriages are secondary. 

Yet the F Sis S. and the IBB terminology must be consis- 
tent with other important elements in the social  organization,   or 

.the rule of uniform siblings would be abrogated or the whole sys- 
tem would not be consistent.    These usages are indeed consistent 
with matrilineal clans and patrillneal olans,  however.    In a matrl- 
lineal society all of the relatives, of the father's clan are 
oslled "father" and "father's sister" and this works in with the 
Olen forms; correspondingly, the Omaha type fits patrillneal olans. 
But the kinship usages are not the result of the olans (or of the 
marriage forms either)  simply beoause they work with them; both, 
aa has been said so often before,  are equally results of a group of 
rules and social and psyohologioal tendencies. 

It has been said that where the cross-lineB are merged,  the 

mother's brother's wife and the father's sister's husband are con- 

sidered as "father's sister" and "mother's brother" respectively. 

ilov?, very often in those cases,  and oftener in oases where the 

Omaha-Orow feature is involved,   the mates  of these uncles and aunts 

ero sister- and brother-in-law or something like it.    Why is that? 

With the mother's brother end the father's sister peculiar 

relatives,  and their ohildren also peculiar,  what about the mother / 

ox the ^children?    She becomes a peculiar relative,  too,  but with 

this difference:    she is not a blood relative (where there is a 

oross-oousin marriage and these spouses  of aunts and uncles are 
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aotually one's mother'B brother and father's sister,  no problem 

of apecisl.terminology arises).    Hot being a blood relative,  none 

of the inhibitions  ere neoessary,   and,   if there  is £?ny sort of 

question of how they should be treated,  it will very likely be 

settled by reoourse to very free behavior.     Thus,   if there  is 

joking with the mother's brother,   joking with his wife would be 

extreme;  if there is joking with the father's sister.   Joking wi-ch 

her husband would be extreme.    But, Joking or no  joking,   there 

would be a strong tendency to treat the  spouses differently from 

the uncle and aunt.     Immediately there  is a violation of  one of 

the rules  (that people treated differently should be called dif- 

ferent terms)  if there is  a force demanding that they be oailed 

father's sister and mother's brother.    With this oonfliot,   one of 

the tendencies usually wins,  depending on oiroumstanees.     In the 

Omoha type the father's sister's husband usually is considered a 

brother-in-law,  since there is here a reinforcing reason for the 

ohange:    the father's sister's children are called the same as 

one's own sister's children,  so their father (by the rule of uni- 

form ascent)  should be called the same as the father of any sis- 

ter's child,  i.e., brother-in-law.    In the seme way,  in the Crow 

type, where the mother's brother's children are called the same 

as one's own ohildren,  the mother's brother's wife is  often called 

sister-in-law. 

There are many variations of this,  however.    In the Omaha 
type the logic may extend from the mother's brother's children by 
the rule of uniform ascent to the mother's brother's children's 
mother (the M B Iff)  and she may be oalled,   therefore,  grandmother. 
Shis happens occasionally.    Among the Fox there  is a strong ten- 
dency to call the M B W sister-in-law, partly because the rela- 
tionship between cross-cousins is balanced,  and, therefore,   there 
is a feeling for symmetry of each other's nepotic spouses;  partly 
because the peculiar relation to the mother's brother is carried 
to his wife for the same reasons but without the restraint re- 
served for a relative and so  she is teased after the fashion of a 
sister-in-law.    Today,  although the term is formally "father's 

: I 
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sister," the prefix "Joking"  is usually attached,   and in conversa- 
tion she is often referred to as  "sister-in-law." 

Since,   in the Omaha type,   the F S H is so  often called 

brother-in-law,   and,   since in most oases a woman can marry any- 

body whom she oslls  orother-ln-law (in fact,   this is a preferred 

marriage),  and,   sinoe this  is the closest "brother-in-law besides 

her husband's brothers and sister's husbands,   it   is not surprising 

that marriage with the F S H (usually stated as marriage with the 

wife's brother's daughter)   often goes elong with  it.    Likewise, 

since,   in the Grow type,   for reasons  stated,   the mother's 

brother's wife  is called sister-in-law,   it  is not unoommon or sur- 

prising to find that marriage with her is not only permitted but 

highly approved in some oases  (she  is called "wife"  in some parts 

of Melanesia instead of "sister-in-law").    But,   in neither oase 

is it possible to explain the entire kinship systems on the basis 

of suoh marriages;   it has rather been shown how the marriage and 

the kinship system both have a complex series of common oauses. 

It is possible that any of the particular rules and ten- 

dencies and the features of social organization in which they 

have here been purported to result are unsound.    The necessity for 

further research along these lines is obvious; only a few rules 

and minor forces among thousands have been pointed out.    But the 

research will have to be field research,  for the literature 

gathered for other purposes often fails to reveal what it is 

accessary to know.     If the ethnologist is fortunate enough to find 

crucial instances  in the culture in which he is working,  he cen 

go a long way toward solving many problems. 

Meanwhile,   the general method of explanation of primitive 

social organization that has been propounded here—using the 

example of kinship,   chiefly,   and  of the Omaha and Crow types,   spe- 

cifically—can be useful in interpreting the data  of Fox social 
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organization that has been presented. Ho  history, as such, for the 

pox is available; but one can see, even today, the psychological 

and social forces—as well as the condition that allows for the 

crystallization of accidental changes—that might well have de- 

veloped the kinship system as it is found today. 

(The way is pointed out for the solution of the general 

problems posed—how it happens that the phenomena of sooial or- 

ganization are where they are; not, again, by means of history 

(which is impossible) but b,y determining the genero 1 forces in~ 

volved in the formation of social phenomena and piecing them to- 

gether into a workable and consistent pattern. It will never be 

possible to say that "Just this end that" happened in California; 

but California can rather furnish data for discovering the 

general pattern and for testing the rules set up, and, after all, 

science is, in some respects, more important than California. 
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APPENDIX I 

THE FIELD TRIP TO THE FOX INDIANS 

Sponsored by the Department of Anthropology of the Uni- 

versity of Chicago,  the writer spent ten weeks among the Fox In- 

dians near Tama,   Iowa,  during the summer of 1932,  and another 

month during the  summer of 1934.    In the intervening summer,  also 

under the sponsorship of the University, kinship systems were col- 

lected from the Ojibwa of Manitoulin Island, Baraga (Michigan), 

Odenah, Court d'Oreilles, and Lao du Flambeau (Wisconsin), from 

the Potawottamie near Wábeno and Soperton (Wisconsin), and from 

the Menomini in their Reservation near Shawano, Wisconsin.   More 

than a month was spent with the Menomini. 

It was impossible to do ideal ethnography among the Fox 

because it was impracticable to try to learn the language or to 

'•live the life."    Sinoe, however,  the problem was to get social 

organization chiefly, and sinoe, moreover, there is a small con- 

centrated population,  it was found that an elaboration of the 

genealogical and the schedule methods would be the next best 

thing. 

The attempt was made to determine all pertinent facts 

about all the Indians living on the reservation, to draw conclu- 

sions directly from these facts and to supplement them with state- 

ments of informants.    Genealogies of practically every Indian were 

taken;  these were checked against each other and combined.    They 

were, furthermore,  checked against a few genealogies that William 

Jones took about thirty years before and which were kindly 
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furnished to the writer by Mrs. T/elpley, who worked thorn out from 

Jones' notes.    In addition a oheck was made against a family 

census enumeration made In 1905 by Duren Ward.    While there are 

without doubt a few lnacouraoies still remaining, the genealogies 

are on the whole worked out well enough to be used. 

The olan to which each name in the genealogies belongs 

was noted,  so that not only can the inherited elan be determined, 

but also in eaoh case the olan into whioh the individual was 

named.    For all living people,  the translation of the Indian names 

was obtained also,  and in oases where they were named from other 

than the father's olan, the circumstances,  if known, were re- 

corded. 

A map of the reservation was made, with eaoh household 

marked; then a separate record of eaoh household was kept, with 

all the members listed and note made of how they are related to 

eaoh other; on the household sheets was kept the record of the 

dual-division membership.    Eaoh of the households bears a number, 

and these appear on the genealogies over the symbol for each 

living person (those living are heavily scored).    In this way,  it 

was determined what relationship the family connections bear to 

the household groupings. 

On the genealogies, of course, a great number of marriages 

are recorded,    fe oheck these,  and also to obtain additional in- 

formation concerning them, a record of as many marriages as were 

remembered was taken, with information as to the clan of eaoh of 

the parties and their parents,  the tribe of each (tribal inter- 

marriage har. occurred on and off),  the relationship of the two 

parties to eaoh other,  if any;  the relationship of the several 

mates of each Derson to each other,  if any;  the number of children 
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bom to the couple while married, the number that were living 

when the marriage was dissolved and what became of them; how the 

marriage was dissolved (death of husband,  or of wife, or by di- 

vorce ).    All the marriages (even those that lasted for a few 

months ana amounted to "¿ust living together") that have been 

partioipated in by living Indians,  and that are considered mar- 

riages by the natives, were recorded, as well as many marriages 

the parties to which are now both dead.    The object was to  get as 

many cases as possible. 

Records were talcen of membership, active and nominal both, 

in the various societies revolving about the sacred packs,  thus 

determining the exact membership of the so-called clans; in addi- 

tion membership in other societies, and in secular clubs such as 

the band and the baseball team.    On the genealogies were recorded 

the leading adherents to the two factions, so that it is possible 

to determine Just how they follow family and elan lines.    The at- 

tempt was made,  in short,  to determine the make-up of every social 

group in the tribe, on the one hand, and the group activities of 

every individual on the other. 

This was all done by means of filling out sohedules which 

were made up after at least several weeks in the field, after 

some knowledge of the culture was obtained.    Is some eases it was 

found to be possible to get the questions answered by half a 

tozan individuals who knew facts about everybody else.    In other 

oases a thorough canvassing was necessary.    In all cases there 

were ample eheoks,  facilitated by thorough cross-indexing of every 

merriber of the tribe (and all the deceased ones that appeared in 

the records)  in all their activities and connections. 

Meanwhile,  the kinship terminology was obtained from some 
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twetity different informants.    In some oases there was disagree- 

ment, and the persons who disagreed were in several oases brought 

together to settle the difference.    In the end, when the theory 

of the system's logic was worked out, mistakes could be corrected 

easily and the reason for the error easily seen.    Errors occurred 

ohiefly in the descendants of the seoond ascendant generation when 

the rule of reciprocalB was neglected.    There is no doubt from 

the genealogies that the kinship system as finally recorded is 

the one in use;  in every case where a man was not certain of what 

to call a relative it was because he had no such relative.    A few 

people had the theory of the system, but not many; yet the theory 

is olear,  and it invariably works out in practioe. 

Conventional patterns of behavior oould be obtained only 

by the informant method.    Onoe the patterns were known,  there was 

ample opportunity for seeing how they work out in practioe.   A 

practioe was made of noting what happened when any two people met, 

or when joking oocurrad at community gatherings; then the rela- 

tionship of the people involved was traced through the genealogies. 

In this way the few observations that could be made without know- 

ledge of the language were made to serve in substantiating the 

statements of informants (which, however, were In general agree- 

ment anyway). 

A number of gens festivals were witnessed, and, of course, 

what was seen was made meaningful ohiefly by Michel son's descrip- 

tions of them.   An adoption ceremony was also witnessed, and 

sinoe the death haa occurred sinoe the last field trip, the de- 

oeased, his family,  and the adopted person were all well known to 

the writer.    Only one funeral was witnessed.    In all,  dependence 

was ohiefly on factual data gathered from all members of the tribe 
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rather than on participation in the culture; but there is no feel- 

ing of doubt about anything worked out from the schedules them- 

selves or from the statements of a great many informants. 

It seems possible that the Itox Indians may some day fur- 

nish a olassio study of aooulturation.    Ihey have been observed 

by Dr. Miohelson over a period of twenty years,  and he has in- 

foimed the writer that he intends to publish some of his observa- 

tions of the ohanges that have occurred.    Now a large body of 

factual material has been collected bearing on marriage,  family, 

and social life,    fen years from now conditions will have changed; 

and if another investigator,  armed with the material now at hand— 

specific material dealing with names and dates—will return to the 

soene to see what has happened in the interim, and the apparent 

reasons for it,  conclusions of great general value might be drawn. 

Tor this reason, the genealogies,  schedules, and notes of the 

writer's field trips will be topt in the files of the Department 

of Anthropology at the University of Chioago. 



APPENDIX II 

THE REGENT HISTORY OP THE FOX INDIANS 

The early history of the Fox is closely linked with that 

of the Sao to whom they are closely related in language and cul- 

ture.    Although often allied,  the earliest historical records 

show that they were distinct nations,  and although in the govern- 

ment records they are always considered together as the "Sac and 

Fox," they have always considered themselves as separate tribes. 

In the middle of the seventeenth century, when the his- 

torical records ope»,  they were both in the vicinity of Green 

Bay, and both were hostile to the French missionaries and traders, 

exaoting tributo» where they could and,  in general, causing the 

white settlers considerable trouble.    The French suooeeded in 

pacifying the OJibwa of the region, but the ¡Sao and Fox were 

stubborn in their opposition.    The history of these tribes for 

the next century was one of continual fighting with the French 

and their Indian allies.    The Saos for a time made their peace 

with the Frenoh, and the Fox traded furs through them; but when, 

about 1665, the Fox engaged in a war with the Frenoh a number of 

Saos aided them clandestinely, and the Frenoh finally found that 

there was nothing to do but exterminate them.    According to the 

reports of the Frenoh offioers, they suooeeded in doing so; yet 

a century later both tribes were found to be flourishing in 

southern Wisconsin—the Sao in what is now Sauk County, and the 

Fox on the oilier side of the Wisconsin River in what is now Iowa 
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County.-1 

In the meantime, there was no dearth of Indian wars. The 

Sao and the Fox, in alliance with some Ottawa, Pottawottamie, and 

Hurons, fought the Sioux in 1671; a century later, allied with 

the Sioux, they were almost annihilated by the Chippewa.    After 

that they warred consistently (reports of their annihilation to 

the contrary notwithstanding) against the Illinois,  the Osage, 

the Pawnee, and began a serious war against the Sioux in 1822 

whioh was interrupted by the General Council at Prairie du Chien 

In 1825 and only completed after the Blaekhawk War.2 

By this time,  of oourBe, the French had been supplanted 

by the British,  and the British by the Americans.    But the Box 

were hardly more kindly disposed towards one group of whites than 

towards another.    They were always trouble makers, and in the War 

of 1812, for example, they sided with the British against the 
IT 

United States.0   Jaey had meanwhile been pushed to the Mississippi 

and beyond,  and at the turn of the century they apparently had 

their villages on the Iowa River.      In 1804 they moved eastward 

3-See J. N. B. Hewitt's article on Sank (in Handbook of 
the American Indians. BAB Bulletin 30, pp. 47Í-80); also Thomas' 
article on flox. lbT5.:  also V. S. Pease, The Indians of Sank 
County. Wisconsin historical Soeiety (Madison). 

Sfhls council is still remembered by Indians whose grand- 
parents attended. 

3The War Chief gens still has a British flag as one of 
its sacred packs.   MoKenney and Hall say that one group of Sox 
helped the Americans and later went up the Missouri to La platte, 
not Joining the main group again (History of the Itadian Tribes 
of North Amerloa [Philadelphia, 18¿7j,  1, 155).    The group they 
refer to is called "The Sao and Box of the Missouri'1 in govern- 
ment records as opposed to the Sao and Fox of the Mississippi, 
but,  in recent times, all the members of this group seem to have 
been Sao, not Fox.   MoKenney and Hall were probably in error. 

^Interesting beoause this is the present site of the flox; 
today they consider it their "ancient home." 
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again and built their villages at the Junction of the Mississippi 

and the Hock rivers.    During the following three decades, when 

their recent history really begins, the Sac and Fox had their 

permanent villages in this vicinity, and went into Illinois and 

Wisconsin,  as well as westward as far as the Missouri chiefly 

during -Hie winter hunting season,    Ehe tribes were generally dis- 

tinct, but the Government treated them as Sao and Pox and had one 

representative for both. 

Muoh has been written of the Blackhavsk War of 1832.    Al- 

though the fates of both the Sao and the Fox were dependent upon 

its outoome, the chief actors in the war were Saes and not Poxes. 

This is not the place to recount the history of the war or to 

disouss the oauses,  except to say that fundamentally the war was 

caused by the disinclination of the Indians to "give up Illinois'* 

aad the insistence of the United States that they move permanently 

across the Mississippi.    She result of the war was a treaty by 

which the Sao and Fox agreed to cede all rights to land east of 

the River in exchange for a sum that would yield perpetual annu- 

ities.    In the next few years, the Sac and Fox settled their 

soore with the Sioux, and since then the hatchet has been effec- 

tively buried. 

A fair pioture of Fox culture during tais early period 

can be gleaned from the literature.    Father Allouez, writing in 

the middle of the seventeenth oentury,  gives what must be an ac- 

curate general pioture of Fox life: 

[The Fox are] a populous tribe, of about a thousand men 
bearing arms, and given to hunting and warfare.    íEhéy have 
fields of Indian corn, and live in a country offering excel- 
lent facilities for the hunting of the wildcat, stag, wild 
ox, and beaver.   Canoes they do not use, but commonly matea 
their Journeys by land, bearing their packages and their 
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game on their shoulders. 

alld 

They live by hunting during the winter, returning to their 
cabins toward its close, and living there on Indian oorn that 
they had laid away the previous autumn;  they season it with 
fish.    In the midst of their clearings they have a fort, where 
their oabins of heavy bark are situated, for resisting all 
sorts of attaoks.    On their journeys they make themselves 
oabins with mats 6 

At the time Father Allouez visited them, the Indians' 

civil and economic life was quite free of foreign influence;  but 

by the time Major Marston wrote,  a hundred and fifty years later, 

this was hardly the case.    At this time they still led their dual 

life of farming in the summer time and hunting in winter, but the 

winter hunt had far different economic value.    Although some 

changes must have aocompanied the advent of money and the goods 

of civilization, there do not seem to have been any deep incur- 

sions into the social life.   Marston described the summer life 

especially, telling how, when the Indians returned to their vil- 

lages in April, they put their lodges in order and prepared the 

soil with hoes,    fflhe women did the agriculture, and when,  in June, 

most of the men left to hunt, they spent their time making mats 

and bags with the rushes and bark that the remainder of the men 

helped to collect.    Marston wrote that the Sao and Fox cultivated 

three hundred aores and raised, in one year,  seven to eight thou- 

sand bushels of oorn, as well as beans, pumpkins, melons, oto. 

After the harvest,  each family took five bushels for use during 

the winter and buried the remainder for use during the following 

spring and summer. 

5Jesuit Belatlons. LI,  43. 
6Ibid.. LIV,  223-34. 
7Letter of Major Marston to Bev. Dr. Morse (in E.H.Blair, 

Indian Tribes of the Upper Mississippi and great Lakes JBegion 
[Cleveland,  19l2"]T7~ 
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Several years later,  Thomas Forsythe observed that in the 

middle of September all the Indians began to move from their vil- 

lages for the annual winter hunt.    Some with horses went to the 

headwaters of the Iowa and Des Moines rivers overland; others, 

without, by oanoe down the Mississippi to the mouths of these 

rivers and then up to the same plaoes.    asme Indians with enough 

horses to transport their families went beyond the Missouri into 

Kansas,    \ilhen winter set in,  they stopped their deer hunting and 

formed into "grand encampments to pass the remainder of the winter 

or severe weather.    On opening of the spring those that have traps 

go to hunting beaver,  others to hunt bear,  and they generally 
8 

finish their hunt about the 10th of April." 

During these years the new eoonomio order was apparently 

profiting the Indians; Marston gives the proceeds of one winter's 

hunt as 

980 packs, including 
8760 bearer skins 
922 ot-ter 

13440 raccoon 
12900 muskrat 
500 mink 
200 wildcat 
680 bear 

26680 deer skins, a total of 60,082 pelts with a value 

at that time of $58,800.    Besides, they collected 

286,800 pounds of deer tallow 
3,000 pounds of feathers, and 
1,000 pounds of beeswax. 

Considering that the population of the Sao and the Pox together 

was probably no more than about four thousand, and,  to Judge from 

later figures, more likely much less, this indicates a consider- 

able industry. 

8fhomas Forsythe, An Acoount of the Manners and Customs 
of the Sauk and Fox Nations of Indian Tradition (in Blair,. op.eitj 
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Desorlbing the houses,  Forsythe says: 

The Indians have only one way of building their bark huts or 
summer residences, they are built in the form of an oblong, 
a bench on each side of the long sides about three feet high 
and four feet wide, parallel to each other, a door at each 
end, and a passage through the center of about six feet wide, 
some of these huts, are fifty or sixty feet long and capable 
of lodging fifty or sixty persons.9 

He describes the winter lodge as being made by driving long poles 

in the ground in two rows, bending the tops so they overlap, then 

covering with mats or rushes and suspending a bear skin over the 

door. 

It appears that in those days the division of labor was 

rather strict.    The man hunted, bought kettles,  axes,  and hoes, 

made canoes, paddles, hoes, and Baddies, and helped in the oanoe- 

ing,  in hunting, and in saddling and driving the horses.    The 

woman skinned the animals, prepared the skins, cooked, made camp, 

out and carried wood, made the fires, made mocassins and leggings, 

planted, hoed, and gathered the otíra and other crops, and did 

"all the drudgery.•* 

It is a maxim among the Indians that everything belongs to 
the woman or women except the Indian's hunting or war imple- 
ments, even the game,  the Indian brings home on his back.... 
the husband is master, the wife the slave, but it is in most 
cases voluntary slavery 10 

The Indians "felt always at a loss without corn, even in 

the midst of meat. ^   There were few animals that an Indian would 

not eat, but he preferred venison and bear meat,  and these were 

the most common.    Besides garden crops, wild potatoes,  swan-root. 

9Ibid.» p» 227.    A very few such houses still remain among 
the Indians; the very large ones described were probably used in 
gens festivals.    The winter houses, round rather than long, and 
often covered with bark instead of reeds,  are more common today. 

10Ibid., p. 218. 

13-Ibld.. p. 229. Agriculture cannot be considered a mere 
side line. 
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ana wild rice were common.    Fish was eaten only when necessary. 

Food was always boiled, and a kettle was kept on the fire so that 

members of the family could eat at any time of the day. 

Marston describes an Indian family as consisting of 

from five to ten persons, his wife, children, children-in-law, 
and grandchildren, all of whom look to its head for their 
supplies;  and the whole of the proceeds of the hunt goes into 
one common stock, which is disposed of by him for the benefit 
of the whole.18 

The Sauk and Fox were apparently always friendly toward 

each other, but except when there was a temporary alliance of some 

sort,  each was inimical to every other tribe.    War was,  therefore, 

very important.    There were apparently two kinds   of wars; one 

•type, in which the entire group of warriors engaged after a formal 

council meeting, may be called "national war.'*    It must be about 

this kind of war that Forsythe remarked that he never had heara 

of peace being made between two warring tribes unless the Govern- 

ment forced it, "for when war commenced, it always led to the 

final extermination of one or the other of the parties. .15 She 

other type of war consisted of small skirmishes by small war 

parties, for revenge or honor. 

The revenge motive is illustrated by Allouez'  story.    A 

few days before he had arrived at a Fox village,  some Iroquois 

had descended upon the village when only a few men were about and 

had killed and captured some women and children.    The Fox "captain" 

12Letter    to Rev. Dr. Morse,  ibid., p. 176.    If he had 
mentioned which chlldren-in-law were included, a number of prob- 
lems wouia be simplified.    From knowledge of the present culture, 
one must assume that most probably he meant both sons-in-law and 
daughters-in-law,  in some oases one and in other cases the other, 
or both.    The Fox were certainly not strictly matri- or patrilooal; 
most probably there was alternation during the first years of 
married life. 

13Forsythe, ibid., p. 205. In the next breath. Forsythe 
tells how he induced the Sauk and Fox to make peace with the Oto 
ana Maha. 
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asked the missionary to stay near them and oohsole them¿  as well 

as teach them so that they could get their wires back ana have 

peaoe.    But, 
in the evening four Savages, of the Nation of the Oumamis 
(Fox),  arrived from a place two days journey henoe, bringing 
three Iroquois sealps and a half-smashed arm, to console the 
relatives of those whom the Iroquois had killed a short time 
before.*-* 

The glory motive is exemplified in MoKenney and Hal^s 

description of the origin of a Buffalo head-dress that a Fox 

brave wore on a trip to Washington: 

It seems that on a certain occasion, when some skirmishing 
was going on between these hostile tribes, Kishekosh (the 
Fox brave), with a single companion, charged suddenly upon 
the Sioux, rushed into their ranks, killed several of their 
warriors, and retreated in safety, bringing off as a trophy 
this buffalo head, whioh Kishekosh tore from the person of 
one of the slain.15 

The dual division played an important part in wartime; 

the kic'ko painted themselves white,  the to'kan black, eaoh had 

a war chief and when the party returned, eaoh division oompared 

the number of trtgftiea that had been taken.    Competition was appar- 
16 ently keen, 

hurried. 

Preparation for war was, nevertheless, by no means 

One or more indiana of the same nation and village may at the 
same tins fast, pray, consult their Manitous or Supernatural 
Agents about going to war.    The dreams they have during their 
fasting, praying, eto. determine everything, as they always 
relate in public the purport of their lucky dreams to encour- 
age the young Indians to Join them.    Those Indians who prepare 
for war, etc., may be any oommon Indian in the nation,  and if 
the warriors believe in his dream, etc., he is never at a loss 
for followers, that is to say,  after a partisan is aone fast- 
ing, and praying to the great spirit,  and that he continues 
to have lucky dreams, he makes himself a lodge detached from 

II, 49. 

^Jesuit Relations, LUT, 227. 

^Bhe History of the Indian Tribes of North America, 

16Ibid.. II, 68-69; Marston, 0£. cit., p. 156. 
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the villas, where he has tobacco prepared,  and in this lodge 
a belt of biue wampum painted red with vermillion, or a strip 
of scarlet cloth hanging up in his lodge, and each warrior 
who enters the lodge smokes of the partisan's tobacco and 
draws the wampum or scarlet cloth, through his hands,  as much 
as to say, he is enlisted in his service.    If a nation of 
Indians or a village are likely to be attacked,  everyone 
turns out for the general defence.17 

An Indian intending to go to war will commence by blacking 
his faoe, permitting his hair to grow long,  and neglecting 
his personal appearance, and also, by frequent fastings,  some- 
times for two or three days together, and refraining from all 
intercourse with the other sex;  if his dreams are favorable 
he thinks the Great Spirit will give him success; he then 
makes a feast,   generally of dog's meat (it being the  greatest 
saorifioe that he can make  to part with a dog);  when all those 
who feel inclined willattend the feast;  after this is con- 
cluded they immediately set off on their expedition.18 

Sometimes,  if there were unfavorable omens, the party re- 

turned without meeting the enemy.   But If they were successful, 

they sent messengers ahead to inform the village of the time of 

their return so that preparations for them could be made.    The 

women dressed up and, carrying trinkets and blankets, went to meet 

the warrior». 

The whole party then paint themselves and approach the village 
with the scalps stretched on small hoops and suspended to long 
poles or sticks,  dancing, singing, and beating the drum,  in 
this manner they enter the village.    The chiefs in council 
then determine whether they shall danoe the scalps (as they 
term it) or not, if   this is permitted, the time is fixed by 
them, when the ceremony shall commence, and when it shall end. 
In these dances the women join the successful warriors.    I 
have seen myself more than a hundred of them dancing at onoe, 
all painted and clad in their most gaudy attire.19 

Prisoners of war were kept in the village (except that 

elderly ones were killed on the way home)  according to Porsythe. 

Young persons taken in war are generally adopted into the 
family of one of the slain.    Other prisoners are bought and 
sold as such; but if, after having gained the confidence of 
their masters, they choose to go to war, and kill an enemy of 

17:Forsythe, ep_. cit. 
iQMarston, op., pit., pp. 157-61. 
19lbid. 
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the nation, they become free,  ana are entitled to all the 
rights of a native.    The ivomen taken in war are received into 
the families of those who capture them, either as wives or 
servants,  and their offspring become members of the tribe.80 

Although Jorsythe and MoKenney and Hall agree on the 

general point, the whole matter of prisoners was probably mis- 

understood.    It is doubtful if the fox ever had an institution of 

slavery; and, for that matter, of such wholesale adoption into the 

tribe .23. 

5?he tribal chieftainship was hereditary in a division of 

the Bear gens;  the chief might often have had great influence, 

but the office itself carried little pawer>    It was the tribal 

council which had the real authority.    If the old people of the 

two families involved in a dispute could not settle it,  the chief 

stepped in; but social control generally was exercised largely by 

public opinion and "fear of punishment from evil spitits."    aren 

the prestige of the chief's office does not seem to have been 

great. 

!Phe Sauk Indians pay great respect to their chiefs when 
assembled in council, but the pox Indians are quite the con- 
trary, "Oiey pay a© respect to tfceir chiefs at any time, sxoept 
necessity compels them, but as there   is  so such equality 
among all Indians,  the chiefs seldom dare insult a private 
individual.8S 

The gentes as listed by Marston and Borsythe were 
Marstojp2 fl&rBythe84 

1.       Bear Bear 

SOláoKennéy end Hall, ¡The History of the Indian gribes of 
North Amertoa. p. 70. 

2*5?he Indians today say that in the old days there was a 
definite belief that to have sexual relations with a member of an- 
other tribe (beside the Sauk) would bring death within a year. Al- 
though this belief would not necessarily have deterred the forma- 
tion of marital alliances, it would appear that they were at least 
frowned upon. 

22Forsythe, op_. cit.. p. 2S6. 
s%arston, op,, cit., p. 163. 
gT?orsythe, ©£. c it. 
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3. Wolf 
3, Partridge 
4. OJhunder 
5. Elk 
6. Dog 
7. Eagle 
8. Sturgeon 
9. Sucker 

10. 
11. 
12. 

Wolf 
partridge 
'ihunder 
ELk 

Sox 
Swan 
Black Bass 

Besides these lists of clans, inaccurate pictures of the 

ctaal division, and some discussion of married life and adultery, 

there is little that one can learn about the social organization 

of a oentury ago. One point of interest is, however, that appar- 

ently the Sauk or the Fox, or both, had the Medicine Society then, 

although it has disappeared among the Box today and for as far 

back as anybody oan remember. ITorsythe wrote that: 

There is a particular society. ...the particulars of which I 
underBtand is never divulged by any of the society. They 
hold their meetings in secret, and whatever passes among them 
at their meetings, is never spoken of by any of them else- 
where, this society is composed of some of the beat and most 
sensible men of the two nations»....She Indians of this soci- 
ety are called Great Medicine men, and when a young Indian 
wishes to become one of the society, he applies to one of the 
members to intercede for him, saying 'You can vouch for me as 
being a good Indian, etc,' the friend of the applicant men- 
tions the circumstance to the head man of the society, who 
gives en answer in a few days after consulting others of the 
society, if the applicant is admitted, his friend is directed 
to prepare him accordingly....but no Indian can be admitted 
until the expiration of one year, after application is made. 
Ihis society consists of 4 roads (degrees]... .and it retires 
something to gain the first....second, 3rd, 4th....degrees. 
It costs....40 to 50 dollars....and few....gain the end of 
the 4t?h road. 

Possibly it was the Sao, not the Sox, who had this soci» 

ety; or possibly the society was lost in the period of wandering 

that characterized the decades after lorsythe wrote. 

She history of the first forty years of the nineteenth 

oentury is, for the Box, a story of ever-narrowing boundaries. At 

the turn of the oentury they felt free to roam any of the woodlands 
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and prairies of the Mississippi and Missouri valleys.    The first 

restricting treaty with the United States Government was signed 

in St. Louis on Bbvember 5, 1804} the Sao and Fox presumably 

ceded all lands in northern Illinois and southern Wisoonsin, re- 

taining only hunting privileges in the area.    In 1824 they ceded 

all their lands in the state of Missouri "reserving for the half- 

breeds of their nations'the small tract of land lying between the 

rivers Desmoin and the Mississippi and the section of the above 

(Missouri) line.'"    In 18£5 the Indians signed a treaty which 

determined a line through the middle of Iowa south of which the 

Indians would not live.    In 1830 they ceded still ano Idler strip 

of land* 

In settlement of the Black Hawk War the so-called "Black 

Hawk purchase" inoluding most of Iowa exoept four hundred sections 

of land on the Iowa River was given up; In 1826 these four hundred 

sections, too, were ceded.    In 1837 another 1,250,000 acres was 

given up by the Indians, and, finally, on October 11, 1842, the 

Saos and Foxes ceded all rights to any land in return for the 

payment of all their debts, a reservation on the Missouri River, 

and subsistence while migrating to it, and interest on a capital 

sum of $800,000. 

During the period when this last treaty was signed, pre- 

sumably banishing them from Iowa forever, the Sacs and Boxes were 

living is a number of villages scattered through central Iowa 

chiefly on the Des Moisés and Skunk Rivers.    The government agency 

was about eighteen miles southwest of Fairfleld,  Iowa.    About 

half of the Sacs and one band of Foxes built tiieir villages within 

sight of the Agency, and the rest of the Sacs had theirs within 

eight miles> but the great majority of the Foxes—consisting of 
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those who had resided on the Iowa and Skunk Rivers—refused to 

oome nearer than fifteen miles away, on the Skunk Hiver.    It was 

estimated in 1842 that there were some 2300 Saos and Boxes living 

in six villages. 

Ehe Indians still carried on their form of life,  dispers- 

ing in the fall after the annuities were paid, to hunt and fish, 

and returning to their villages in spring for the planting season 

and the  summer months.    Their winter habitats were temporary 

lodges made of mats and erected under the protection of some 

densely wooded bottom-land.    !They moved from place to place as 

circumstances required;  in the winter of 1845, for example, the 

Itoxes visited their old haunts upon the Iowa, drawn there by their 

attachment to the old section, while their next move was to the 

sugar camps, whither they went as soon as the sap began to run to 

make sugar and molasses, after which they returned to tiieir per- 

manent villages. 

She Indians of the neighborhood were apparently at peaoe 

with one another during this time, and it is reoorded that a num- 

ber of Pottawatomie in Iowa partook of the hospitality of the Sao 

and Stoat villages.    She round of life was apparently disturbed 

chiefly by the pressure of the government on the Indians to move 

to their new reservation across the Missouri. 

She emigration was quite irregular in manner, especially 

that of the itoxes.    In the fall of 1846 all the Sacs and about 

one-fifth of the Boxes had already crossed the river, but the rest 

of the loxes under Chief Poweshiek remained in the Pottawatomie 

country on the north side of the Missouri.    The government had 

offered the Indians a choice of two tracts of land in Kansas,  and 
the aaniks were impatiently awaiting the arrival of the FCXBS to 
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help make their decision.    When the planting season was upon them, 

however,  and Poweshiek's followers had not yet arrived,  the In- 

dians already in Kansas made their choice without them. 

For twenty years the Sab and Fox of the Mississippi offi- 

cially were living on their reservation in Kansas.    They had their 

skirmishes with other tribes (what   amounted to a little war with 

the Comanohe); they had their annual buffalo hunts—somewhat of a 

new experience for the Sao and Fox—and they had their internal 

dissensions.    They refused   all overtures for the establishment 

of schools or missions;  they continued stubbornly to be "blanket 

Indians."   But they had tfte respect of their Agents, who., no 

matter how exasperated they became at their stubbornness, could 

not help but admire their intelligence and independence.    The old 

way of life was still enforced, even to the burying of corn after 

the harvest for use during the next summer.    In the early seven- 

ties the Kansas reservation was axohanged for one in Oklahoma, 

and most of the Indians moved south to the land which they ocoupy 

today. 

But in the meantime, the Fox had finally and definitely 

out themselves off from the Sao.    In about 1850, a Pottawottamie 

named Johnny Green led a small group including some Fox, and they 

finally settled in their wandering near the Iowa River in Iowa. 

It may even be that some Foxes had never arrived in Kansas and 

had always remained here; but at any rate,  a nucleus of Foxes 

established themselves in their old camping grounds. 

In 1856 the Government began to allot the lands of the 

Sao and Fox Indians in Kansas to the Indians separately.    The 

Foxes, led by their chief Ma-mi-nwa-nl-ka,objected strenuously, 

refused to accept allotments, and finally decided to leave 
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Kansas entirely and go back to Iowa to Join the few Foxes that 

were already there.    It must be understood that In general the 

Sox did not get along with the Sao—even before they moved to 

Kansas—and that considerable bad luck followed them to Kansas, 

lnoluding a smallpox epidemic that oarried off a great number 

(more Fox than Sao because the former refused to be vaccinated). 

There was, therefore, strong sentiment against staying in their 

new home,   sentiment bolstered by their attachment to the country 

where their dead were buried. 

In the Fall of 1856, Ma-mi-nwa-ni-ka and his group raised 

some $735.00 between them (partly from the sale of ponies,  it 

appears)  and left for Iowa.85   During the following winter some 

eigity Indians ware back in their old country.    The Legislature 

of Iowa passed a bill giving them permission to remain in Iowa as 

long as they «are peaceful, and in the spring they purchased 

eighty aores of land on the Iowa River where they live today. For 

the first time since the Blaok Hawk War, they could feel free of 

Government Intervention.   But they were not recognized in their 

new homo,  and they received no annuities from their share of the 

treaty money that taey considered their due. 

For years they struggled along on what crops they could 

grow, on what game they could shoot in a settled area, and on 

what they could beg from the white farmers in the country.    Win- 

ters were especially hard, but they steadfastly refused to return 

to Kansas where money was awaiting them. 

The Government finally- recognized them in 1866, «since 

the State of low a has praotically invited them to live there,'* 

and gave them some blankets and clothing and sent one Leander 

25jflartin says 1859—Treaty vs. Deeds. 
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Clark to be their Agent.    The next year,  cash payment of annuities 

began again.    Meanwhile, many more Ibx had oome from Kansas to 

Join the group,  so ttiat in 1867 there were 264.    From that day to 

this,  the population has increased erratioally. 

1867  264 (including 16 Pottawottamie) 
1868  852 (without the rt ) 
1869  262 (besides 10 from Kansas) 
1870  295 (probably including the 

turn arrivals) 
1871    303 
1872    317 
1873    335 (5 Kansas Indians included) 
1874 338 
1875  341 
1876  341 
1877  341 
1878  345 
1879  345 
1880  355 

1881    355 
1882    350 
1883    368 
1884 365 
1880    381 
1889    393 
1890    399 

1891    390 
1892 392 
1893    389 
1894 392 
1895  398 
1896 393 
1897  394 
1898  588 
1899  380 
1900 385 

1902   338 (had smallpox epidemic) 
1903    338 
1904 343 
1905 342 
1906 343 
1907    345 
1908 347 
1909    352 
1910    352 

1912  364 
1913 365 
1914 368 
1915 364 
1916  363 
1917  360 
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1918    356 
1919    358 
1920    345 

1921    348 
1922    352 
1923    354 
1924 370 
1925   365 
1926   374 
1927   392 
1928  397 
1929    387 
1930    389 

1931    598 
1932       403 

When the government resumed annuity payments,  some of the 

money was used to buy more land.    By 1900 they heia  some three 

thousand aores of land,  and since then little more has been added. 

Some idea of their condition is contained in the Agent's 

report for 1868. Shore were 252 Indians then, and their posses- 

sions and ineome for the previous year were 

261 ponies at $45.00   $11,745.00 
1000 bushels oorn at f .50    500.00 
2700 pounds sugar at $.28  540.00 

200 days' work in harvest at $3.50 500.00 
Value of furs sold       1,497.00 
TOTAL $L4,782.00 

The people,  although they might aocept new economic con- 

ditions, were conservative as ever about their religious and 

social life and even their wearing apparel and houses.    In 1870, 

Agent Garretty reported: 

They are very comfortably situated, their houses or 'nicky- 
ups, * as they call them, being put up large enough to accom- 
modate from four to eight families.    She interior Í3 kept 
nloe and clean,  and any day you go there you will find the 
women either baking oakes or roasting coffee--a sure sign of 
doing well.    There has been am increase of 28 since my taking 
charge, one of the women having twins, both living and doing 
•ell In relation to the getting up of schools,  I must say 
it was a failure.    I have tried and done my utmost to get them 
to start one, but after all my talk on the subject to the 
chiefs and headmen assembled in council. ...they one and all 
shrug their shoulders and say:   'Musquakie no like school'  
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These Indians are very proud, and still tenacious of their 
old habits and customs, and think it beneath them to teach 
their children or send them to school. 

A year later, 

Many of the young persona of the tribe have learned or are 
learning to speak English;  some of them speak it quite well 
 Some of them are adopting citizens'  clothes, but the 
larger part still adhere to the blanket as an article of 
dress. 

She tribe was at -üiis time receiving $51,000 a year in 

annuities.    The farmer the next year built the first frame house 

to appear on the  Indian lands.     Some progress toward adopting new 

modes of living was becoming apparent.    In 1073 Agent Howbert 

wrote: 

After many efforts....I succeeded in getting about fifteen 
families to locate on lots of land embracing 3 to 10 acres 
each,   the families agreeing to cultivate that amount of land 
for their own benef it.... .About 100 acres were put under cul- 
tivation.... .All seemed to be progressing satisfactorily 
until one warm day in the latter part of July they announced 
to me in the most solemn manner that they just received a 
revelation from the Great Spirit, telling them 'that the men 
must not work any more, but they must hunt, trap, and fish, 
and the squaws must do the work, as in the days of their 
father», *: attd in spite of all I could say or do, the greater 
part of them removed their wigwams over the river into their 
village, and soon started on a deer-hunt into the northwestern 
part of Iowa and into Nebraska*    I have learned that the 
medicine men are in the habit of pretending to receive reve- 
lations from the Great Spirit,  that they may the more success- 
fully carry on their nefarious purposes The agent has 
iasuta an order prohibiting the proclamation of revelations 
....that....interfere with Ike industry....of the Indians  

and the next year; 

These Indians ding with great tenacity to their old ideas. 
They follow their natural instincts, and regard these in- 
stincts as the voice of the  'Great Spirit' to them.    OJhey are 
an intensely religious people in their way;  they observe the 
oeremonies of their system of religion with the greatest 
punctuality and fervor.    Only a few have or seem to have a 
disposition to adopt the  'white man's way of living.' 

In 1875 there was no mission yet,  and the first school 

building had Just been built.    But 

They are,  as a majority, opposed to  going to school,especially 
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the old men Their prejudices have been strengthened by 
some disagreeing whites When once assured that all is 
well, there oan be no trouble, for they are apt and intelli- 
gent.    Their nomadlo habits stand decidedly in the way of edu- 
cation. 

For years the Agents had to report practically no suooesa 

in the matter of schools.    A few people learned to read and write 

English in irregular fashion, and most of them could raad and 

write in their own syllabary; this was apparently taught children 

by their parents even while they opposed any education in EagLish. 

Some picture of Fox life about this time is contained in 

the reports.    Agent Free in 1877 wrote tkat: 

Their lands being held in common under tribal relations, works 
to their decided disadvantage in the way of agriculture, as 
but small traots are allowed to each head of family. 

Agent George L. Davenport, who, having lived with an In- 

dian woman, has a large number of descendants still on the reser- 

vation, reported in 187.9 that 

Their village consists of about 21 houses, mainly built of 
bark and partly of boards.    Their houses and grounds are kept 
very clean and neat.....She women of the tribe are very well 
behaved, modest, and chaste. 

There was some talk of moving the Indians to Oklahoma; 

they objected, of course, and partly for fear that there was a 

oatch to it, refused to sign the new form of the Bolls.    There 

was an argument about the amount of the annuity at the same time; 

the Indians claimed that they should get annuities from the 

capital sum represented by the value of half of the land of the 

•Sank and Vox in Oklahoma,  since half belonged tc the Fox.    In 

1876 there was a new form of Itoll presented them, and they re- 

fused to sign it.    The Commissioner reported in 1880 that: 

Formerly only the heads of families were entered on the pay- 
rolls and the number of children was given without specifying 
names, ages,  eto.    The new form requires each family to be 
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entered separately, commencing with the head of the same and 
followed by the names and a brief description of all the per- 
sons for whom he or she is entitled to draw the per oapita 
payment. Thus far no induoement or argument has prevailed to 
change the determination of the Sao and Fox not to sign these 
rolls, as they believe a compliance with the requirement con- 
flicts with their religious opinions. 

This matter of annuity payments and the rolls is given by 

the Indians today as one of the causes of the origin of the poli- 

tical faotions of the tribe.    It seems that for somewhat super- 

stitious reasons,  the members of the tribe refused to  sign the 

rolls.    AB a result, they did not obtain annuities.    The taxes 

came due and were left unpaid for several years.    Finally,  appar- 

ently,  somebody threatened to take their lands away, and to save 

the land, a number of Indians, less conservative,  signed the rolls, 

received their annuities,  and paid the taxes.    For years there- 

after this group continued to do so;  and as, one after another, 

the old conservatives (which may be oalled now "the other fac- 

tion'*) capitulated and signed, they did not contribute to the 

back taxes,  and hard feelings were caused..  This view is supported 

to some extent by Davenport1s 188S report: 

In January last I enrolled them (a few Indians still refusing 
to give their names) and paid them $20,000, and in May last 
I made another effort to get them all to enroll, but did not 
succeed until the end of jsugast when I paid them $20,000  
The most of the Indians contributed a share of their money to 
the chiefs for public debts and to pay their taxes  

But about the same time the matter of succession to the 

chieftainship arose,  and -axis no doubt contributed to the origin, 

if the origin occurred at this time, of the faotional difference. 

Early in July of 1881, Man-wa-wah-ne-kah,  the principal chief, 

died.    His eldest son died in a few weeks.    His younger son was 

young and timid,  and the strong man of the tribe, an old war chief 

called lia-tau-e-qua, oalled the council together and had 
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push-e-to-neke-qua proclaimed the olxief. It appears that 

push-e-to-neke-qua was not of the same family of the Bear clan as 

the old ohief, ana according to some contention today was not of 

the division of the Bear olan that had the right of chieftainship. 

There is no record in the literature of any disagreement over the 

matter then; hut by fifteen years later, when still another ques- 

tion of annuities oame up, dissension rose strongly and the issue 

of chieftainship was paramount. In 1898 Agent Rebok wrote: 

By request of the Indians their annuity was last year divided 
into semi-annual instead of annual payments When the 
change was made many of the Indians objected, and about one- 
fourth of .the tribe, headed by Old Bear, who espires to lead- 
ership and who has never drawn his annuity (sici), refused to 
aooept the payment, and continues to hold out at this time. 
The division of the annuity was only the occasion for this 
concerted manifestation of hostility. This band represents 
the most unprogresslve members of the tribe, who do not farm 
and who bitterly oppose all such innovations as the opening 
up of their country by a highway; the establishment of a 
soh«el, the appointment of policemen Ihey denied to the 
Government the right to ohange the manner of their payment 
from annual to semi-annual periods. 

Sot 1899 the issues orystalllzod: 

Old Bear, now 34 years old and the youngest son of Ma-min-wau- 
ne-lca, a former ohief of the tribe, has for more than a year 
past aspired to the chieftainship of the tribe and is creating 
considerable division and contention in the tribe. He finds 
the present an advantageous occasion for pushing his claim. 
He is uncompromisingly opposed to the advancement of the tribe 
and ttos many Innovations that have occurred in recent years. 
They are used by him in rallying to his support many of the 
old men and women who are as much opposed to advancement as 
he. They realize that the present chief, Push-e-to-neke-qua 
....looks approvingly on the progress made....and has no per- 
sonal inclination to oppose the school. 

The first purchase of land for the tribe in Tama County was 
made when Old Bear's father was chief and the deed was errone- 
ously made to five members of the council and their heirs. 
(He thinks he and another are the sole owners of the 80 aerea 
and opposes the reformation of the deed in the courts.) 

The points of contention raised by Old Bear and his followers, 
which are at this time creating considerable disturbance and 
unrest in the tribe, are (1) the claim of Old Bear to the 
chieftainship; (2) the denial of the right of the State to 
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establish a highway through the Indian land;  (4) the denial 
of the right of the Government to divide their annuity into 
semi-annual payments;  (5) opposition to the school and refusal 
to sand their ohildren;  (6) objection to policemen;  (7) objec- 
tion to any Indians owning cattle on the Indian land and gen- 
eral opposition to industry and frugality. 

Old Bear was destined to lose on all counts.    Push-e-to- 

neka-qua was ratified as Chief by the government in Washington 

and granted $500 a year for life.    He was the last ohief.    The 

Lincoln Highway was built through the reservation.    OJhe annuities 

have practically disappeared.    Q?he  Indians are all for modern 

sohools these days and they are getting them.   Policemen   came 

and stayed.    Even in the fall of 1934,  the Agricultural Adjustment 

Administration sent fifty cattle to the Indians from drought- 

stricken areas to form the nucleus of a herd. 

Yet the factions persisted.    Almost every year some new 

issue arises, and it is usually Old Bear vs. Young Bear (the last 

chief's son).    But the history of the tribe has been one of mater- 

ial progress, advancement in education, but—peculiarly—continued 

paganism.    3?he mission that was established (a church built In 

1891) has maáe very little progress; and it appears that religion 

will be the last of the Indian ways that will be changed by the 

white man. 



APPENDIX III 

PRESENT CONDITIONS AMONG THE FOX 

The reservation is located about two miles west of Tama, 

in oentral Iowa,  ana five or six miles east of Rfontour.    The 

boundaries of the  territory,  v/hich is now inhabited by some four 

hundred Fox and a few Winnebago,  are quite irregular,   the whole 

stretch being about fire miles at its greatest length and three 

miles in width.    She missionary's home,  the church,  the govern- 

ment farmer's home and barn,  and the little school and the teach- 

er's home are all located close to the higiway and the railroads. 

Then there is a parting of the ways and on all sides are scattered 

the dwellings of the Indians. 

The grounds of each household are shut off from the road 

by a barbed-wire gate which serves to keep the horses at home. 

The house, a small frame building of one or two rooms and gener- 

ally in great need of paint,  stands a few yards back from the 

gate.   Somewhere near, there will likely be a wickiup, a round 

house with a frame of poles and a covering of mats, and very 

often there will be near the house proper, a square or rectangular 

construction consisting of a sort of raised platform, a roof of 

twigs ana branohes supported by four poles, and having open sides. 

In the summer the family eats here,  all sitting on the platform, 

while the food is brought from the open fire nearby.    Frequently, 

members of the family sleep on the platform, too.    This part of 

the living quarters is mentioned nowhere \in Fox literature;  it is 

probably a substitute for the old "summer house" which, with 
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perhaps one or two exceptions, has disappeared from the settle- 

ment.    There,   may also be a barn, and, of course, a pump,  and al- 

most every place mill have some fields of corn, fruit trees,  and 

a little vegetable garden planted for the most part with various 

kinds of beans, pumpkins,  and squashes.    In all,  there are some 

seventy such "camps," and in each one lives a family, consisting 

of parents and children,  sometimes an aged grandparent, and often 

the young family of one of the children. 

There are three cemeteries scattered over the reservation, 

at the summits of hills; the burials are along family lines, for 

a man will usually be buried where his fathers lie.    The cemetery 

on the hül in back of the government farmer's is fenced off with 

a "no trespass'* sign to keep out curious visitors;  the other two 

are unmarked,  and, for that matter, uneven and unkempt. 

On a hill, which is said to be the highest spot on the 

reservation, there is a small clearing, neatly fenced around with 

a bench running around the inside, and forming a circular dance 

place.where the Drum Society (as it is usually oailed) holds its 

ceremonies.    In winter, of course, the society must meet in a 

house.    This is the only obvious evidence of the rich ceremonial 

life in the camps; the important gens festivals are held in barn- 

like houses near the homes of the respective clan leaders.    In 

the lower country, near the highway, are the Pom-wow grounds, a 

large cleared    space with a tioket-seller's booth,  and bleachers 

for spectators, where the annual Pow-Wow is held for the benefit 

of white visitors and the Indian pocketbook. 

The land of the Fox Indians is not allotted in the sense 

that Indian lands elsewhere are;  it all belongs to  the entire 

tribe,  and the whole community pays the taxes to the state of 
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Iowa.    Of course, no land can be sold by an individual; yet cer- 

tain Indians have definite rights to the farm land that they and 

their families have been working.    As an old Indian tells about 

it: 

When they (the Indian forefathers) were still buying land, 
many acres acoumulated.    Ihe chief and council decided to 
portion out the land to those who wanted to farm it.    Some 
conservatives advised against this white-man's business;  and 
we therefore could take as much as we could handle.    I took 
about twenty-five acres and others took the same.    Later, 
people in general realized that farming was profitable, and 
others got in gradually.    The oounoil allotted the different 
fields.     Since then these fields have been inherited. 

(It may be mentioned in passing,  that many of the  Indians 

now favor a re-allottment of the land—opposed,  needless to say, 

by those who have much.)    Money and real estate are inherited ac- 

cording to state laws,  and in these days even wills are made, per- 

sonal property, viz., tools, clothing, horses,  dogs, and other 

chattels are not inherited but are divided among the funeral at- 

tendants who wash and bury the body.; horses    are kept by the fam- 

ily,  and dogs belonging to the deceased are taken over by his 

ceremonially-adopted substitute.    If a man dies of communicable 

diseases, his things are burned.    Women own their own property 

and money, and their husbands have absolutely no voice in the 

management of it.   As one old woman puts it: 

A wife (in the old days) owned her cooking utensils;  she had 
no other property.    With the help of other women she made the 
wickiup; if she wanted a divorce,  she would put her husband's 
property outside and tell him to go.    Any money the wife has 
is hers;  she doesn't have to give her husband anything. 

As regards law and punishment,  the old chiefs are gone, 

and with them the ancient tribal counoil with its ceremonial 

functions.    Ihe oourts of law have Jurisdiction in cases of mur- 

der, rape, and other major crimes, but for small offenses the 

only deterrent is public opinion besides, of course,  the 

i \ 
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displeasure of the Great Spirit,  and it is difficult to ascertain 

just what part the latter plays.    The best idea of what the In- 

dians think about offenses of various natures may be illustrated 

by a quotation from one of them: 

If a man is known to have taken something, the owner could go 
to him and demand or take the stolen goods.    If a man steals, 
they say,   'maybe he needs it.1    They always know what kind of 
a man he is.    Children are reasoned with and taught, when they 
steal;  the fasting is to make them better. 

lying is not punished, but is followed by loss of luok and 
reputation. 

Personal broils are entirely private,  individual affairs,     A 
person might hit a man going after his wife, but not for 
something like stealing.    Fighters should be ashamed:  only 
dogs fight.     It is best to keep the peace and do nothing. 

The aotivities and interests of the Fox today are many 

and varioa, and there is something to do and to look forward to 

every day.    They walk or drive to Tama, there to shop or to gossip 

with their white friends.    On Wednesday night there is the Tama 

band oonoert,  and bargain night at the movies,  and on Saturday 

the Indiana Join the throngs of townspeople on the street. 

At home there is usually work to do in the fields or in 

the garden.    There are ohiokens to feed, and usually a oar to be 

repaired.   One often sees the women sitting in the sun with their 

bead work, while their husbands sit near them on the grass fash- 

ioning bracelets of silver or bows and arrows for souvenir sale. 

When the work is done there is always some friend or relative to 

visit, and, of course,  there may be a ceremony of some kind, with 

sacred singing and dancing and eating,  and the Indian, if he hap- 

pens to be one of the hosts this time, may be preparing the food 

or delivering the invitations, or dressing himself in his finery 

for the party. 

In the winter, when Bnow binds them to their reservation, 
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and work in the fields is over,  there are more ceremonies and 

feasts to take up the time.    Some of the youths are off at school, 

or if they are in the local schoolB, their evenings are oooupied 

with their studies.    Meanwhile there is band practice for those 

young men who compose the Indian hand, and there are clubs which 

claim as members a number of the younger men and women of the 

tribe.    In the summer there is baseball and other sports, as well 

as social activity in the evening at the Pow Wow grounds. Also 

there  is the mission church with its various activities,  or,  for 

those less pious,  a Sunday afternoon rodeo,  Btarted by a young 

man who had been out West,  and who can lasso and ride a bucking 

horse. 

The Fox Indians are proud of their group.    Their position 

is unique, not like other Indians*, for theirs really is not a 

reservation*    They and their fathers bought the land, and even 

now they pay taxes; yet they are not under the Jurisdiction of the 

state, as are their white neighbors, and only Congress itself en- 

acts the laws which govern them.    The neighboring whites are 

proud of "their'* Indians, too.    The only Indians in Iowa,  the 

chambers of commerce advertise their presence widely, and await 

the Pow Wow, which in normal times at least attracted about seven 

thousand people*    The merchants know them all, and welcome them, 

speak a few words of Ibx, and think that they understand them 

(admitting at the same time that there is more to them than ap- 

pears on the  surface). 

The old Indian pattern of perfectly inclusive hospitality 

still prevails.    If one goes through the camps to see how the 

Indians live, he is more than weloome,  and if he wishes to take 

photographs, there is no demand for payment, and few refuse to 
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pose.    If a young Indian is engaged as a guide, or if queries are 

put to one of the older Indians, no bargaining is necessary be- 

forehand,  and a gift of any nature apparently satisfies the re- 

cipient.    There is constant gift-giving, and generosity,  in this 

small comtminity whose good will every person needs, is a prime 

virtue. 

Ihere are among the people certain modes of behavior be- 

tween relatives,  and toward strangers,  and the culture is live 

enough, to enforce them.    Even political enmities  and rivalries 

seldom interfere with normal social intercourse, and rarely does 

bitterness and personal feeling rise between members of opposite 

faotions.    As for eoonomio rivalry,  there is little opportunity. 

The land is not allotted,  so there is no ownership as such, no 

fortunes, little difference in economic status.    Where one finds 

a family living in a wickiup only, it is due not so much to pov- 

erty as to a natural feeling of conservatism, and the conserva- 

tive old man or woman who prefers the old to the new is naturally 

not envious of those who live differently. 

Share are those in the younger generation, who are anxious 

to move forward according to white standards:  to improve their 

homes,  to till more soil, to acquire more chickens and even some 

cattle, to own better automobiles.    Likewise, there seems to be 

a growing tendency towards the acquisition of individual posses- 

sions.    With the passing of the years this new tendenoy may do 

much to break down the attitudes formulated by the old culture. 

It is evident in the recent feeling against the extended visits 

of Indians from other reservations.    Ihese others, it is said, are 

less industrious and leave their own work to come and "sponge" on 

their more worthy brothers.    Q?his is not entirely due, however. 
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to a breakdown of easy hospitality; there is In it a sense of out- 

raged 3ustioe--for if some of their ovm people should he shift- 

less, and live off the bounty of their friends,  social pressure 

could be brought to bear, while nothing can be done about these 

strangers who seem to have no feelings of proper morality them- 

selves, who descend upon Fox familias for half a year or mor?, and 

give nothing in return.    This attitude of the Fox is further ac- 

centuated by the behavior of the visitors toward girls of the 

tribe. 

The Meskwakies are comparatively clean in their habits; 

their homes are as clean as the average ana are airy,  although 

the furniture is sparse, and usually not of the best.    The Indian 

washes himself frequently, and his clothes,  even if patched,  are 

clean.    Drunkenness is the exception and not the rule.    Although 

from a missionary's point of view sexual behavior is at low ebb»» 

for marriages, especially after "divorces," are not always by- 

benefit of clergy—actually there is little wantonness; ohastity 

and faithfulness are virtues to be learned by the young,  and the 

morals of the Indian youth are on a par with those of the average 

youth in any Iowa town. 

All this seems to indicate that the culture is not broken, 

and that its social integration is reflected in the psychological 

stability of the individual.    The natives are happy because their 

conflicts are not extraordinary, and because  their lives are 

filled with varied interests.    Actually,  the native culture has 

become adjusted to the relatively slight encroachment of white 

civilization.    If the medicine society is gone, there, remain many 

ceremonies (and at least two new ones—the Drum Society and the 

Peyote Cult—have arisen);  if the occupation of the men—hunting— 
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is gone, farming has taken its place,  and the Fox has no aversion 

to work;  if war is gone,  there is a rich outside life to relieve 

the annui.    So the Indian still has his social life intact; he 

still has his stories and his ceremonies, his dances and his 

songs; he has his work and his play.    In addition,  there are many- 

new aetivities as, for example,  schools,  and the white man's news- 

papers and magazines, musio, and competitive sports within the 

tribe as well as with outsiders;  there are movies and trips to 

big cities,  also political life and interests (extending even to 

national eleotions).    The annual Pow Wow which takes much effort 

both from the business and program point of view is conducted en- 

tirely by the tribe.    There are new holidays in addition to their 

own ceremonial days: Wednesday and Saturday nights,  Sundays, 

Christmas,  Fourth of July,  and the other national holidays.    There 

is much to look forward to in the Fox life of today, and no sooner 

has one occasion gone by and been forgotten than another looms 

ahead.    So the total of social institutions keeps the individuals 

living and society in motion.    The Fox today are definitely a 

going concern. 



APPJNDIX IV 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A FOX INDIAN GIKL1 

I was born on July 18, 1912,  at my mother's plaoe on the 

reservation near lama.    During my early childhood my father worked 

in Tama,  at the Toledo corn factory,  and later in Marshalltown 

where we made our home for about a year.    When I was six years old 

we moved to the plaoe on the reservation where my mother lives 

now.    I was sent to the Box Day School and went there for five 

years, until I was about twelve years old.    At that time my par- 

ents separated because they couldn't get along; my mother stayed 

in her house, and my father went to live with his sister.    This 

happened when I was twelve years old, and very soon one of my 

sisters and I went to Genoa, Nebraska, to attend the government 

sohool there.    I started in the second grade.    Two of my sisters 

were being treated at the tuberculosis sanitarium at Toledo. 

The five years I spent at the Fox Day Sohool were not 

pleasant.    She teacher, a crippled man of 65 years, was very mean 

to the children.    Some of us were blamed for the things that others 

did, and for punishment I was often made to stand in front of the 

class with books on my head, or holding a dustpan piled up with 

books.    If I couldn't pronounce a word right, the teacher would 

hit me;  at these times I used to faint.    In Genoa things were 

different;  the teachers were kind and it was a good place to live. 

Hae school had about five hundred pupils.    The boys and girls 

llhis account is paraphrased from the autobiography dic- 
tated by a young married woman to Mrs. Tax. 
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lived In separata dormitories, but the classes were held together. 

Two years after I cams to Genoa, when I was fourteen, the minister 

at Fullerton baptized me and ten others. I didn't know much about 

what was happening; I had sometimes attended the Presbyterian 

Church in Tama, and, since nobody back home knew about it, anyway, 

there was no objection to my baptism. 

At Genoa we were closely supervised and chaperoned.    IVe 

mingled with the boys only at the school dances, and I only at- 

tended those my last year at school.    Of course, we  talked to the 

boys at socials and at the gymnasium, and sometimes we walked 

back to the buildings from school together.    3?ivo Sioux boys were 

good friends of mine, Just friends—no love-making.    It sometimes 

happened that girls would sneak out of the dormitory to meet boys. 

During the time I was at Genoa, a couple of the girls got into 

trouble.    One gama girl was sent home one spring because she was 

pregnant;  She had been pregnant when she had entered school in 

the fall.    Gace during the sixth year I was there, eighteen girls 

sneaked out to meet boys.    Ehey were caught, and all the girls 

were expelled.    The boys were not let out, but they were made to 

work very hard,    fhe following year I, too, ran away from the 

school with four other girls, not because I was dissatisfied or 

wanted to go away, but because the other girls had had trouble 

with the matron and they dared me to go along with them.   All of 

us together had only one dollar to spend; we got as far as Silver 

Creek, Bebraska—twelve miles away--and there we were caught by 

the station master at the depot ( we had taken off our overalls 

and left them in the washroom at the depot),  and he reported us 

to the school.    ÜÜhey came to get us,  and we were locked up all 
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day,   tf-ven. only bread and water,  and In the evening (it was Sun- 

day) we all had to go to church. 

I spent most of my summer vacations in lama at my mother's 

place.    In 19S6 when I came home from school my father was very 

sick, but my mother wouldn't let me go to see him.    Two of my 

sisters sneaked off to see him, but he was not able to talk to 

them any more.    She third day I was home I spent the whole day 

with my father;  In the evening he died.    The men sang sacred songs 

all night;  I stayed up all night,  too.    2he nezt day,  in the 

afternoon, they buried him, and the funeral was just like my 

grandmother's who had died about four years before.    Q?en days la- 

ter my father's sister (the one with whom he had lived since my 

parents'  separation) held the adoption ceremony,  and she adopted 

a man to take the place of my father,   usually the adoption feast 

is not held for some months after the death, but my father's sis- 

ter was very siok at that time, and she wanted to have it done 

quickly (she died the following November). 

I just mentioned my grandmother,  i.e. my mother's mother* 

When I was a child I was always taken care of by this woman; she 

was my guardian,    Sühen I was a baby my mother gave me to my grand- 

mother, and papers to show it were filled out in the agent's 

office.    I always called my grandmother "mother," even after I 

was told that she was not my mother.    Ky grandmother died of old 

age when I was ten years old.    I felt very bad and cried,    before 

this some of my little brothers and sisters had died, but I had 

just thought that 1 wouldn't see them for a while,  and then I for- 

got about them.    l$y grandmother died on Sunday morning at about 

ten o'olook;  they dressed her in Indian clothes—black cloth 

skirt,  silk waist, ribbons, moccasins, leggings with ribbons on 
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them»    ^ey braided her hair,  ana tied ribbons and beads into it, 

and painted her face with red and blue paint at the temples.    Ehe 

men made a box of wood,  and placed the body in it with new blan- 

kets, a bucket of food—meat and sweets—money and tobacco.    2hey 

covered her up with the blankets;  the tobacco was put in this way: 

at the cemetery the box was open beside the grave; the members of 

the family passed around the box, and each one put a little to- 

bacco on a handkerchief spread open on the dead body;  then the 

guests at the funeral folloxved and did the same.    Tobacco was also 

placed in the hands of the dead person.    After the lid was put on, 

the box was buried,  and covered first with dirt, then with logs 

placed over the grave to look like a little house.    After the 

burial, my mother "took a walk" and didn't come home for four days. 

She fasted all that time,  and mourned for her mother.    During 

these four days, any wrong done to my grandmother before her death 

would be revealed to my mother as she walked about.    The adoption 

feast was held almost a year later.    The evening before the feast 

my mother went after the adoptee, a woman of the same age as my 

grandmother,  end brought her to her homo,  and fed her.    The next 

day aha was called for again, and after feeding her again, they 

dressed her up in now clothes, and she came out where all/the 

people were assembled.    Then the guests ate, and there was dancing, 

and the adoptee received the presents from my mother—clothes to 

wear that day, Jewelry, moccasins,  and new blankets.    She adoptee, 

in turn,  shortly after the adoption feast brought gifts of clothes 

and groceries—four sacks of flour, coffee, sugar, tea, and lard. 

There was no speoial ceremony at my first menstruation 

period, because I was away at school in Genoa.    I was fourteen at 

the time.    Among the Fox when a girl has her first menstruation, 
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she is shut up for ten days.    She Is taken ¿own to the river, 

with her head oovered,  and she is thrown in four times.    Then the 

women take a razor and out the skin in spots, first down one side, 

then down the other.    This is to make sure that the girl's men- 

struation periods will not be long or painful.    During these ten 

days, the girl cooks for herself in a wickiup;  some older women 

usually stays there with her.    After the ten days,  for ten days 

more the  girl cooks for herself outside;   she does not eat with 

the rest of the family,    thereafter each month at this period the 

girl cooks for herself outside. 

Twice during summer vacations I traveled with the rodeo 

through Illinois and Wisconsin.    One year I earned $14 and the 

other $39.75.    Several other Tama Indians were along.    After the 

second trip with tiie rodeo,  I came baok to Tama too late to go 

back to school,  so I stayed home, at my mother's.    She had been 

married since 1925; my stepfather is always very kind to us, like 

a father. 

Behavior to Relatives 

Father.    I always obeyed Mm.   He was good to us; we were 

not afraid of him.    After my grandmother died he gave me money, 

and he was the only one who ever sent me money and olothes when 

I was at school. 

Mother.    I obeyed my mother,  too.    She was mean to me; 

after my grandmother died,  she beat me.    She would never let me 

go with boys;  she always said she would piok out a boy for me to 

marry. 

Older brother (half).    I am afraid of him;  he gets after 

me and tells me what is right and wrong. 
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Older sister.    I tell her all my confidences.    She ad- 

vises me well;   she tells me to be good,  to stay at home. 

Older sister (half).    She is a bad influence;  she tells 

me to go with boys.    I always listen to my full sister who tells 

me to be good.    Still, my mother favors my other sister, who is 

not good. 

I Joke most with my full sister, with her husband, with 

my uncles,  and with my cousins.    When I stay at my sister's 

house, my sister's husband Jokes with me and says that now he had 

two wives instead of one. 

I was twenty years old when I came back from Genoa to 

stay.   Up to this time I didn't have much to do with boys.   My 

first real friend was siokly; he died last year at the sanatorium. 

Another man used to bother me a lot» but I never liked him,  and 

I didn't want to marry him (Indian fashion); my mother encour- 

aged mo to, but I said, "lio, he has two children, and he's not 

divorced from his other wife."    I was staying at my mother's 

house now for a while.    In February, 1933,  I went to stay at my 

half brother's house; his wife was going to have a baby,  and I 

had to help around the house.    I was there for ten days before 

the baby was bom.    When the baby oame,  I didn't help;  I was 

afraid and stayed out of the room.   Lty brother did all the work; 

the next morning the government nurse oame and tol'*1    a how to 

do everything.    I stayed for fifteen days more helping,  then I 

got mad at my brother because he wanted me to stick to the house 

all the time.    So I left and went to my full sister's house;  she 

was going to have a baby in a month.    I helped with all the work, 
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and I stay« a there until May, when I o ame to live here.2    I was 

always on good tenas with my brother-in-law; we Joked together, 

and my sister, my brother-in-law,  and boy I was going with, and I 

often went places together.    Then we come to my marriage. 

When I first started to go with my husband, he was living 

with his uncle.    He had been married several times (once legally, 

and he was divoroed from that wife), but they never worked out, 

and Tommy wanted to get settled down.    One of his marriages had 

been with my half-sister (older).    He knew that I was a good girl, 

and that my mother hadn't let me "step out" with boys.    When I 

was at school, he wrote me friendly letters,  and I answered him 

twice.    Then, when I came home and lived first at my mother's, 

then at my brother's, and later at my sister's,  I started to  go 

with Tommy. . He was also going with another Indian girl, but he 

used to tell me that she wouldn't make him a good wife,  that he 

would quit her if I would stop going round with other boys. There 

was one in particular that I was going with; we went together on 

ohuroh-nights and when there were mission movies.    Tommy said 

that the other girl's folks Just wanted the lana, which he wouia 

probably receive when his uncle died.    He said he had picked me 

because I didn't have a home and was always going from one plaoe 

to another to live.    So in May I moved over here.    That summer I 

worked at the sanatorium and earned $51 a month.    On October 16th 

we were married at the Presbyterian mission.    We got the license 

in Toledo for #2.50, went to the Mission by ourselves,  and got 

married.    The next day we drove to Pella with my mother and her 

With the man who may be called Tommy. The uncle referred 
to later was Tom's mother's brother. He was at this timé sick and 
being oared for at his sister's (Tom's mother's) place. 
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husband,  Just for a pleasure trip. 

3 In January I became pregnant.      For three months I didn't 

know what it was.    Everything went along all right until the 4th 

of July when we went to Marshalltown with my sister and her hus- 

band.    We were bumped around a lot in the oar, and when we came 

home I was siok.    Tommy went for the doctor; he said everything 

was OK,  and he gave me pills to stop the pain.    After supper I 

helped my mother-in-law, who was at our house, but in the night 

and the next morning I was worse.    The doctor came,  and so did my 

mother, but the baby had already been born, dead, and had been 

buried by my mother-in-law.    After that Tommy stayed in for four 

days; he had to take a sweat bath each night so that his fields, 

gardens, etc. would not be ruined.    I was locked up for ten days. 

I oouldn't look out of the window at anything, because any tiling 

I looked at would burn up.    During those ten days we used sepa- 

rate blankets-, but slept on the same bed.    Then my mother-in-law 

washed the blankets,  and we both used the same ones together. 

The old iBidians say that when you know you are going to have a 

baby, you shouldn't go near your husband for the fall time. 

When my father was living he objected to peyote.    The 

year after he died, when I oame home for   vacation, my mother 

took us ohildren to the peyote meetings.    I started eating peyote 

when I was fifteen.    I didn't eat much,  though;  just a few pieces 

and that only when I was siok.    After our marriage, we want to 

the meetings regularly, and still do.    I used to get sick from 

eating peyote.    Last January my cousin told me that it was because 

I had not been baptised by the peyote people,  and that after my 

sIn answer to a question, the narrator said that she had 
never heard of any kind of contraceptive. 
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baptism,  I would be able  to eat peyote.    He told me to "put up a 

meeting," and so I did that.    I had to prepare a lot of food;  I 

ground meat and fixed it with sugar,  and I prepared parched corn 

in sweetened water, besides furnishing ducks, chicken, meat, 

candy, cookies,  fruit,  and more things.    It all cost me about 

twenty-one dollars.    The meeting for me was held at my cousin's 

house (the one who had advised me to put up the meeting).    At nine 

o'clock everybody followed the leader in; he told what the meeting 

was for,  and all the people started to pray for me.    I ate sixteen 

pieces of peyote that night.    In the morning food was passed 

around to everybody,  and they all stayed around and had dinner 

later.    Then we went down to the Iowa River; they made a hole in 

the ice and my cousin went in with me.    !Ehey said prayers, and so 

I was baptized.    Then I put on all new clothes,  and the meeting 

went on again until the evening. 

Almost every year I dance in the Fow Wow and earn some 

money that way.    In 1936 I earned #24.24, in 1927, #2.50, in 1933 

I was only iñ the pageant."ol.»bo-na" (I was working at the sana- 

torium all week), and I earned only #.25,  and in this year's Fow 

Wow I made #9.28. 
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A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SHE PEYOTE CULT 

AMONG THE FOX INDIANS1 

In 1903-1904, Jos Tesson was the first Fox to receive 

peyote;  he and Ms son were the first to use it here,  having ob- 

tained it from the Oto  and the Iowa in Oklahoma.    Tesson had a 

good name with the government as the most progressive of the In- 

dians,  and he was a prominent man..   In 1912, Percy Bear began to 

usa it; he is the present leader,  and he was one of the few to use 

it at that time.    Percy is related to Joe's wife,  and he lived 

there for a while after he began to take peyote, living there un- 

til old Joe diea. 

Peyote meetings are held: 

1. When somebody is sick and asks for a meeting. 

2. After someone dies, there may be a peyote funeral. 
A few months later a relative may call a meeting 
for the dead person.    The members of peyote don't 
believe in adoption ceremonies, but if somebody 
wishes to have the adoption feast for a deoeased 
relative, he can call a peyote meeting. 

3. Christmas, New Year, Easter, Thanksgiving Day. 

4. If a visitor from another tribe comes and is 
peyote, his peyote friends have a meeting in his 
honor or for his safe journey. 

At general meetings we pray for everybody, but at special 

meetings, when somebody is sick, we pray for him.    At these' times 

we have only picked members,  so the meeting isn't too full,  thus: 

~A.s obtained from one member. 
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5. For the birthday of a chila of a member; child 
comes to meeting. We pray for the child's health 
and spiritual good. 

If I want to "put up a meeting,"* I see if I can get up the 

food, peyotes, etc. beoause I have to buy all this for all those 

who will be at the meeting. When I figure that I can make it, I 

go around and tell all the people to come on such and such a day. 

Also, I tell anybody who is sick that he can come, and anybody 

else who is interested. 

In the morning of the day for the meeting I call on any 

of the members, three or more, to help build the tepee, The tepee 

always faces east (see diagram). To get the East you sit in a 

spot in the morning, and put a stick in line with the sun. First 

we put Up three poles and let a rope hang from the top to get the 

center. Then we put up eight more poles, making eleven in all 

so far; to the twelfth pole the canvas is fastened, and when that 

pole is put up, the canvas is put around to form the tepee. The 

twelve poles on the tepee mean the twelve apostles, or they might 

be considered as different peoples or languages, all bound to- 

gether. There is a flap over the opening of the tepee. In the 

center of the tepee the fire is built; a raised half-moon (of 

earth) is behind it, and in the center of the moon is placed for 

the night the "peyote ohief," the best piece of peyote. The 

whole tepee represents the world. 

At about nine or ten o'clock in the evening the people 

come together. The leader, i.e., the man who has oalled the meet- 

ing, has already appointed the  officials; this was done when he 

invited the guests. The leader has his drum and paraphernalia. 

The drummer fixes the drum,. putting in water, four pieces of 
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peyote,  seven rocks (the seven days of the week)  in the knots, 

and the stringing of the drum is done counter-clockwise with the 

rope-ends beneath tied together to form a star. 

When the time comes, the leader says they'll start now, 

and everybody gets in line,  the leader carrying his outfit.    The 

leader goes in first,  then the drummer,  the.cedar man,  and then 

all the others,  and the last one in is the fire chief, who has 

held the door open to the north while all the others have passed 

in.    Before entering,  the leader prays to  the Great Spirit;  they 

will stay all night and he prays that they will all be all right 

in the morning.    Then everybody turns to the left,  and they file 

in to tkelr places,    only the officials have definite places to 

sit;  the others can sit anywhere.    The leader sits in back of the 

half-moon,  immediately in front of which is the fire.    At the 

leader1s right site the drummer, and at his left the cedar man. 

The fire chief sits opposite the leader, between the entrance and 

the fire.   When everyone has entered,  1fre fire chief walks all 

around to his plaoe,  and then he notifies the leader that all are 

ready.   Meanwhile, the wood has been laid thus <afjjg& to repre- 

sent the ribs of Christ, and the fire has been started with flint 

spark,  and logs are put In and pushed up as they burn.    She ashes 

are pushed back toward the half •moon (the ashes of the fire repre- 

sent the people who have passed away).    It Is on these ashes that 

the cedar is burned as an offering.    She leader now tells    the 

purpose of the meeting,  and he asks the people to sit up all 

night-and pray for that purpose.    Ha says they will eat the peyote, 

and no one should go out before midnight.    Srom the beginning to 

midnight signifies the Old Testament; from then on is the New 

Testament.    Then the leader tells about smoking, how it was given 
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to the Indians before the white man came, and those who wish to 

smoke may. He passes corn husks and tobacco around, so that the 

people can make cigarettes. He gives it to the drummer first, and 

then it is passed around clockwise. After'all have rolled cigar- 

ettes, the fire chief gets a hot stick and passes it around to all 

to light their cigarettes. The stick comes back to him, he puts 

it back at the fire, and then all start praying together» aloud, 

each as he wishes. This takes from five to ten minutes. Then all 

lay their cigarette stubs in front of them; the fire chief goes 

around to his left, picking up all the stubs. When he gets to 

the leader, he plaoes them all on the south side of the half-moon, 

with 1áae burnt parts toward the'fire. Then he goes around to his 

right to collect the other half of the stubs and he plaoes them 

on "fee north side of the moon in the same manner. 

There is sage leaf or grass all around the oirole, repre- 

senting the paJm leaves for Christ to walk on. The leader tells 

the people to pick up some leaves and smell them; the leader takes 

some oedar from the spot where his paraphernalia lie, and throws 

it on the fire; this represents a burnt offering. He has peyote 

in a bag, and he puts the peyote bag over the oedar smoke, "stok- 

ing the peyote." It was the leader who had placed the peyote 

chief in the half-moon, taking it from his peyote bag when he 

when he first came into the tepee. The leader now makes four 

motions over the smoke with the peyote (every thing is done four 

times). Then he puts the peyote down, and tells the people that 

they will eat peyote. He gives his drummer six, and he takes six 

for himself; the others get four apieoe. They all eat up the 

peyote; then anybody oan ask for more, or for more tobacco if they 

wish it. After this the leader sings four songs. The first is a 
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starting song which is used in all meetings--the others can be any 

peyote songs. The songs tell what the peyote meeting means, etc. 

As he sings, the leader holds the staff (representing the staff of 

Christ with which He performed miracles) and sage leaves. When he 

has finished singing he passes this on to 12ie drummer--always 

outside of the drum»-and the drum goes to the leader while the 

drummer sings, 'une staff goes to the left after this, and the 

drum follows the staff around so that the drummer is always to the 

left of the singer, except when the leader drums for the drummer. 

By the time the circle is completed, it is midni$it and the sing- 

ing stops. The leader ends the singing, unless it is late, and 

midnight interrupts the circle. In this case, the singing stops 

wherever it is, and the drum and staff go baok to the right, the 

way they came, The leader sings a midnight song, and three others, 

but before this he has told the fir« chief to go out for a bucket 

of water, and he sings while the fire chief is gone. After two 

songs, the leader picks up the flute, and blows it four times, to 

represent the coming of Christ. The flute which he uses is made 

of the wing of an eagle, because it is the eagle that reaches the 

highest sides. At this time the fire chief comes in, and sits in 

front of the entrance with the buoket of water in front of him. 

The leader now passes corn husks and tobacco, to the left and it 

comes to the fire chief,who lights a cigarette. He passes the 

tobacco to the left and it goes back to the leader. The fire 

chief starts to smoke, and the leader prays for the purpose of the 

meeting. The drummer gets the cigarette from the fire chief when 

he has smoked half, and he gives it to the leader, who finishes 

it while praying. When he has finished, he puts it on the end of 

the moon. The fire chief gets up, and pours a little water on the 
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ground before the others can drink—this is for the fertility of 

the soil. He gives the pail of water to the first person sitting 

on the south side of the door, with a drinking cup; then he pro- 

ceeds all around the circle clookwisa to his place. The water is 

passed around; this drinking of the water at midnight represents 

the birth of Christ. The drummer puts some water on the drum to 

keep it moist. Ill drink, and the fire chief drinks last. He 

tells the leader they are finished drinking; the water remains 

inside close to the door in case anyone gets thirsty. 

The leader, after having blown the flute and sung the last 

two songs, puts his staff down. Before singing he had put some 

cedar in the fire; the people with feathers smoke them in the 

cedar smoke, and then they may use the feathers to fan themselves, 

or anything. The feathers are ten in a bunch, for the ten Com- 

mandments. Some have a little tuft of white: that is for Christ, 

and others have a second tuft of white: that is for John the 

Baptist. The feathers used will be handy at Judgment Day, for 

the angels have wings. 

How the singing starts and goes on as before, and while 

it is passing around, the leader gets up and goes outside, always 

olookwise, and he stays out while all the others sing. He can 

come in between four-song intervals. After the leader comes in 

and sits down, others who want air can go out in turns, four or 

five at a time, following the same rule as the leader. When the 

singing gets back to the leader, he lays down the staff and stops 

for a short prayer, burning oedar, and all pray individually, say- 

ing that life is the most precious thing God can give, and they 

pray for their loved ones, the sick, and those who have passed 

away. Then they burn cedar again; cedar is evergreen, so they are 
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praying for everlasting life.    Ihen there is more singing around; 

if one doesn't feel like singing he can pass Ms turn.    Prayers 

can go on even while the singing does.    Both men and women can ask 

for tobaooo at any time, but there is no chewing.    This goes on 

all night,  and every time the leader's turn comes, he stops to 

burn cedar,  and all can stretch a moment, or go out at any time. 

If a person is eating peyote on the north side of the tepee, you 

can't pass him   until he has finished;  if he is praying, you can't 

pass him,  either.    Then you must go out the other way. 

Visitors who belong to peyote get the best places, on the 

south side of the tepee.    If the visitor doesn't understand the 

language,  the purpose of the meeting is translated to him.   Utter 

strangers to peyote may sit with their friends;  they pass on the 

drums and the staff, and follow the etiquette generally.    This 

gees on until the morning star comes out,    The fire chief keeps 

a look-out for it;  if it is oloudy, he uses a watch to see when 

it is daybreak.    Near dawn, they prepare to close the meeting. 

The fire chief fixes the fire,  sweeps up, and all clean their 

placea.    Then the fire chief starts sweeping around from the left, 

clockwise; when he comes to the middle, he burns the cigarette 

stubs from the south of the moon,  and then he continues to do the 

same on the other side.    Bach cigarette carries its prayer with 

it,  and in the morning when they are all burned, they go up to 

God in smoke. 

Now the water woman goes out for water.    The leader prays, 

picks up his flute,  and blows it four times,  to attraot lost 

souls.    The woman is still out for water*    The leader sings four 

songs,  and the woman oomes back and sits where the drummer sat at 

midnight.    The leader lays down his staff and feathers,  and the 
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drummer puts his drum near the moon. Now again the leader passes 

around corn husks and tobacco, and the fire chief rolls a cigar- 

ette for the water woman, and lights it for her, and she starts 

praying. When she finishes, the drummer takes her cigarette, 

gives it to the leader, who finishes it while praying, and then 

throws it into the fire. He also throws more cedar on the fire, 

and the cedar man with feathers wafts smoke toward the water. The 

woman pours water on the ground, drinks some herself, and then 

passes it around. The buoket comes back to her, but she walks' 

clockwise around the tepee before picking it up and carrying it 

out. ¡This bringing in of the water by the woman signifies the 

second coming of Christ. The water is Christ, and the food coming 

in is the end of the world and Christ is there in front. With the 

help of two or three other women, breakfast is now brought in; 

there is water, parched corn in sweet water, sweet me at--ground 

and prepared with sugar—peaches. Before eating, all Join in 

prayer, and if anyone wishes to be baptized, it is also done be- 

fore eating. The one who is going to be baptized chooses any one 

of the members to perform the baptism. If the person wants a 

river baptism, he waits until after dinner, and then he and others 

go down to the river. 

After breakfast, which is served clockwise, and to the 

visiting peyote members first, the floor is open to anyone who 

wishes to give a lecture that may be helpful--about the "good 

things in life." Then the ones who put up the meeting invite -foe 

company to stay for dinner, and someone is appointed to pray be- 

fore dinner. They leave the tepee; the fire ohief goes first, 

thee those who sat on his side of the tepee, then the leader in 

the middle, and the rest of the people. Everybody sits around 
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and visits until about 11:30, shen dinner is ready. There is a 

prayer again before dinner, then dinner is served, the visitors 

eating first. After the dishes are washed, if somebody wishes to 

be baptized, all those who wish go down to the river. The person 

about to be baptized has been instructed before as to the life he 

is supposed to lead. If he has any confessions, he makes them at 

the river before he is ducked. He tells the kind of life he has 

been leading, and of the sins he has committed; he says that he 

is going to lead a new life from now on. He appoints somebody to 

duck him, and he goes completely under. The person who ducks him 

gets wet, too, but the others remain on shore. If it is winter, 

a hole is made in the ice. After the baptism, it is up to the 

person to live a good life. Some do, and some don't. 

If the peyote people are in earnest in believing in God 

and Christ, that is, in the Great Spirit and his Son, they will 

not get sick. 



APPEKDIX VI 

AH ACCOUNT Olí1 THE CEREMONIAL RUOTERS 

OF THE FOX IHDIAHS1 

(A Summary) 

A long timo  sgo,   when the Fox Indians were numerous,   they 

observed how wretched they v/ere and they desired to do "better ao 

that their life would be right.     One old man told the people what 

to do,   and they immediately began to move oamp and to go in dif- 

ferent directions,   some  to Green Bay, some  to Lake Michigan.    The 

men hunted and walked around,   desiring that their life be proper» 

. and  in the fall they began to   fast a number of days  at a time.    As 

a consequence they knew what they should do. 

When they gathered together,   one "name"  (gens)  was to be 

on the east side,  one on the south,  one on the west,   and one on 

the north.    The boys and women and children were instructed in the 

rules the Poxes v/ere to have,  and how their future life was to be 

lived  if they followed them.    The Bear gens was told (by the 

spirits)   first;   its members were the first to  be mad*e mortal,  and 

it  is a prominent gens.    At the end of three years,  the V/ar Chief 

^•As obtained by Harry Lincoln;  recorded and translated by 
Truman i'iohelson,  BAE Bulletin 85 (1927). 

^Inoluded as an appendix because (1)   it gives  some notion 
of the mythology and the religious notions  of the people;   (2)   it 
describes an institution sociel us well as ceremonial;  and  (3)   of 
all of Hichelson's v/ork,   this  one seems to have excited the most 
interest.    Yet it is difficult  to read as a translation from 
text.    The portions  deleted are either repetitions  or else side 
comments on "what evil days we have fallen intol";  the order 
has,   in some cases, been changed,  and I have not hesitated to 
change the wording to make the story more readable,   or points more 
understandable. 
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gens was blessed into existence, followed in three years by the 

Feathered gens, and in another three years by the Eagle gens. 

Other gentes oame in at this time, but these were the four leaders— 

those who knew about the ceremonial runners and ceremonial attend- 

ants. It was ths Bear gens people who told what the ceremonial at- 

tendants and runners were to do. 

The ceremonial runners were three in number, one of whom 

was the leader and the one spoken to when the runners v/ere hired 

and who employed the other two.  The leader belonged to the Bear 

gens, the others to the War Chief and the Eagle. They excelled in 

running because the leader was blessed by the wind, the next in 

succession by a deer, and the next by a humming bird. These three 

ceremonial runners were given power by the Manitou to be the 

workers.  They oversaw everything: they saw to it that the village 

site was proper and not evil» They understood mystic power and 

had to be present on the battle field. They were fast and willing 

runners and were sent on errands with news or to summon people who 

dwelt far off, and they would go any distance, even if there wore 

rivers to cross in order to get there¿ 

When the ceremonial attendants were sent on an errand, 

they did not eat and they drank only water.  If they wanted a wooden 

cane, they could make it out of red cedar only. They beoame cere- 

monial runners after fasting and they fasted earnestly; they 

retained the position all their lives.  When a dance was held, it 

was thought proper for them to dance with the others. They were 

not supposed to see menstruating women nor come near a woman in 

childbirth. 

In the spring and fall, the ceremonial runners entered the 

wickiups of the people, looking for news, and, if they were era- 

ployed by anyone for some purpose, they would go around telling 
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people what they were supposed to. Whenever gens festivals were 

held, they sat down facing the hosts so that they could see if 

they had errands to run. They attended the tribal council and 

were oalled upon to decide the question if the counselors could 

not reach a decision and what they decided was final. When any- 

body died, they were the ones who went about to tell the news 

and to inform those who were to lay the body to rest. And these 

runners themselves walked in front Qf the body as it was lea 

away. 

The ceremonial runners had full control over the weather. 

To conjure for rain, they splashed water in a river, threw to- 

bacco as an offering, and bellowed into the water. In winter, if 

the people complained of the cold, the runners went to the snow, 

took off their clothing and rolled about, and early in the morn- 

ing would bellow like Manitous. Then they sang a song before 

they put on their clothes--a certain song. 

The long wickiup in which gens festivals were celebrated 

was plaoed to the north and west, and the house in which the cere- 

monial runners lived was to the south and east. At gens festi- 

vals, the ceremonial runners burned tobacco as an offering to the 

eider ducks, who, as fast fliers, had blessed them. Also* they 

made an offering of deer brain, never anything else. When they 

beat the drum, they used not sticks but buffalo horns, and they 

always carried dried buffalo hearts to watch over them. They wore 

buffalo hide moccasins rather than buckskin, slnoe they wore bet- 

ter. Ceremonial runners usually remained unmarried so that they 

would not be bothered by wives. 

Ceremonial runners have long since died out. The last was 

sent on an errand sixty-two years ago from Green Bay to the edge 

of the Missouri to tell the Sauks of a coming fight. There he was 
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fed bounteously and stayed four days resting. He died the follow- 

ing winter after he came back, adjuring the people to keep up the 

religious customs in the face of obstacles put by the coming of 

the white man. He was fifty-six years old when he died; he had 

been blessed at Shallow Water (St. Louis) as will be described in 

a moment; since that time there have been no ceremonial runners 

and it is difficult to get news around.  Ceremonial attendants 

there still are, but they can be any boys, and they are indolent, 

unwilling to work, and hare not been blessed with the spirit of 

the ceremonial runners. 

Chis is the story of how the last ceremonial runner, men- 

tioned above, was first blessed: 

As a boy, he fasted for ten days, and then ate and had a 

sweat bath; in the winter he began to fast in earnest, and after 

a twelve-day fast, he slept and was addressed in his sleep thus: 

"Uow I bless you. You have made your body suffer the pangs of 

hunger and nobody has blessed you. Kow I bless you, and I shall 

give you instructions. ¡Tomorrow at noon, you must travel south; 

there is a river there, and you must cross it. You must sit 

there steadfastly until I come; you will see how fast I can go, 

or perhaps you will not see me." Then the boy awoke. The next 

day he told his father what had occurred, and his father said, 

"You must do exactly what you have been told, my son." 

So the boy went to the river and remained seated on the 

south side at noon. Soon he heard a whizzing sound about him, 

and he wondered what it was, thinking, "He must be a very fast 

runner!" Presently, the whizzing stopped and a humming bird 

alighted before him, tiny and beautiful, and addressed him:  "Did 

you see how fast I am? I keep running around and around, flying 

about hither and yon. Well* I bless you, although I am not good 
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at anything except that there is no one who can overtake me; I ara 

so fast, someday I might run over thia whole island. Well, today 

I blesa you, and you will he very fast, and you will call yourself 

'Ceremonial Runner ¡.Ian.' That is what intelligent people—those 

who know anything—will call you, too, and they will he fond of 

you as long as you live. 

"How I shall tell you what you are to do.' You will help 

your people in anything; they will send you on difficult errands, 

and even if anyone live3 far off, you will be sent on on errand to 

tell him something. You must not toe unwilling, 30 I shall give 

you willingness and a quality of tranquil braveness.  When you 

first oame here you did not see me until I showed you myself; you 

will he exactly as I am. The people will not see you if you are 

sent on an errand; you may meet your enemies somewhere, hut they 

will not see you.  I have not given you the gifts with which I 

bless you, but I shall give them to you when I have thoroughly in- 

formed you." 

As the humming bird spoke, the boy was unable to speak. 

He began to be different, began to think differently, and his 

thoughts wandered, even to the great sea, flitting around where 

the sun rises and sets. 

"Well, you must live morally in the future; you must not 

think of what is evil but must follow only what is good," the 

humming bird went on.  "When you are sent on an errand, you must 

go willingly, thinking only of me and what I have told you. You 

should out off a strip of hide and tie a little on your right leg 

so that, if you forget something when you are on an errand, it 

will come back to you.  If you do not do this, you will forget 

what you were sent for, so think firmly of it. Furthermore, you 

3hould wear mocee sins made of buffalo hide. 
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"I will give you greet strength.  If your enemies see you 

and shoot at you, they will not hit you. Ilobody who has shot at 

me has hit me, and, if you believe me, you will be the same as I 

am in this respeot. 

"Do not bother the persons called women.  They are not 

handsome, and, if you bother them, they will spoil the blessing I 

have bestowed upon you, because they are mostly employed by the 

3vil Manitou, and are bad. If a menstruating woman lives near 

you, she will ruin you and kill you.  It is against ny religion 

for a menstruating woman to dwell near wherever I live, and you, 

too, will be this way. 

"If you are going on an errand, you must ulways start on 

the south side» She only kind of meat you will then eat will be 

that of a turtledove or a quail, because they are very fast. If 

you are not going on an errand, however, you may eat what others 

eat. Do not carry anything red with you when you are on an 

errand, especially when somebody has died, because the blood of 

the dead has stopped flowing. Do not jest when you are on an 

errand; merely tell people what the news is. When the people 

hold a council, you must go quietly to the east door and ait down 

there; if they are not able to reach a decision, you will be 

called upon to decide the question. Then you should rise to your 

feet to tell them how you fasted earnestly and were blessed, and 

then you will tell them whatever you know is the truth. 

"Another thing, if you are fed do not fail to eat everything 

on your plate.  I also forbid you to use bad words, to mock your 

fellow people or to steal any of their possessions. Do not make 

fun of women, for they are your sisters. You must treat ohildren 

well, and also domestic animals (if you see them in the future). 

Moreover, when you are sent on an errand, you must first oast 
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some tobacco wherever a brook in the forest flows by; this i3 for 

me. You will also sing this song: 

I shall use a Manitou song, 
I shall use a Manitou song, 
Oh, it might happen 
That I shall be scalped. 
I shall use a Manitou song, 
A Manitou song. 

Then, you may go on the errand. That is as much as I shall tell 

you today," concluded the humming bird, "but you must come here 

again tomorrow at noon when I shall tell you more.r' With that, 

the bird became invisible and whizzed awpy. 

She boy thought to himself that someday he would be very 

fast like that, too, and went home and told his father and mother 

what had occurred.  "Surely, my son, you have done well," they 

said to him, and his father continued, "You have heard about your 

future life. That was because you fasted. Sometimes, with fast- 

ing, people are blessed by the evil spirit, and that is why, 

when they fast, they should tell their parents what is happening. 

Your blessing is good, and, if you do what you have learned, it 

will be well. The l&mitou who has blessed you—Who-dwells-in-the- 

smoke-hole—is good and there is nothing wrong with what he does. 

The next day, at noon, the young man went again to the 

place where he had been blessed, and soon, even as on the day be- 

fore, the same Manitou came to him and assumed human form.  "Well, 

I shall instruct you again today," he said.  "You remember I told 

you that, when you are on an errand, you should eat the meat of 

only turtledoves and quails. But you should not be wasteful of 

them; you should not slay birds with downy feathers, and you 

should always watch over the young ones. And you should not get 

your firewood from the water's edge, for that is where I live. 

"You must always bathe, for your body must never be filthy. 

You should make offerings of tobacco—food I do not wont—in the 
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early spring, in the middle of summer, in the fall, and in the 

middle of winter.  I have not yet given you power, for I am still 

giving you instructions, hut, later, you will easily he able to 

kill game, except that which flies.  You must feed game to your 

parents, for they, who ere the source of your being and who have 

cered for you, deserve that you help them a little; and, when 

they forbid you something, you must listen to them. And, when- 

ever any people worship, you should be there with them. 

"later on, people may say something against you, but do 

not listen\to them.  She Ihril llanitou is always at work, and he 

thinks he is convincing whenever he says something, trying to 

rival the Hanitous who confer blessings. Chat is why people get 

into trouble, but I tell you that you should not believe an evil 

speech, for, if you do, it will be the Svil Manitou that you will 

be believing. 

"You must make a wooden bowl and spoon, which you will 

keep all your life, placing it at the dwelling of the principle 

chief, who will take care of it.  This is the bowl that the oere- 

monial runners will always have. As long as you live, you will 

sleep on the south side of the lodge* and you must kill s spotted 

deer and use its skin—and it only—for your rug and mat, 

although, occasionally, you may use ordinary matting.  In summer, 

when you sleep outside, you must sleep on the south side of the 

wiokiup, because fhn  -''¡vil Manitou lingers on the north." So say- 

ing, the spirit became £<£.?ln an invisible humming bird and whizzed 

away. 

The young man went home and told his parents what had 

happened, and they commended it again. The next day, at noon, he 

went again to the same pl^ce, and the humming bird came, straight- 

way changed into human form, and said, "I'm the oeremonial 
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runner of os many fowls that  fly about,  ana  I am sent  on far-off 

errands,   as you will "be,   too.    Nobody will be able to kill you, 

either;   I shall live for a long time,  but the time  will come when 

I shall perish.    But  I shall not  instruct you more today;  tomorrow 

I shall tell you how your life will be."    Then he departed.    The 

next day,  the young man came again,   and now not one,   but  two—as 

like as possible—oame  to him,   and he was told:     "Mow you see how 

we look;   I presume we look alike,   for we are surely both the 

same.     This person is s  ceremonial runner,  who  fspes  on errands.... • 

'.Veil,   today  is the last time  I shall see you,  so  I shall tell you 

what you must do today,   for now I shall bestow on you ray blessing, 

and you will be fit  to begin to work for your fellow people.    You 

will now take off your clothing,  and, when you have  done  so,  you 

will stand here in the water with your head exposed and we shall 

fly about where you stand." 

• the youth undressed,  waded into the water,  and stood with 

his head exposed, while the others flew about him.     The two began 

to graze his head repeatedly,  muttering strange sounds the while. 

It seemed to the young man,  presently,  that he was beginning to 

fly about violently himself,   and he had a bad headache, but he 

stayed where he was,  doing nothing.     "How,  very likely,  you have 

a headache," he was told,   "but do not  offer any resistance."    The 

boy obeyed,   and soon beoame dizzy,  and the earth fell fast and 

whirled about him.    The two ceased flying,   and he  stopped being 

dizzy,  and the two sat down.     "You may open your mouth," they 

said,  and when he  did so,   they blew into  it four times—so strong 

that he could not speak. 

"Well,"  said the humming birds when they bad finished, 

"we have now  given you something on which you may always rely. As 

long as you live,  you shall have it with you.    As yet,   the 
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blessing has not entered you, but, in four days, if you are 

healthy, you will know that you have it. You see how healthy I « 

am; well, in four days you will be made healthy, too. Right 

away, you must begin to live eleanly, and, on the third night, 

you must take a sweat bath. You must remember all of ray instruc- 

tions, for we shall not see eaoh other again." 

The young man went back to his father, who congratulated 

him and admonished him to follow instructions. He took a sweat 

bath with his father, sang him the songs, prayed, and told how ho 

was blessed,  Then, he took an ordinary bath, and, when he oame 

back, he told his parents again how he 'had been blessed, and he 

was much praised by his mother. 

"How I must go to try to find what I was ordered," said 

the boy.  "I have been ordered to search for a spotted deer for a 

rug»" and he departed. He went far to see how fast he was, and 

by noon he had gone very far and he was not at all tired. "May- 

be, I shall be very fast," he thought. He walked along, enjoying 

it and not getting tired. Finally, he ran back to his parents 

and told them how fast he was, and how tireless. The next day he 

went off toward the south, and soon he oame to the Missouri River; 

there he heard some humming birds whiz by, and they were so fast 

that he could not see them.  "Well, I had better depart," he 

said, and started to walk back home, soon breaking into a run, 

and in a short time arriving back home.  "I have been at the river 

yonder," he told his parents.  "Why," said his father, "You have 

been very far offl" 

The next day he went hunting, and soon killed a spptted 

deer, which he carried back. The old woman skinned it for him, 

and stretohed the hide so that it would dry. Then the young man 

went to hunt for buffalo for his moccasins. He saw a herd, soon 
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killed a buffalo,   skinned, it,  out the flesh in pieces,  and went 

home, where the  old woman termed the  hide and made hira his mocca- 

sins.    He told his father where  he  had left the meat,  and the  old 

man fetched some to he cooked. 

The young man himself walked around,   sacrificing tobacco 

to trees and rocks and all the strange creatures he  saw.     Then he 

came back home and saw that his moccasins and rug were finished, 

so he put them where he usually sat.     "Vie had better go to the 

village now,"   said his  father.     They went  there,   end  the people 

rejoiced to  see thern. 

He stayed in the Tillage,   and soon,  when the people de- 

cided to  hold a  council,   they remembered him and asked him to go 

about telling the news  of  it.    He started to walk south,  and from 

there went around telling everybody to  come for the meeting-.     In 

a very short time he was back,  and just seemed to be loitering 

around.     "V/hy," said the people among themselves, "the  one we sent 

on an errand is not even ready  One of them asked him if he had 

gone about,  and,  to their amazement,  he replied in the affirma- 

tive.    Sure enough,   soon the  important people began to arrive,  one 

by one.    How he was proved to be very fast»    He was  asked to come 

to the  council meeting,   and, when they were finished talking,   they 

said to him,   "Today you are young and active,   and we shall send 

you on errands on all occasions.    Mow the people have a oeremonial 

runner that they can rely on." 

The people began to  call him Ceremonial Runner;  he put  on 

his moccasins,  and used the hide  of the spotted deer for a rug, 

and remembered everything that was told him,  and 30,  from then on, 

he was a ceremonial runner. 

He was the last of the oeremonial runners  
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evolutionary interpretation of Fox naming practices. 
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(AR-BAE, 40, Washington, 1925, 291-349). 

. Buffalo Head Dance of the Thunder Gens of the Pox 
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"Washington, 1930). 
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THmithsonian Miscellaneous Collection 77, 192j, 133-36). 
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by M«. -Re  Harrington (AA,  n.s.,  17:   576-77). 

.    Ritualistio Origin íáyths  of the Poac   Inaigtrig   (Journal 
Washington Academy of Soience,   6,  Baltimore,    1916,   209-11). 

Some General Hotes on the Fox Indians   ( Journal 
•Washington Academy of Science,   9,  1919,    483-9-4: > - 

 .     Terms of Relationship and Social   Organize-fc± on  (Proo. 
Hat. Aoad. Sciences, 2, 1916). 

The Traditional Origin of the Fox   Society    Known as 
"EEe Singing Around Rite (AR-BAE, 40,   V/ashington.    1925, 
541-615). 
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MORGAH,   LEWIS E.    Ancient Society (Hew York,   187 7). 

     .    Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity of    -fclae  Human 
Family (Smithsonian Contributions  to   Snowledge ,' 
Washington,  1870). 

MORSE,  REV.   J.    Report to  the Secretary  of War-   of   the-     TJnited 
Stetes on Indian Affairs  (Bev; Haven,   1822,   appendix). 
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OWEIí, I.1ABY ALICIA. Folklore of the Musquakie Indians of Worth 
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Remarkable because it is so inaccurate as to lead one 
to believe it partly fabricated; yet it visa the authori- 
tative book on the Fox for years, and is, in England, 
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PATTER30B, J. B. Autobiography of Blackhawk (Oquawkie, Illinois, 
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REBOK, HORACE LI. The Burial of a War Chief (Annals of Iowa, 3, 
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The Last of the Mus-qua-kiea (Dayton, Ohio, 1900; 
part reprinted in Iowa Historical Record, 17, 1901, 
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Reports of the U.S. Commissioner of Indian Affairs: 
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1843: More geography; split of Sacs and Foxes (pp. 379- 
81). 

1845: Economic life (pp. 483-86). 

1847: Migration to Kansas (pp. 70-76, 87). 
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1857: Material conditions (pp. 184-86). 
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1901:  Factions (pp. 239-41}.-/- 
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